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ABSTRACT 

In assessing existing knowledge on adult probation. this volume 
su.marizes the major issues and research covered in the liter\\ture. 
This SUI1I1\al"Y of the literature provides an overview on. adult ~irobation, 
with attention to the conceptual problems associat.ed with ofte~ 
cont1icting definitions of probation, the legal and statutory development 
of probation, its major objectives. and tasks, and its effectiveness. 
Some of the critical areas addressed include the ·.ocus of probation 
adminhtration, the roles of probation officers, caseload ma~agement 
techniques !I strategies for the provisit)n of services, the use of . 
paraprofessionals and volunteers, education and training for probation 
officers. time studies in probation management, information systems, 
cost analyses, and nodel standards. Also examined are issues in the 
production and impact on presentence investigation r~ports, issues in 
the provision of probation tr.eatment, innovations inprob~tion structure 

/,and progral11lling, trends in international probation applicable to the 
U.S., and the state ofresearch ... - particularly its strengths and 
deficiencies. Reference source notes al~ provided for individual 
chapters. A bibliography is also included. 
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. C-.ul.TlCAL ISSUES IN I.DULT lROBATION 

SUMMARY 

Introduction . 

The importance of prob~tion as a divers1o»ary program has increased 

dramatically in recent years as a substantial number of states and locali-

ties have develoll~ed 01' expallided probation services as an alternative to 

incarceration. l\Tithin the l~ast ten years s the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration alone h&s in~ested approximately $250 million in ~etion 

programs for the development of probation services. In view of this sub-

stantial commitmeltt in the form of financ::tal resourcetl and manpower, LEAA 

has recogn::tzed that the aggregation of a comprehansive body of knowledge 

a~out probation is a critical necessity. From such an assessment of the 

state of knowledge, guidelines for the development of probation can be 

documented to assiQtadmini~trators and practitioners in the effecttve 

and efficient management of probation services. 

In late 1976, the National Institute of Law Enforcement and C~Ml 

Justice awarded a ~ontract to the Program for the Study of Crime and Delin

quency at Ohio State University to conduct a nationwide assessment of the 

critical issues in adult probation. The aSliJes~ent effort was desiguedt;cr 

t, '.~ " compile and 1!1111thesize th.e infor.maticn available in the probation am1 

evaluation literature, to identify deficiencies in exist1ng research, and 
,. . 

to provide a priority listing for future research efforts. 
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The 28.seS$JI!,eIlt conducted by the. P:w::ogram·fo;r thaatud1 ot Crime and 

Deliuquency reslulted iii the production of" eight Technical Issue Papers. 

This do~..mant, Report 111 of the series" provides a summary of the most 

1..mportant issues and research covered in theothe,r papers. 

Chapter I of this report provides an overview of the subject of adult 

probation. In this chapter, we discuss issues of general interest, such 

as ,the conceptual problems associated with the various and often conflicting 

definitions of probation_ the legal and statutory development of probation, 

the major objectives and tasks of probation, and the effectiveness of 

probation. 

Chapter II addresses some of the critical issues in the management of 

.probation services. Th~se issues ,include: the locus of probation adminis-

tration, the roles of probation officers, caseload management techniques, 

strategies for the provision of services, the use of paraprofessionals and 

volunteers, education and training of probation officers, time studies in 

probation, management information systems, cost analyses, and model standards 

for probation. This ~hapter is a summary of the Technical Issue Paper on 

ISl3ues in Prubation Management, Report 112, prepa,d by t~, ~k-ogram for the 

Study of erme and Delillquency .. 

Chapter III discusses the impor.t'l11t issues in the production and 

impact of presentence investigation reports. This cb~pter is a summary of 

the Teclmical Issue Paper on Presentence Investigation Reports, Report #3, 

preparedoyDavid 'l'owsend, J(lhn Palmer, and Jennife.r Newton, of the Center 

-fer Ltm Enforcement and Correctional Justice. 

Chapte.r IVm1dresses the issu~s involved in the p~ov.ision of prob8,.tion 

tr~a1:'!lent.These issues inclUde the development of prediction iu,atruments, 
/1/ ,,-, . , 

,;?aebeaes designe~,for the classification of probationers, and-an assessment 
~ . ~ 
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of the most commonly-used treatmeJ!~t modalitie.s in prob2ition. fhis c:hapte:r " 

is a summary- of the Te~hnical ISSlJe Paper on Caseload l»rediction and Treat-

ment, Report #4, prepared by Don'M. Gottfredson, James Finckenau~rt and 

Carol Rauh~ of the School of Crim',lnal ,Justice at Rutge.rs Un:l.''i'ersity. 

Chapter V discusses a number of recent innovations in ~robation 

stx'Ucture and progranuning which are being used in the United States or 

whi(th have been ad.)pted in other countries. Also included is an assessment 

of discerna:bl\! trends in international prQbation usage which might be used 

to forec88,t impending developments in probation in the SUite.d State,s. 

This chapter is a summary of tllro pP.i~ers by Paul Friday of the Department olf 

Sociology at Western Michigan University; the Technical Issue Pap~r on 

Domestic Innovations in Adult Probation~ Report 115, and the Technical 

Issue Paper on the Int~tnation3t Assessment of ~he Use of Adult Probation, 

Report 116. 

Chapter VI addresses the current state of re,aearch in adult pr:obation, 

noting the strengths and deficiencies apparent in rf!viewing the available 

evaluations of probp tlon programs. This chapter also considers the gaps 

ill exist~,ng knowledge of adult probation and prgvides a prior.itization of 

(uture research needs. This chapter is a summary of the Technical Is~ue 

Poper on the State of Research in Adult Probation, Report 08, prepared by 

the Program for the Study of Crime and Delinquency. 

Woven into the discussions in. {;hapteraI through V are notations of 

statutory provisions and&tandards which deal with various aspects of pro~ 

bation. This statutory material is taken from the Te.ehnical'Issue Paper 

on Legal Issues. in Adult J?robation, Iteport i17, prepared by the Institute for 

Advanced Studies in Justice of The AmericanUni~ersity, Washington College 

of Law. 

J 
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CHAPTER I 

, INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

The thrust of this paper is to present what is known about adult pro-

bation. In order to display the available literature, we have divided the 

material into five rathe~ broad categories: management issues, presentence 

investigations, treatment issues, program development, and the state of 

,research in probation. There are also, however, some issues of general 

interest which do not fit neatly into any of these categories. These issues 

focus on the ways in which we can look at probation and some of the impli-

" IT 

cations of these legal, statutory& end conceptual views. This chapter, then. 

, will address the follo~"ing areas: the c,onceptual problems which have been 

associated with the various definitions of probation; a review of tr~ legal 

and statutory development of probation; ~, approach to the Ul~jor ~bjectives 

and tasks of probation; and a bX'ief review of what 1.s known about the effec-

~iveness of probation~ Fiually, before T40Ving on to the more specific issues 

of this paper, we will provide the major sources of information used in the 

paper and Will touch on the primary problems and deficiencies which were 

\~"q.countet'ed in reviewing the available research material. 
-'~::---,; .. ::,.::.:.:~-.;: .. 
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• What are the conceptual problems which have been ,associated 
with varying definitions of probation? 

The choice of a conceptual model of p~obation from which to assess 

the current state of the art is considerably complicated by the lack of 

a generally-accepted definition of probation. The word Uprobation" has 

been used interchangeably to mean a legal disposition, a measur~ of 

leniency, a punitive measure, an administrative process, and a treatment 

method (Diana, 1960), not to mention a sub-system of corrections. These 

definitions imply the varied concepts of sentence, process, and system. 

In this section, we will attempt to establish a framework which is broad 

enough to encompass the majority of l~esearch which has occurred in the 

field. 

Definitional Problems 

In 1960, Diana surveyed the literature from 1900 f~rward for defini-

tions of probation (1960). He placed all the definitions which he found 

in a typology of six categories: 

1. probation as a legal disposition only, 

2. probation as a meaoure of leniency, 

3. probation as a punitive measure, 

4. probation as an administrative process, 

5. p~obation as social c~ework treatment, and 

6. probation as a combination of casework and administration. 

This typo1og, is useful in delineating the scope of definitional 

problems in probation, but it can be confusing if several points are not 

kept in mind. First, the ~ategories are not mutually exclusive; there 
\'" 
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is a great deal of overlap, and definitions appear in p,articular categories 

because of the relative emphasis placed on that aspect of the definition, 

not because of the absence of other aspects. Second, this typology con-

tdna categories which emphasize two dimensions of probation: the ''what'' 

of probation and also the "how" of probation. 

The first three categories in Diana's typology (which include pro-

bation as a legal disposition, as a measure of leniency, and as a punitive 

measure) are oriented toward the "what" of probation. The last three con-

tain an emphasis on the "how" of probation. The "what" definitions focus 

on the actual act of placing an individual on probation, rather than on 

the process which follows. "How" definitions do the opposite, in that 

they focus on the pro~ass of probation. Although it is important to under-

stand the "what" aspects of probation, they describe only a portion of the 

total picture. In this study, we are primarily interested in questions of 

"how," i.e., in the process, procedure, and content of probation. 

The "What" of Probation 

It is obvious that probation is a legal disposition, but the pOSition 

that it is only a legal disposition finds little support in modern penology. 

There are cases, however, in which probation has in effect become little 

more than a legal disposition. If probation is only an admonition by a 

jqdge to behave, with the statement "You are on probation for one year, 

and ift you misbehave, you can be place~ in jail," then only a legal dis-

position has been accomplished. A similar situation exists if probation 

is used only for purposes such ad clearing tba court docket, inducing a 

defendant to plead guilty, or alleviating the crowded conditions in jails 

or prisons. In these instances, questions can then be raised as to whether 

6 
-.~, 
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the intent of probation ie to serve any purpose other than 8$ some kind 

of le~al disposition to fulfill the judge's duty to provide a disposition. 

Bates (1960) cites an example from a 1959 bar association survey of pro

bation ~hich typifies this practice; 

A hopeless congestion had developed in the criminal courte of 
one of the large counties. A special judge was given the task 
of clearing it up. He did 80 by the simple expedient of placing 
pr~ctically every defendant on probation. Since there were fiO 
probation counselors in that state and DQ adequate record of 
how persons fare on probation, no one ~OW9 to what extent 
clearing of the dockets in this wholesale fashion a£fected 
crime in the county in question. 

It would be difficult to argue that the participants in the incieent 

described above were not placed on probation, at least in the '''what'' senae. 

lew persons would assert, however, that the concept of probation represented 

above me.ets the view of probation generally accepted in the field of 

criminal justice. 

Definitions of probation which are overtly intended as strictly 16881 

dispositions are found relatively infrequently. OccaSionally, they do 

appesr in the legal literature, however. For example, the Uniform Adult 

Probation and Parole Act (Vernon's Annotated Texas .Code of Criminal Pro

cedure) states that "Probation 1s a disposition which allows the release 

of a convicted offender by a court under conditions ~osed by a eou~t for 

a specified period durins which imposition of sen.tence is suspended,." 

l'robatlo11 aB.lwency is a definition wh:f.~b is·seldom expre8sed·in 

the literature. Diana (1960) reports fiDding it only once in his aurve1. 

Bolmver s inepite of the relative unpopularitl"of this definition with 

criminal justice practitioners!! it may be the view 2DQ"t w:l.del1b~d by the 

general public and COlIIlentatora in the public pre.a~, Indeed, l1811y· indi

viduals view probationaf offenders as tant...,untt9~l'e8tri~tecl r81e8lle 

7 
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,into the comunity. Barkdull (1976)-sess this view as a reeult of at 

least two "factors. First, supporters of probation have been unable or 

unwilling to clearly present the case that probation is actually punish-

!!!ent, that it does detract from the freedom of tho individuals involved, 

and that it places them a~ considerable risk of future incarceration if 

they do not meet certain minimum requirements of behavior. Second, pro-

bation bas not been augmented with services which allow the pu~lic to view 

it as the symbolic equivalent of incarceration. Attention has not been 

paid to the victim, witnesses. jurors, and police which would negate or 

raduce the publicd~d for retribution. Barkdull even suggests that 

the term "colllllunity control" be substituted for the term "probation" to 

describe the realities of probation. 

If the above approach were taken, then probation would be defined as 

a punitive measure. This is a modern re-assertion of the view propounded 

by Almy in 1910. Almy held that if probation were presented as a punish-

ment which allon the offender to escape the stigma of incarceration yet 

still he subject to incarceration if probation conditions are not met. it 

will serve as an effective deterrent force. 

The "ito,," of Probation 

The second set ofdef1n1tions presented in Diana's typology stresses 

the "how" of probation and, because of thiS, they contribute very directly 

to this study. The bulk of·the·literature (85-90 percent) which appeared 

between 1940 and 1960 viewed probation &s some form of t:reatment and, more 

l1kelytban not, it vas social casework treatment (Diana, 1960h 

Unfort.'UlUlteIY II this definition, . altbough widely accepted,. presents 

preblelil. when it is use as an analytical tool. The problems stempr:1mar1ly 

8 
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from the inability of res~rchers, commentators, and practitioners to 

agree on an ()perational definition of "casework" which does not bec01"l1e so 

all-encO!<ipassing that it becomes meaningless. Dressler (1959) provides an 

example of this problem when he states that social casework is: 

••• a process in wh.1.ch the worker, by means nf a professional 
relationship, works toward the ultimate aim of effecting in 
the person under care an adjustment to his social situation 
and himself which will permit him. to live more comfortably 
with himself and among others. 

His commentary indicates that the one-to-one relationship and the mutu-al 

interaction which develop are cri tic.al to the process. He then concludes 

that the process itself is "eclectic." 

&eve (1967), in a somewhat later work than Dressler's, echoes & number 

of Dressler's principles of casewo~k. He, too, str.esses the relationship 

between caseworker and client and suggests that it can be aided by such 

things as rendering practical help to the client, exploiting the client's 

crises, using authority, enhencing the client's self-esteem, and fostering 

responsibility in the client. Keve also leaves his definition as open 

as possible: 

••• here the term "casework" is being used in a very broad sense, 
even including such a situation as one in which a worker might 
elect to administer a spanking to a small boy client. This can 
be casework if properly done.... Casework, then, isseeu here 
as the use of any humane and unselfish procass that truly helps 
an individual client ••• 

Admittedlyltthe.ae ilre only two examples of the multitude of casework 

definitions f~.1n41vidua1s Who regard probation as casework. Tbey do, 

however, suggest the lack of specificity inherent in the casework tre&t-

ment cOllcept. It is this lack of specificity whJ.ch 1Iakes this orientation 

a poor one for· assessing the level of current knowledge. in pr~tioD,~ The 

concept 10 so OPeL that it contTibutes very little to the developmentaf 

9 
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a framework with which to tie together the wide variety of work being 

done in the field. 

Probation as an administrative process was a view promoted most 

strollgly in the early part of the twentieth century. Diana (1960) indi-

cates that, between 1902 and 1920, it appeared most frequently; since then, 

however, it has been expressed relatively infrequently. This view of pro

bation stresses the probation officer's role in investigating and super

vising his clients, assisting them in finding work or training, and enforcing 

the terms ~d conditions of probation. Chute (1920) presented this view 

more than fifty years ago: 

The probation officer must investigate all offenders and must 
keep himself informed concerning their conduct and condition. 
He mustrepQ'!'t on each case at least once every month to the 
court and must use all suitable methods not inconsistent with 
the conditions imposed by the court to aid persona on pro
bation and to bring about improvement in their conduct and 
condition. 

Interestingly enough, probation as an administrative process is a 

view which is beginning to re-assert itself, particularly through concepts 

such as "te:aDl probation" in which process and functional division of 

re8pons1~1l1ty assume increasing importance. A resurgenee of the adminis

trative process of probation can also be seen in the advocacy and bro-

kerage models of probation. 

~robation as a combination of casework and admini8t~ation is the view 

which seems to emerge from a syntheSis of the literat~e reviewed by 

Diana (1960). The combinatiOn of casework and administration is a recog

nition that they are simultaneously applied in the practice of probation. 

Oneean.not be practiced to the total exclusion of the other, What changes 

from situation to sitUation is the. emphasiSe .A stable,. middle-aged 
· ; 

~'~~~. c-
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housewife on probation for vehicular manslaughter will probab1y receive 

probation services which could be described as primarily administrative. 

Her probation might amount to little more than periodic "reportiug in." 

On the other hand, a young high school drop-out with some drug inV'olve-

ment placed on probation for purse-snatching may receive a much more case-

work-or1ent~d probation. Diana's (1960) synthesized definition "reflects 

this orientatiqn: 

••• prDbation may be thought of as the application of modern, 
scientific casework to specially selected offenders who are 
placed by the courts under the personal supervision of a pro
bation officer, sometimes under conditional suspension of 
punishment, and given treatment aimed at their complete and 
permanent social rehabilitation ••• 

Diana's typology ser-ves to emphasize the wide variety of definitional 

concepts that are covered by the term "probation." In certain situations 

and to specific individua~s, each is correct and useful. At the v,ery 

least, it can be stated that probation is multidimensional and any work 

which addresses the state of the art of probation must recognize this 

fact. 

Looking at current statutory provisions reinforces this sense of 

variation in definitions of probation. In approximately one-fourth of the 

jurisdictions in the United States, the defendant is sentenced, the exe

cution of the sentence iss~pended, and the ~efendant is placed on, pro

bation. In another fourth of the ju~!e.4ictiona, the imposition of sen-

tence 1s susPended and the defendant is placedot\,~robation; this gJ:oup 

of jurisdictions includes the four states (Delaware, Illinois, Nebraska, 

and New York) which treat probation as an independent sentence~ 

of the jurisdictions, includ:1ng the federal system,the cQurts may 'use 

either mecoon1SDl,that is, they may 'suspend eitherithe:1mPos:l.tlotl or the 

execution of sentence. 
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In addition to stating the $entencins procedure which is to be 

followed,inimpoaing probation as a legal disposition"the statutes of a 

large majority ·of jurisdictions describe the elements comprising this 

~iSFosition.Tbe first element, release of the probationer into the 

cOrmlJunity,is self;..explanatory and appears in the statutes of nearly 

every jurisld:1ction. Tbe second element, conditions which must be observed, 

is the factor which distinguishes probation from other non-imprisonment 

dispositions,particularly the unconditional discharge disposition per

mitted in sume jur1sdi~tions.Unconditionaldischarge consists of the 

release of a defendant without sanctionsnd without conditionp being imposed 

b,. the court:. The third element, sup.en-ision by the probation department, 

istnemajor distinguishing factor between probation and conditional dis

cbarge or simple suspension of sentence. In some jurisdictions, simple 

suspension of sentence does not amount to probation in· the absence of a 

specific order for s~~ervision. 

SiJmmari:d.ng the statutes, we can see that probation as a legal dis-

PQsitipn incjludes the suspension of the imposition of sentence, suspension 

of the execu1:ion of senteace, and judic!P...lauthority to choose either 

~chan1am. In order to differentiate probation from· alternative dispo

sit1ona, the statutes also des~ribe the elements of probation: release of 

the~ffen(le~'into tbe, COtmlunity,. conditions imposed by tbe court, and 

'sUpcrvi'ion~-.::,!~ the offender by the probation department,. 
-"'- ~ - -"" '7"-. -' .. 

c;Jfj.til:f.nt:be cmltext of this work, the term "probation" ·will most 

. fJi~qu~tlybe use41:0 mean: 

a.sentellcewhic::h establishes the defendant' s legal sta.t~s under 
·which b:1Eh·freedom.in the community is continued or onlybriefly 
~1).terrupted ,subject t.o supervision by a "probation: organization" 
'$U1 ... subject to ·COilc1:f.t;~ons· imposed by" the court. The sentencing· 

.t" .... 
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court retains the authority to modify the conditions of the 
sentence or re-sentence the offender if he violates the con
ditions. 

This definition is designed to emphasize the fact that probation is a 

sentence, carried out in the community, with supervision, and subject to 

conditions which can be changed. This definition of probation ae a 

sentence is a composite of the American Correctional Association's Manual 

~f ICorrecti~nal Standard (196~ de.finition: 
/ 

As a sentence, probatio~ represents a judicial disposition 
wbichestablishes the ~efendant's legal status under which 
his freedom in the community is continued p subject to super
vision by a probation organization and subject to conditions 
imposed by the court. 

and the definiti,on reported in the American Bar Association i s St&ndards 

Relating to Probation (1970): 

In this report the te~ probation means a sentence not 
involving confinement which imposes conditions and retains 
authod.ty in, the sentencing court to mod1.fy the conditions 
of the sentence or to resentence the offender if he violates 
the conditions. 

This definition is intended to exclude pJ:e-sdjudication divel:'8ion, 

anm to be flexible enough to allow for short terms of incarce~at10n which 

may be required as a condition of probation. Viewing prot/etion as a 

single, unitary sentence helps to avoid what the Americ.an Bar Association 

(1970) has described as Usubtle terminological differences between the 

imposition of a sentence and suspension of its execution, suspen8~on of 
the imposition of the sentence and the like~n In a national study suCh as 

this. deference to eaCh local terminoloSicaiva~i&t!mL,~ontributesnothing 
-~-------- . 

. _- - -0..-_". .':-_.: 

to understanding. It should also be emphasized that our definition of 

probation as a sentence in no way limits framewortcs which can be used to 

analyze probation services... The terms "supervision" and "eond:t.tions~lcan 

be broadly interpreted so that the concepts of· probat10n
c 

8sllnoigailizational·· 
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system or as a process are not losto 

• What have been the major issues in the legal and statutory 
development of probation? 

To understand the legal and statutory development of probation, it is 

1 necessary first to understand that the concept of prbbation was not created 

i: < 

in an isolated, purposeful act, but must be t:r~ced to its antecedents in 

English and continental common law. A United Nations rep~rt (1951a) notes 

that "the origin. of prOD at ion was not the r.esult of a deliberate, creative 

legislative or judicial act, but rather the xesult of gradual growth, and 

almost unconscious modification of existing legal practice." In addition .. 
-- . 
the legal concept of probation existed many years before probation became 

a statutory reality in the United States. A brief ex.8lll...ination of the 

comon law roots of the notion of probation will afford amox:e complete 

understanding of probation as it exiets today. 

Common Law Development 

Legal penalties ~d punishmen'~requi~ed during the Middle Ages were 

characterized by their exceedingly harsh and merciless nature. By far the 

most common forms of p~nal sanctions were corporal and capital punishment, 

which were routinely used for a wide variety of offenses, .many of which 

are now considered quite minor and untmport3nt~ judicial distaste for the 

hars~as and severity of .. these sanctions encouraged the development of a 

~WIlber of legal procedures designed to circumvent legal requirements by 
,(,;, g. • ': 

suspending the imposition of punishment, on the condition of th,'a good 

behaVior of the offender. Killinger,Kerper, and Cromwell (1916) suggest 
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could be subverted: royal pardons could be secured, often for a fee; 

judges could narrowly interpret laws or simply fail to enforce them; the 

value of stolen property could be undera~praised to reduce the seriousness 

of the charge against the defendant; or prosecutors could charge the 

defendant with a lesser offense or could dismiss the charges completel~. 

These methods, hQwe'ler, relied heavily on judicial or prosecutorialdis-

cretion and ware not used in a particularly systematic way. ibree other 

devic~s did lend themselves to routine use and became a part of English 

common law. These devices were benefit of clersy, judicial reprieve, and 

_ rQcognizance, and they~ll permitted the suspension of either the imposition 

or execution of sentence~ 

Under the concep~ of benefit of clergy, after conviction but before 

judgment, some categories of offenders (initially ~riests, monks, and nuns; 

later. anyone who could convince a judge that he was literate) could argue 

that they were exempt from punishment, or that, due to their status, punish-

ment should at least be mitigated. By thet early nineteenth century, the 

definition of those eligible to take advantage of benefit of clergy had 

become so legalistic and cumbersome that the entire concept was abolished. 

Although not a direct ~~eeedent of probation, the concept of benefit of 

clergy illust~gtes the extent to which judges were willing to go in order 

to les~~n, for a largegi.'oup of offenders, the severe penalties required 

r " 

by law. < 

The common law pr.ocedure of judicial reprieve, has been extremely 

important in the \{evelopment of the concept of probation. Judicial reprieve 

allowed the temporatL'Y sua.p~neionof tbe imposition or execution cfsentence

in order to allow Itile offender to seek a parc1on~, Q7:" toailowElext"6il1ty 

for a. judge who was uncertain about the quality of evidence pl'ef;l'-.t.-tef!".:> 

(,) ,.~ 
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the! vet'dict and no right to a new' trial. Thus, what started as a temporary 

S1J!spension of sentence could become an indefinite suspension through judi-

, cjlal inaction. Even though tlleprocedure of judicial reprieve in common 
. 

law allowed only the temporary suspension of tmposition or execution of 

s~~ntencet :l.t is important in the conceptual development of probatioil 

because it i.e the, basis for the claim later advanced by many American courts 

that it actually gave tl1a court the right of indefinite suspension. 

Perhaps of the most significance with respect to the emergence. of pro-

bation was the development o~ the procedure of recognizance. In1'C1811y, 

recog~o,iz8.~ce allowed the eourt to require persons who it believed would 

p\t'obably engage in future criminal behavior to assure the rest of the public 

that they would not do so by entering into a debt ':I7ith the State which the 

State would enforce ~nly if the prescribed conditions were not obser~dd over 

a specified period of time. Early recognizance thus dealt with individuals 

who were l'lot yet offenders; it was later exti.!f1.ded to accused persons to 

guarantee their appearance in court if t;hey were released before trial a.nd 

was also used as a disposit10rlo 

As a disposition, recognizance was designed not so much as punishment 

in itself but as what has been termed a "measure of preventive justice" 

(United Nations, 1951a), for the purpoa2 of guaranteeing future law-abiding 

behavi()r·~ referred toh, iliickstone as "a ~.autlon ag~nst the repetition 

oftha-..(jffense" (United States D9pa~tment of Jt$t1 .. ce, 1939). 

~e~ognizancecould be used with or,~thout sureties. Sureties were 

persons who made.·· themselves responsible to the State for the behavior of 

the-offender after he wtJ.s released. The assumption behind the use of 
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sure~ies was that the responsibility of his friends to the State on his 

belialf would put a glfCa.t deal of pressure on the offender to behave. Recog-

nizance with sureties was ueed as a suspension of judgment which could 

still be imposed if the prescribed conditions were not met. Since the con-

cept of recognizance contained prescribed condition~which rest~icted the 

behavior of the offender, there was some measure of supervision inherent 

in the procedure, particularly when the offender was released to sureties 

who had a financial interest in the future good behavior of the offender. 

With respect to recogniaance, Dressler (1959) has said, ~In this legal pro-

cedure, we find some features common to modern probation: suspension of 

sentence; freedom in lieu of incarceration; conditions Eaet upon such free-

do:.n; and the possibility of revocation of liberty upon v:tol.stion of the 

conditions." Tne United Nations report (19Sla) even more strongly em,phasized 

the importance ,of rec:ogniz,ance for probation: liThe deliberate use, by the 

courts, of the salutory influence of sureties on offenders released con-

ditionally, either o~ their own recognizance or on bail, ind~ed seems to 

have been in a very r-?.al sense the first, rud;Unent~lry stage in the develop

ll1ent of proba";ion." And Tappan (1960) says: "The conditional release of 

offenders under the sponsorship of sureties was a true predecessor of 

probation." 

Legal Development 

Recognizing that the right of judges to temporarily suspend the impo-

sitton or execution of sentence existed in cC1!lJlon law, a.. question of c,ou-

aiderab1e interest in early American courts was whether the courts ~adthe 

power to suspend sentencesindafinitely. Actual1Y p the practice i.tself was 

already widespread throughout ~rican courts without statutory authorization, 

17 
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stmply because judges were using l~ecog~izance or bail and then neglecting 

to take further action. In contr~wt, English courts never clatmed power 

beyond the temporary suspension of the froposition or execution of sentence. 

By the DL{ddl~~ of the nineteenth century, many courts in the United 

States began to suspend imposition or execution of sentence, beyond the 

procedures of recognizance or bail, hy relying on the authority of judicial 

reprieve. Other courts disagreed, and two contradictory court positions 

emerged. Under one position, the courts argued that the concept of judicial 

reprieve at common law ltad within it an inherent power of indefinite sus-

pension of sentence. The opposite position r.ejected the idea of an inherent 

power to suspend sentence indefinitely, arguing that judicial reprieve 

emerged from ~ondition8 peculiar to England a long time ago and not existing 

in the United States (e.g., no right of appeal or right to a new trial) o~ 

that indefinite suspension constituted an infringement of the separation of 

powers by interfering with the executive functions of pardon and reprieve. 

Killinger, Kerper, and Cromwell (1976) note that this "early controversy 

about the natuxe of a suspended sentence and the extent to which a court had 

authority to withhold or delay the punishment of an offender gave great 

impetus to probation legislation ••• " 

The United States Supreme Court finally considered the question in 

1916 in the ~llits e6se1!!E!~te United States, 242 u.S. 27~ 37 S. Ct. 72, 

61 L.Rd. 129 (1916)]. In a decision applying only to the federal courts, 

the Supreme Court rejected the argument that the Enilish common law~ through 

judicial reprieve, gave the courts the power to auspend s~ntences indefinitely. 

Th~".court recognized temporary suspension, which it termed a judicial dis-

cretion, not a judicial power to permanently refuse to enforce the law, and 

said that this refusal to enforce the law by indefinite suspension would 

18 
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constitute a refusal by the judiciary to perform a duty which it had ~q 

thus would constitute an interference with legislative and executive author-

ity as fixed by the Constitution. The Court did add that Congress may, by 

statute, authorize both temporary and indefinite suspension of sentence, 

thus agreeing with a previous New York decision [People ~!!!. Forsythe v. 

Court of Sessions, 141 N.Y. 288, 36 N.E. 386 (1984)]. which held that 

courts do have the power to suspend sentences indefinitely only if that 

power has been granted by statute. The importance of the ~il1its case in 

the development of probation in the United States has been recognized. 

Kil,linger, Kerper, and Cromwell (1976) state that "The aspect of Ki11its 

which recognized the right of the legislative authority to grant the power 

of indefinite suspension to the courts was to make probation as now defined 

and practiced in the United States largely a creature of statute," and the 

United Nations report (1951a) suggests that the rejection by the Court of 

the argument for indefinite suspension " ••• actual1y served as a stimulus 

for the enactment of statutes expressly authorizing the suspension of 

sentence and probation." 

S~atutory Development 

The early development of probation in the United States has been 

characterized by the flexibility evident in the efforts of judges in 

Massachusetts in the ,first half of the nineteenth century to find inventive 

ways to rE'mder the -administration of justice more humane and utilitarian. 

As early as 1836, a Massachusetts law allowed the lower courts, at their 

discretion, to release petty offenders on their own recognizance, with 

sureties. Not only was the use Qf recognizance considered a humane dis-

position, but the rehabilitative potential of restoring andensurins 
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continued law-abiding behavior was also acknowledged. 

John Augustus of Boston is generally credited with the first systematic 

use of a rudimentary form of probation as it is known today. Ber.auf;le of 

the judicial climate prevailing in Massachusetts, Augustus, while a pt'ivate 

citizen, was able to convince a Boston judge in lB4lto release a :~etty 

offender to him, without imposition of sentence, for a short period of time 

with the promise that tb~ "~~~~nder, upon returning to co~tlt would show 
'I,;.,.. .. ·• 

convincing signs of reform. Th!s"first effort was so successful that 

Augustus continued his work for another eighteen years. During this time, 

be .supervised almost two thousand "probationers." Of the first 1,100 for 

whom be kept records, he reported that only one f01L"feited bond. Augustus' 

work is generally considered to be the first systen~tic effort to combine 

suspension of sentence with supervision for a specified period of time. 

The United Nations report (1951a) notes several features of August\~' 

system which survive in some form in present-day probation. First, he 

appears to have exercised at least some degree of selectivity in chOOSing 

the offenders with whom he wished to work, limiting lrl.mself primarUy to 

first offenders. In addition, he developed a crude p1recursor to the pre

sentence investigation, by inquiring into the offender's age, attitude, 

history, and social ~lieu as part of his selection process. Not only did 

he agree to supervise the conduct of the offenders with whom he worked, but 

he also agreed to arrange- for their education, employment, and living 

accommodations, if necessary. Finally, heroutil1elyw.ote and submitted to 

.. the court his reports concerning the conduct of his c1i4~nts and maintained 

a case record for each offender. 

In 1878, the Massachusetts legislature passed a stat.ute which autho

rized the City-of Boston to appoint a paid probation officer to serve as an. 
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official agent of the criminal court, undeT the general directlo~ of the 

Bosto~ Police Department. Under this statute, "such persons as . may reason-

ably be expected to reform without punishmentSi were eligible for probation, 

witheut regard to sex, agc lI nature or seriousuess of offense. Also illcl\!ded 

in the law were the duties of the probation officer: 

" •• court attendance, the investigation of the cases of persons 
charged with or 'convieted of crimes or misdemeanors, the 
making of reconmendations to the courts with rsgardto the 
advisability of using probation, the submission of periodie 
reports to the chief of pc.llice, visiting probationers, and 
the 'X'ender1ng of such assistance and encouragement [to 
probationers] ~a will tend to prevent their again offending. 
[United Nations, 19S1b] . 

The Mayor of Boston was permitted to appoint a "suitable person" ss the 

prcbation officer, either a member of the Boston police force or a private 

citizen. T.he statute allowed the probation officer to re-arrest a pro

bationer without a warrant, but with the approval of the chief of police, 

and the court could then impose or execute the offenderfs sentence. 

In 1880, the Massachusetts legislature granted the right to appoint 

probation officers to all jurisdictions throughout the eommcluwealth; this 

authodty, however, was not a requirement, and very few othelr towns or Cities 

chose to exercise it. An 1891 statute transferred the appointment authority 

from the Mayor to the courts and required such aPPointmeQ.tin .Elvery lower 
'. ;, .... 

court. In 1898, the probation syStem was exte\~ed to the superior courts 

as well. Describing the development of .probati"n in Haasacbusetta,. the 
'J: 

United Nations report (195lb) stated: 

••• the Massachusetts statutes of 1878 to~~96\wer~ designed to . 
Supplement, not'supplant, theex18ting. ~law818t~.oi 
probation. The essential ·lega]. features of the· Commar~1aW'·' 
.system ':'the suspension of .thei1DPositlonof'S!\Dt:encei~!b~li:u ,.' 
Qn probation"; and the return oftheprohat~9neT. .. tothe~Urt:, . 
to bediscruirgedor diSl'osedof othemse'1tthe-.a,oftll.' ..••. 
probation period ..,were takenforsranted. li ,. .. . ' .. ..... .., 
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The ea~ly Massachusetts legislation which allowed the appointment 

of probation officers did not actually grant to the'courts th~ authority 

to use "probation" (i.e., the power to suspend sentences :f.lldefinite1y). 

Statutes approved in Missouri (1897) and Vermont (1898) explicitly granted 

this power to the courts. Other early probation legislation included many 

variations in eligibility and organization. In Illinois (1899) and 

Minnesota (1899), only juveniles werE~ eligible for probation. Rhode Island 

(1899) excluded persons convicted of certain offenses. Rhode Islaod also 

organized its probation services under a statewide, state-controlled adminis-

tration, while Vermont left the administration to the individual counties 

which, for the most part, operated autonomously. Although thirty-three 

states bad made statutory provision for adult probation by 1915, it was not 

until 1957 that all states had done so (President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement aru.i Administration of Justice, 1967). 

. Spurred by the National Probation Association, a movement began in 

1909 for a federal probation law. Meyer (1952) notes that ''Legislative 

proposals were submitted at each congressional session, and were regularly 

defQated for 16 years. In all, 34 bills were introduced in the Congress 
..... ~./ 

.----
before federal probation became a law." The problem of passing a federal 

probation law £a1 in. oP13osition f~om three sourr.ea:federal judges, the 

Attorney General, and the supporters. of the Volstead Act" Many federal 

judges believed that they already.had the authority under common lew to 
. .. . ~.:. 

indefinitely suspend sentences, a belief ~spelled iu 1916 by the Supreme 

Cou:rt. A 'long sel;"ies of Attorneys General had opposed ~any use of suspended 

8entence~.'lhe debate over the Volstead Act (the prohibition amendment to 

the Constitution) aroti8ed fears 8.1I:lCmg supporters of the Act that judges 
. . . 

. wpuld. ·i.fgiven the oppOrtunity, place vi"la.tors of the prohibition law DB . 
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probation, rather than imposing prison sentences. Despite these problems, 

the Federal Probation Act was finally passed in 1925 and ~stablished a 

probation system in the United States courts. 

• How have these definitions and conceptual and statutory roots 
been blended into major objecti vas and tasks for llDdern pro
bation? 

The multitude of definitions for probation and the varied conceptual 

and statutory rGots from which it has sprung suggest that contemporary pro-

bation practices may be difficult if not impossible to analyze. In reality, 

however, this is not the caseo Many of the various notions of what con-

stitutes probation are derived not from observation of what actually tran-

spires but from speculation about wh.t transpires. It appears that more 

distinctions appear in description than in actual practice. Investigation 

of techniques st\ch as intensive supervision; casework, brokerage, and 

traditional supervision may reveal no differencesexc:ept those perceiv'ed 

by the persons 'labeling the activity. 

One way to analyze probation is to view it as a process for achieving 

particular goals and objectives. Although management by objectives tech-

Diques are not widely used in probation, at least one effort has been docu-

mene~d (Terwilliger and Adams, 1969). A slightly modified version of this 

effort suggests four major objectives for .adu1t probation se~1ces: 

1. To protect the commwdty from anti-socialbeb.avior 

2. To reintegrate criminal offenders 

3.. To further justice 

4. To provide the services necessary to achieve the above in I!Ul 
effective sud efficient manner 

The first three objectives are relatively straightfo~ard and easy 

to l.tUderstand. They are not mutua11y exclusive, but are as eltclusive--as 

current Pl'8ctice will allowo The fourth objective could be included within 
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the 8cope of the other three. but it ~,l=l been set apart to emphasize the 

importance of the 1UJlsgerial aspects of proba,tion. 

Community Protection 

Protection of the community from anti-social behavior is an 

objective of most, if not all, correctional programs. In this discussion, 

it will be used in its broadest sense. The process of achieving a secure 

community through the utilization of probation implies a number of tasks. 

Briefly, the tasks which probation agencies perform in order to achieve 

th3 objective of community protection are: 

~. Asaess tlw nature and degree of dangerousness of persona 
referred forinvestigatlon or supervision. 

B. Assess the probability that persons assigned for investi
gation or supervision will recidivate. 

C. For piu'sona under investigation, recommend dispositions to 
courts which are most likely to protect the community. 

D. For persons under supervision, exercise the degree of super
vision and control necessary to protect the community, taking 
preventive or corrective action where necessary. 

E. Promptly investigate reports or indications of behavior which 
say result in danger to the community and initiate revocation 
procedures if indicated. 

r. Encourage and conduct research designed to tmprave prediction 
and control techniques in reiation to COtlDUnity protection. 

As we can see, t~eae cOUlltUnity protecd.on taske draw heavily on the 

le8al a.pecte of probation. These tasks emphasize the imput of 9ro-.... 

l>ationageru::i •• 1nto the judicial. decision-making processtbrouSb the 

ll~ •• entence investigation report and the probation officer's recommendation 

all . toprol'et diepoeit1t1n. Even the supervision and contml tuks of the 
" I,·,. 

·.cOlillrAUiiityp~tlqc.ticm objective focua on theprobationqency' s responsi-
: ...... ' .. " ", . . . 

bi1it1. t'o,:'K.ftepthe. court informed of the progress of individual cases. 

t,/.·.. ,~a.:ip~ft'¢antHueDall oftbe_e comaunityprotection tasks stress the 

~7'.. Ilro~~".tf."""~ tile _. 
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Rein~esration of Offenders 

The rei.ntegration model of corree.tions bas emerged in the past 

few years to replace the ~ical model. While the medical J.D4)c.1el was based 

on the assWl1ption that the offender was "sick" and could be "cured" by 

application of the appropriate treatment, the reintegration model, "n the 

other hand~ assumes that the failure and disorganization of the individual 

offender can best be handled by the development and nurturing of solid, 

positive ties between the offender and his community. The tasks which the 

probation agency performs in order to achieve the objective of reintegrating 

offenders into the community are: 

A. Assess the personal and social conditions of persons referred 
for probation services with emphasis on needs.which must be 
satisfied or controlled to achieve successful reintegration 
into the community. 

B. Provide information and recommendations to the courts which 
will assist inacbievlng dispositions favorable to the 
individual offender~s reintegration. 

C. Design and delineate a plan of action for each probationer 
referred which include~ goals leading to law-abiding and 
socially-acceptable behavior. and appropriate methods for 
ach1~evin8 those goals. 

D.Provide a level of supervision appropriate to 1!eintegrative 
S°als. . 

E. Wbile carrying out the supervisory plan, continuall.y reassess 
and modify it as necessary to achieve there1ntegrat:l.ve gol11s. 

F., Encourage and conduct researc.:h designed to develop audimprove 
re1ntegrati"e techniques for'offenders placed on probat10D,~ 

As with ~he tasks ofccmmuu1ty protection, many of. thes.re1ntegr",t1oll· 

tasks also IItl'e,SS the probation agency' s resPoll8ib~l1ty to the court. In 

another sel!lse, however, these reintegrative tasks emp~1ze. therespoJ181-

b:!1:!t1El8 of the proba~on agency to the probationers: to treat eacll,:()ro;", , 

bat1onerasanindividua1; to eontr;lve .8superv1Qlon plallwli1ch;~Jo~s~s . 
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on the needs of each individual probationer; to monitor the progress of 

each probationer toward the goals of l~-abidiul and gocially-aceepteble 

behavior; and to modify each probationer' ssupervision p)ml to~eflect 

. prog~e.. toward those goals. 

~rtherins Justice 

Like the protection of the community; furthering justice is an 

objective which is shared by all correctional programs. This objective 

is extremely broad and include& justice from the ·point of. -view of the 

cOlmunity as well .s juetice frcm the point of view of the probationer. 

The probation tae.ks which contribute to the achievement of this objective 

are: 

A. Protect the civil rights~and liberties of persons receiving 
probation sen'ices. 

B. Assure that ~arBons on probation understand and exercise 
their rights and respqnaibilities, assisting them if necessary 
directly or through referral to appropriate persons or ~rg~!- . 
zations.' 

Co lIilke all quaeli~j udV-iJd . dec:l,sions concerning probationers only 
witb:1n the l,{;gal authority granted to probation officers • 

. D. /Piovide courf:s with information and recOltll1endatioDs related 
to issues of justice, including adjudication and disposition. 

.. These tataks emp~lsize the demanding milieu in which the probation 

officer. DlUst~perate: ·his responsibilities· to the court •. the cOIIIUIlityand 

th.ptobattone~.i 'fo acb1eve the objective of fqrtherinl justice, the pro-
~ /' 

bationoffi~er DUSt .bala.ncethe competing and· often contradictory lleedsof - . . / . 

a v~-a::t~t~ ·of:lr1dliV1dua1s· and gToupswho. have an intereat· ill· the probation 
'" . 7:~i~~~;/~ '., '," 
>p%~·cese. Ta8~fJ such as these are pervasive throughout 'the criminal justice 

. :_~=c';=-"'-:::'~""' ," , 

.yatem.; thufi,in 'aUUl1 respects, the job of the probat.iOn officer does not 

:d1ffe~ l'aclic811yfrom the job of the police officer, prosecutor, jud3e. or 

~~.ct:ton.a1 •• littifit:tatot·'!'" allofwOll ate also expected to .~eve the 
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objective of fu.~thering justice by a skillful balancing of the interests 

of the community and the rights~/deeds, and interests of the individuals 

who come into contact witnthe criminalju.stice system. 

Provision of Probation Services· 

As noted above, this objective has been set apart from the other 

objectives in order to stress the managerial aspects of probation. It can 

easily be seen how this objective undergirds the other probation objectives; 

however, there has been an upsurge of interest recently in problems of 

probation management, and~we will be devoting a considerable amount of 

attention in this paper to the 1ssugs in probation management aful·:adminis-
. 

tration. Consequently, we will treat the provision of probation serviees 

as though it were an objective separate from the others. The tasks of a 

probation agency which contribute to the achievement of the p~ovision of 

probation serviceo in an efficient and effective manner aTe: 

A. Design and implement an organizational structure for the 
probation system consistent with provid:f.ng maximum benefit 
at minimum cost with due consideration for local community 
needs and desires. 

B. Provide appropriate administrative and management controls 
which assure efficient and effective operation of the pro
bation system .. 

C. Enlist community support and auxiliary community services 
to augment ser\·ices provided by the probation system. 

D. Provide a staff with each individual appropr1ately trained 
and educated for assigned duties and encourage the continu.al. 
d~vel:opment of staffmentberso 

B. Evaluate and modify the system as necessary to maintain .ita 
efficient and effective operation. . . 

The thrust of most of these tasks is theday-to-day~peration.of the 

probatio':".sgency. , These tasks ··direet the efforts of the probation agency 

in.theach1eVementof theotberobjectives bYfocus1~g.ontheadidn1~trati';e 

, ..... 
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and organizational structure of the agsncy, supervisory control over th. 

activities of the agency, the education, training, and development of 

asency staff, and the" aCivani:ageous·:u~,«.existingC:ODIluni~y. resources 

to' ensure the provision of necessary semcesto the ~~Y'~~11~=nt'eas~':'; 

load. Notice that evaluation of the agency's o~ration is in.cluded as an 

important task. We have al:t'eady· jJlcluded research on predietion and 

control techniques and reintegrative treatment techn1qu~s as tasks which 

contribute to the achievement gf other objectives. This need for con-

tlnuous monitoring and evaluation of agency activ1ties~ regardless of 

whether the activities are oriented toward administrative or treatment 

objectives, will be stressed again and again in this -report. We have done 

so because our review of the state of the art of probation in the United 

States has shown that administrators are-constantly facedwitb the necessity 

of maldng decisionsamon$ variouB structures, contrQl systems, treatment 

orientations~ and se~Y.1ce provision strategiee. Full knowledge of the 

available alternatives is critical to decision-making, and well-conceived, 

properly handled ;'.Mearcb is fundamental to the development of knowledge. 

Because of l.,tS·imp01'tanc:e,we will devote considerable attention in a l~\ter 

sect1,on'to the issues involved in research in probation. 

. ... : .. 

, . ~. 
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• What do we kltaw about the effecti ~eness of probation as a 
sentencin!l alternative? 

The effectiveness of most correctional programs, including pro-

bation, is most frequently measured by revocation or recidivism rates. 

The '<fact that revocation and recidivism definitions vary considerably 

from one study to another causes significant problems in attempting com-

parison, generalization, or accumulation of kncNledge. ~lese difficulties 

will be addressed in more detail in a later section; however, we will note 

at this point that several problems characterize any consideration of pro-

batton outcome measures which rely on revocation or recidivism rates. 

the problems with probation revocation are caused by the lack of 

well-defined criteria for revoking probation, which leads t~ a significant 

disparity among jurisdictions and among judges and probation Gfficers 

within the same jurisdiction (DiCerbo, 1966)~ This. l~ck oi common 

definition and clearly articulated administrative procedures for revo-

cation results in an inability to generalize the revocation statistics of 

one case load or department to others. 

The literature is replete with discussions of the deficiencies of 

recidivism as a measure of probation effectiveness. After a review ~f 146 

annual and biennial agency reports, Rector (1958) summarized the problems 

associated with recidivism measures: 

• ... auy thought of compiling recidivism from annual reports 
for comparative purposes had to be abandoned early because of 
wide differences in definitions, in methods of computing, and 
in factors of measurement. 

Rector'sobservations are supported by our review of the literature. 

The definitions of behavior which constitutes recidivism are inconsistent 

among studies (and occasionally within· a singl.e study) and .. {:omputation 
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metlwds v ... t--:y considerably. In addition, the length of the follow-up 

pe~iod used also differs; some studies measure recidivism only up to 

termination from probation, while others use post-pr~batiQn follow-up 

periods_ ranging from a few months to many.yaa~s. 

As we mentioned ~~~¥e, these problems with outceme measurement 

will bl:l discussed in detail in a later section which will address the 

general state ~fresearch in probati~. We point them out briefly here 

in order to highlight the caution with which the results of research 

attempting to m~aaure the effectiveness of probation should be accepted. 

Surprisingly few studies comparing the effectiveness of probation 

with other sentencing dispositions appear in the literature. The research 

which is available can be roughly divided into three groups: p.t.~dies which 

compare the performance of probationers with ~hG'perfOl"ll1atlCe of offenders 

receiving alternative dispostt!~ds; studies which simply measure probation 

outcome .w1 .... lWut comparison lvith any other form of sanction; and studies 

which measure probation outcome and then attempt to isolate the characteristics 

which tend to differentiat~ be~een successful and non-successful outcomes. 

To examine the effe~~iveness of probation compared to oth~r dispositions. 

we. identified five stud.les. Three of these studies compared recidivism 

rates of individuals placed on probation with:f;~~d:vlduals sentenced to 

.;iaearceration. b~b8t and Mannering's st~dy (1965) compared similar types 

of offenders who were imprisoned or placed on probation. The sample con-

siated of 7,614 Wisconsin offend~rs who were statistically cOioparab1e in 

o~:1ginai. disposi:tion~ r-ounty of commitm.ent. type of· offense committed. number 

. Ofp5~'fe1onies. and marital. status. Pat'oleeswere followed f.or two years, 

~ snci pt:obationers l-lete followed for two years or until discharge from probation, 
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I whichever cs.me first. Violations weri defined 8S commission of a 

new offense or violation~f pr.obation/parole rules. The findings of this 

stucll showed that~.!i,r offenders with no prior felony convictions, the 

violation rate was 25 percent for probationers and 32.9 percent for parolees~ 

Fot' offenders with one prior felony ,q~Tt .. c/tiiont violation rates were 41.8 

percent for probatione:rlli'~;md43.9 :percent for parolees; for offenders with 

two or more felonies, the rates were 51.8 percent for probationers and 48.7 

percent for parolees. With respect to the difference in violation rates for 

,first offenders (which was statistically Significant at the .05 level), 

Rabst and Mannering note that this finding could be. a result of th~ fact 

that parolees are a more difficult group to supervise or could actually show 

that, at least for first off'enders, incarceration does more harm than good. 

Another study done in Wisconsin (Wisconsirt Divia:ion of Corrections,. 

1965) compared the performance of burglars, who. had no previous felony,con

victions, sentenced to prison or placed on probation. While this study also 

attempted to investigate the charaeteristics associated with successful and, 

non-successful probationers' and parolees, we m.1J.l;~'~imply 'report at this 

point that the violation rate (based qr, a two year follow-up, using the 

same definition of violation rate as Babst·and Mannering, above) for burglars 

who were incarcerated and then placed on parole was 34 percent and""'for,burglars 

placed on probation was 23 percent. 

The Pennsylvania Program'for Women and Girl Offenders (1976) compared 

recidivism'rates between all women placed on state probe,tioD orrelaa~edon 

state parole during a two year period. Recidivism 'was 'defined' as any 

technical violation of probation or parole or any new criminalcha;rges. 

The findings showed that, overall, women ,placed on probation bad a 3S.6percent 
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recidivism rate, while women sentenced to prison and then placed on 

parole had a 31.5 percent recidivism rate. When only women with no prior 

convictions were considered, the p~obationers had a 24 percent recidivism 

rate, and the parolees had a 23.1 percent rate. The differences between 

these rates were not statistically significant. 

These three studies compared probation with incarceration. A 

California study (California Department of Justice, 1969) compared violation 

rates among offenders placed on probation, offenders sentenced to probation 

following a jail term, and offenders given straight jail sentences. The 

study examined the performance of a cohort of offenders, all of Whom had an 

equal exposure of one full year in the community. For the probation group, 

cohort status was gained on the date of the beginning of the probation 

period; for the group ~eceivfng jail sentences, cohort status began on the 

date of release from jail. l'~t evaluate the relative effectiveness of these 

dispositions, three v1.o1at:l.on levels were used: '~one" signified no known 

arrest for a technical violation or a new offense; ''Minor'' signified at least 

an arrest and perhaps a conviction resulting in a jail sentence of less than 

ntnety days or probation of one year or less; ''Major'' signified at least a 

conviction resulting in a jail sentence of at least ninety days or a term 
• 

of probation exceeding on~ year. Since each case was followed for only a 

year, the final outcome of a violation occssionally did not occur until 

after the year was over. If it could be inferred that the disposition o~ 

sentence was the result of an arrest which did occur within the follow-up 

year, the action was included in the violation rate. 

For the total cohort, the findings indicatedl the following violation 

levels: for defendant granted straight prO,Dation, 64.7 percent had no 
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subsequent violations, 23.7 percent had minor v10iations, and U.6 

percent had major violations; for defendants sentenced to jail followed 

by probation, 50.3 percent bad no ~iolations, 31.7 percent bad minor 

violations, and 18.0 percent bad major violations; for defendants sentenced 

to jail. 46.6 percent bad no violations, 29.5 had minor violations, and 

23.9 percent had major violations. 

Finally, an Alaska study (Alaska Department of Health and Social 

Services, 1976) utilized an experimental design to compare the performance 

of misdemean~nt offenders receividg probation supervision with offenders 

officially on probation but not required to report to the probation unit. 

The gr.oups were created by random assignL~ent to the experimental group 

(urlder supervision) or the control group (uo supervision) and were followed 

for periods ranging from two months to f~lightly more than tlY-o years. Per-

formance was assessed by means of re'cidivism, \'ihich was defined as the 

conviction for a new offense. The findings of the study showed tnst 22 

percent of the expertmental group members and 24 percent of the control 

group members had been convicted of new offenses during the follow-up periods 

Given the paucity of research and the caution with which recidivism 

data must be approached, it is nearly impossible, not to mention inappropriate, 

to attempt to draw any conclusions from these studies about the effectiveness 

of probation compared to othe~ alternative dispositions. Of the studies 

which compared probation to incarceration, it tentatively appears that 

probation ~y have a significant impact on first offenders~ It may also be 

suggested that the severity of violations appears to increase in proportion 

to the severity of disposition. It does not appear that the provision of 

probation supervision for misdemeanants is more effective tban an unsupervised 

probation period. 
33 
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We also found a number Qf studies which reported recidivism rates 

only for probationers; some also att~ted to isolate characteristics which 

can be associatea with success or failure a We will look at tml of these 

studies, with the reminder tlult definiti()Ds of failure differ considerably. 

fellow-up periods vary, and the types of offenders differ significantly from 

one study to another. Chart I below includes the author, types of instant 

offenses committed by the probationers in the study, the definition of 

failure used in the study, the length of fol10w-up, and the failure rate. 

'J:h.ese summary descriptions illustrate many of the problems associated 

with attempting to assess probation effectiveness. The types of offenders 

constituting the samples (as represented by instant offenses) vary, as do 

the definitions used in each study to charactertze '~faUure." Four studies 

computed failure rates vOile the offenders were on probation or upon pro-

bat10n termination; six studies extended the follow-up periods to include 

post-probation periods. The length of follow-up periods ranged from several 

months to many years. 

HOst of the studies reviewed here stated that their purpose was to 

assess "probation effectiveness"; however, unlike the five studies examined 

earlier,none oftheae studies defined a base (such as a failure rate for 

comparable parolees or offenders oneummary probation) against which ~ 

compare findings in order to support a claim that probation is an effective 

alternative for rehabilitating offenders. 

OUr rev'iew of these ten· studies demc:mstrates that little progress bas 

appar~t11 been made over the past few years toward an adequate assea~t 

of probation. . The conclusions drawn by the authors of these studies II however, 

. app~ar to· suggest that there exists an unwritten agreement or "rule of thumb" 
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STO»IES mORTING BECmmSH RATES FOR PROBATIONERS 

CHART I 

Study Instant Offenses Failure Follow-Up Failure Rate.% 

Clllldwell Internal Revenue Laws (72%) Convictions Post-probation: 16.4 
1951 5 1/2 ... 111/2 

years 
~ 

England Bootlegging (48%); Convictions Post-probation: 17.1 
1955 forgery and counterfeiting 6-12 years " 

(9%) 

Davis Burglary; forgery and 2 or more violations To tendnatiC:m; 30.2 
1955 checks and revocation 4-7 years 

(t~chn1cal and new 
offe1U3es) 

Frease Inactive letter, On-probation: 20.0 
1964 bench warrant, and 18 ... 30montbs 

revocation 

Landis Auto theft, forgery Revocation (Technical To term.nation 52.5 
1969 and checks and new offenses) -
Irish Larceny and burglary Arrests or convictions Post-p7:0'bation: 41.5 
1972 MinimU'lIl of 4 yr8. 

Missouri Division Burglary, larceny and Arrests and convictions Post-l"robation: 30.0 
of Probation and vehicle theft 6 mo.-7 years 
Pa'Cole 
1916 

Kusuda Property Revocation To f;erm!nation: 18.3 
1976 1-2 years 

Comptrolle'r General Revocation and post- POfJt-probation: 55 .. 0 
19.76 

I releaae conviction 20 WJ. 8'Verage 

Irieh Property Arrests Post-probation: 29.6 
I 

1977 '. 3*'4 years , 
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that a failure rate, however,de7:!ved, of about 30 percent or below memo 

that probation can be considered to be effective. and a failure rate above 

30 percent indicates that probation is not effective. This tendencyi~ 

sug~~stedby the following comments: 

Failure 
~ Autho£ Rate Comment 

1951 Caldwell 16.4% ..... probation 1s an effective method 
of dealing with federal offenders." 

1955 England 17.7% uA reconviction rate of less than one-
fifth or one-quarter •• N [is] an acceptable 
level of performance for a probation 
service. I: 

1976 Missouri 30.0% '~robatlon is an effective. and 
efficient way of handling the 
majority of offenders in the State 
of Missouri. n 

1976 Comptroller 55.0% ..... probation systems we reviewed ~~re 
General acbieviug limited success in protecting 

society and rehabilitating offenders." .. 
1977 Irish 29.6% .. ••• supervision program is effectively 

accomplishing its object::ive.u 

In addition to measuring the effectiveness of probation, a number of 

studies have also attempted to isolate characteristics which could be related 

to offende~rehabilitation. Chart II below presents a summary of the major 

'factors which were found in each study to be statistically correlated with 

failure. Keeping in lUnd the methodological differences among the studies 

in tera~ of definition of failure and specification of follow-up period, 
. . 

it ~pPQa~s that the one characteristic most commonly found to be associated 

w1thfailure is the probationer's previous criminal history. Other factors 

frequently cited are: the youthfulness oftbeprobationer, marital status 

t, I'other than urried,uneaployaent, and educational level below the eleventh 

,fi,:.... ·ig~~. 
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Prevl~1!I 
Study Cd.inal Youth 

History 

Caldwell SlpiftCAnt Significant 
1951 Conelation Correl.dan 

Enaland n .. 
1955 . 

Davia .. .. 
1(}55 

Frealle .. 
1964 

Landis .. II 

~f/60 

Irish .# II II 

1972 

HI.lOud II .. 
1976 

Itusucla !' 

1976 

Co;ap-' 
.troller 
General 

1976 

Irtah n 

1971 . 

stUDIES REPOIlTItIG FAC10ftS RELATED 1'0 l'RODAl'IOHER REtlDIVJSIt 

CDAIlT II 

Status ~ ........ Abuse of 
Otber than Ifot Lov IncCil'J!e' aelow 11th Alcohol or 
HIIrded Eaployed 5elov $400' Grade Druss 

Significant SI8Df.flcant SlgnlfkMt Significant 
Correlation ConeJation Correlatlh Corre1&tfon 

" n II It 

II ** .. Slsnific.n~ 
Correlation 

II II II .. II 

.. II .. II II 

.. II ••• .. II 

.. .. ti II 

1ll9Os :ltlon 
Pr~rt~ On-probation of 
effender HaJadJuat_nt Condidol'lll 

• 
• 

SignifiCAnt Slgnlf lcant' 
Correlation Correlatioa 

Sisnif1cant 
Co~rebtlon 

II II 

.- .. 

.. 

• 

* 

* 
.. 

1..---• - A.--t la thae 9tudles. Instant and post probaUon.offemlea cOll\l!tted by probaUoner. vere pri!40111naatly property. however, II cOlrl'elaUon between propertJ' 
offense and recldlvise was nottc-~.tl~t~. 
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• What sourct!s were used to collect the material for this study 
or the critical issues in adult probati.on, and what major 
problems and deficiencies with the research were encountered 
in revi.ewing the available material? 

In. order to complete the most comprehensive literature review 

possible, information about adult probation was collected by a number 

of individuals from a wide variety of sources. Each sub-contractor for 

this project collected background material for the Technical Issue 

Paper(s) which that sub-contractor would prepare. Don Gottfredson and 

his staff at Rutgers collected material for the Technical Issue Paper 

on client/caseload characteristics, recidivism/revocation, probation 

prediction, and treatment modalities. John Palmer, David Townsend and 

the staff of the Center for: Law Enftlrcement and Correctional Justice 

collected information for the Technical Issues Paper on pre-sentence 

investigation reports. The staff of the Institute for Advanced Studies 

in Justice of the AmerictJ,n University prepared the Technical Issue Paper 

wbich analyzed and compared the probation statutes of the states and the 

federal government. Paul Friday and his staff at Western Michigan Uni-

versity prepared the Technical Issue Papers on domestic innovations in 

adult probation and the international developmertt of probation.. The 

Technical Issue Paper on the management of probation was prepared by the i 

staff of the Program for the Study of Crime and Delinquency • 

In addition to the background material which was col1.ected by tbe 

individual sub-contractors, the staff of the Program for the Study of 

Crime and Delinquency assumed the responsibility for locating the available 

evaluation research which has beeu done in the past twenty-fivA years.. This 
~- ____ .t • 

--- . rese4?ca. waf! then distributed to the appropriate eub-contractor (s) • 
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The raw material upon which these Technical Issue P.apers were _-

based consists of a variety of documents treating the subject of probation, 

which were. published between 1950 and 1977. These documents included 

books, articles from the popular and scholarly press, reports of research 

and evaluation studies, and conference papers. The material was gathered 

through a nine,..wmonth review of literature based on the following sources: 

1. We conducted detailed literature searches in the following 
abstracting services: 

a. 9r:1minology Index 
b~ Psychological Abstracts 
c. Crime and Delinqu~cy Abstracts 
d. International ~1~11olraphy on Crime and_ Delinquency 
e. Abstracts on Criminolo8yand Penology 
f. Sociological Abstracts. 

2., We utilized the resources of the following Libraries: 

a. The Obio State University 
b. Rutgers University (Newark) 
c. Wc~stern Michigan University 
d. Capital University Law Scr~ol 
e. American University Law School 
f. Center for Knowledge in Criminal Justice Planning 
g. National Council on Crime and Delinquency. 

3. We reviewed abstracts of all probation-related publications 
listed with the National Criminal Justice Reference Service. 

4. We requested a print-out of all probation projects funded 
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, covering 
the period 1968 to 1976, listed with the Grant Management 
Information Service. Por all projects which appeared from 
their abstracts to be relevant to OQr study, we wrote to the 
project directors requesting any evaluations which bad been 
completed. 

, 
s. we coat4cted, by telephone,all state departments of correction, 

state criminal justice planning agecc1es, mu1 statedepart1lents 
of probation (in-atates with centralize4 probation systems). 

6. For all states with decentralized probation systems, we wrote 
directly to all county probation offices. 
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Before addl'ees~tiM! subject of prol>lems and deficienc;les in 

the available researcb, we would like to et'l.lphasize a fewpointsG ~eb 

. of tbe material whicb we reviewed, particuletrly the evaluative studies, 

was supplied to us, in response to our requelst, by a great man.v,ind:i..v1duale, 

in state and local 88encies, aU of whom wex's extremely cooperative and 

eager to help us with our project. we are most grateful for their 

cooperation and must &cknowledge the significance of their contributions 

tG tQ Z-dccess of our project. Although we will be offering criticism 

of the design and implementation of much of this evaluative research, we 

do want to emphasize that we are not unaware of the problems of c,onducting 

research in the field and we do understand that it is quite likely that 

the authors of the research recognize these ~roblems also. 

We will address the state of the research in adult probation in more 

detail in a later section of this report. Our purpose here is to briefly 

outline the major research deficiencies which "ere found in many of the 

studies which were reviewed for this project. It would be well to keep 

theSe deficiencies in mind, sinee they have imposed limitations on the 

conclusions which we have been able to draw from the available research. 

'l'he major deficiencies can be sUJlll1arized as follows: 

1. Failure to carefully formulate the research design in 
advance oftmpl6mentat1on can lead to research which 
nev~rquite. gets off the ground and ·contributes littl~ 
to our understanding of the subject of inquiry. The 
proposed research should be based art G causal theory 
and should attempt to anticipate 'a..1l.d provide for potential 
impediments to data collection and analysis. Although valid 
findings may result fromatudies undert~ without carefully 
formulated deSigns, such findings should perhaps be apprbpr:tately 
chariieterized as "serendipitous. 1t 

. . 

2. Failure to select a representative sample for study can 
p~oduce results that do not provide adequate estimates for 
the. general populati01C1 of interest •. Thus, since the findings 
of. a Study based on a potentially biased sample cannot be 
gerieralf.zed to the total population, they cannot be accepted 
W1thanyconfic1elice.' . 
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3. '~lure to utilize a control group, comparison group. or 
adelquate statistical controls results in findings which 
cannot· be used to determineloi1hether ;my observed changes 
are actually the result of the particular program under 
study.· The observed cha~gesmay in fact be a fUnction 
of the particular characteristics of the sample, rather 
than a function of the trE1;stment provided. 

4. Failure to adequately define critical variables is a major 
problem in research in probation. At the very least, the 
treatment und~~' study should be carefully described. For 
~y studies which are intended solely as internal agen,cy 
documents, this requirement may appear to be irrelevant. 
We would argue, however, that the addit:lon of a detailed 
description of the treatment would allow generalizability 
of the study findings tp other similar programs. Without 
such descriptions, we simply cannot assume that two treat
ment programs at two different agencies are similar, even 
though they may have the same name. 

s. Failure to establish the validity al1d reliability of out
come measures can produce inaccurate or misleading results. 
The validity of many outcome variables, such as self
concept, is open to question. The validity and reliability 
of self-reporting techniques may also be in doubt. 

6. Failure to use appropriate statistical methods, or failure 
to provide sufficient information about the techniques used, 
can result in spurious findin;s. Frequently, results are 
characterized as "statistically significant" without expla
nation of the significance tests used. Signif:f,cant correlations 
are announced without rutplanation of their derivation. We are 
not suggesting that all research must utilize highly sophisti
cated statistical analysis techniques; however, at the very 
least, techniques should be appropriate to the data and should 
be explained in sufficient detail to allow the reader to assess 
their relevance. 

7. Inappropriate conclusions drawn from the findings of carel~ss 
studies using inappropriate methods can add misinformation 
to our presumed .lrbody of knowledge." 

The conclusions which we have attempted to draw from the available 

research in probation are based on a large number of research studies, som~ 

of which suffer from one or more of these desl,~n deficiencies. Of course, 

we did find some examples of well-conceived, pr,operly conducted research. 

The following discussions of management issues, presentence investigations, 

treatment modalities, and program development are based on all of th~ 
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available research; however, we have assigned much more credibility 

and weight to those research~tud1es which clearly demonstrate that 

they were grounded on carefully.formulated designs, properly controlled 

data collection, and appropriate aualy~1cal techniques. 

In summary, we woul~ like to note that, althougt~ we cannot be 

absolutely certain that all relevan~ literature has been included in our 

study, we believe that the studies which have had the widest influence 

have been considered. Research and evaluation studies were included 

based on our ability to locate interpretable reports of the studiea, on 

the methodological soundness of the study, or, in areas where very little 

information was available, their uniqueness. The value of all of the 

TechnicalI~sue Papers and the accuracy of their conclusions are in part 

a function of the quality of the material upon ,nbich they were built. 

We, as authors, however, have selected the matelt'ial to be included and 

must therefore bear the responsibility for these products. 
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The results of this survey emphasize the fact that the delivery of 

adult probation services is a big business, even though the individual 

agencies are often quite small. In tbe aggregate, probation touches 

more lives than any other area of corrections. The scope of probation 

activity alone warrants a careful study of the methods used to manage and 

deliver its services. 

This chapter discusses the issues of the organization and management 

of the resources available for the provision and delivery of probation 

services. We will concentrate our attention on the statutes and standards 

which affect organization and management and on discovering what is known 

about the efficiency and effectiveness of various organizational and 

management techniques. 

Historically, little discussion has appeared in the literature about 

specific organizational and management techniques which might affect tbe 

provision of probation services. This may have occurre4 because most 

probation agencies were relatively small and the administrative world of 

probation was fractionalized, resulting in a reliance by administrators 

on the traditional management strategies and techniques borrowed from 

business administrat:lon and other disciplines. In the past few years, 

however, there has been a noticeable emphasis in the litE!rature on the 

treatment of management concerns and innovative strategies as an integral 

part of the probation function. 

The organizational and management issues which we will discuss in 

this report are important to administrators for several reasons. First, 
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of course, all probation administrators want to perform their jobs as 

efficiently and effectively as possible. Although we assume that most 

administrators are familiar with fundamental management concepts and 

techniques, there are a number of management concerns which are especially 

relevant to the areas of corrections in general and prohation in particular. 

So, in order to carry out their tasks in an efficient and effective manner, 

administrators will want to be fully informed and knowledgeable about 

organization and management problems, and their possible solutions, which 

affect the smooth running of a probation agency. Second, there may be 

a numbe~ of areas in which flexibility 1s denied to the administrator by 

law. These areas may include the selection of probation officers, the 

decision to grant, deny, or revoke probation, the required performance 

of presentence investigations, the length of the probation period, the 

various rights of due process guaranteed to probationers, and the use of 

certain treatment modalities. Most of the areas of management, however, 

allow the administrator some maneuverability and the ability to make 

choices based upon the probable contribution of a certain technique to 

the efficient or effective management of the probation agency. Finally, 

management concerns can be a fruitful area for innovation. The examples 

of management techniques which we discuss may be untried by many probation 

agencies, and thus the experiences of other departments may be of consider-

able value to the administrator who is contemplating chang1n~or modifying 

an existing technique or adopting a new one. 

A significant amount' of interest in the. management and org&Aizaticmal 

problems of probation systems was prompted by the ~troller General's 

Report to the Congress, entitled State ud County Probation:· Systems in 

Cri.ais, which was published in Hay 1916. TbifJreport was critical of 
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the performance of state and local probation agencies and stressed the 

positive role which could be played by the federal government, through the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, by providing leadership, funds, . 
and technical assistance to the States. Tbe findings of the study were 

generated by a review of the adult felon probation systems in Maricopa 

County, Arizona; Multnomah County, Oregon; Philadelphia County t Pennsyl-

vania; and King CoWlty, Washington. A number of recommendations which 

are relevant to our discussion of management concerns were:. made, dealing 
,/ 

particularly with the provision of services to probationers. The findings 

of the study indicated that pr.obationers who received needed ~ervices 

were more likely to complete their probation periods successfally thau 

those who did not receive needed services. Therefore, the repo~t 

emphasized the need to adequately identify the probationers· needs, to 

provide the services required to satisfy those needs, and to ensure that 

local community resources become more responsive to probationers. 

The importance of management concerns again has been underscored by 

another Comptroller General's Report to the Congress, entitled Probation 

and Parole Activities Need to Be Better Managed, published in October 

1977. This report provides a detailed description of the shortcomings 

in the operation and administration of the federal probation/parole syste.w. 

Information was gathered by a review of operations in five probation dis

tricts (California Central; Georgia Northern, Illinois Northern, Washington, 

D.C., and Wasbington Western), a questionnaire completed by a number of 

cbiefjudgea, cbief probation officers, and probation officers, and a 

ran&Y4y selected surple of open and closed probation and parole cases in 

the: ,f1ve probat1on: districts:. Of particular interest to probation admini-

-strator. are the rec~dations and suggestions directed toward supervision 

so 
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and service prevision. One of the. findings of the study was tbatprobation 

officers appear to be emphasizing their other duties (such as completion· 

of presentence investigation reports and administrative activities) more 

than their supervision responsibilities. The Comptrollel: Genel'al recommends 

six management techniques which can be used to improve supervision: 

-- Special units dedicated solely to supervision and thereby 
relieving probation officers of other duties such as making 
PSIs. 

-- Team concept of supervision which gives each probation officer 
a backup officer, permitting each to know the other's caseload. 

-- Review of probation officer case files by supervisory probation 
officers, which assures evaluation of probation officers' per
formance. 

-- Suboffices which are used to improve geographic coverage of a 
district. 

-- Flexible work hours which allow probation officers to contact 
offenders after regular working hours. 

Selective PSI reports which are less comprehensive than regular 
PSI reports and require less time to do. 

The report also contains recommendations concerning improvement of 

rehabilitation programs by the delivery of needed services to proba-

tioriers. The recomme-ndations are: 

-- preparing rehabilitation plans which translate identified 
needs into short'· aud long-term treatment goals for each 
offender. 

- referring offenders to needed services, and 

-- following up to see that offenders receive needed services. 

~'inallYt the report stresses the importance of r,outine evaluationlif 

pTtlbation offices for program implementation, effectiveness and shcrt-' 

comings. 

This interest in the organization and managetDent of probation haS 

prOllPtt.ld separation of these issues .fr01l. the other sreas of mteres:,t. 
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It should not be assumed, however, that the organizational and management 

concerns discussed bere are without implications for the other areas, 

such as the effectiveness of probation or the demonstrated value of spe-

cifictreatment ~dalities. We have set these issues apart to emphasize 

their importa~ce, not to suggest that they should be separated from the 

unity of the probation process. 

From our review of the literature, we identified eleven areas of 

management interest which seemed to be prominent concerns. In order to 

present the available material in a structured fashion, we will discuss 

each of these areas of interest separately. We cannot stress too strong-

1y, however, that these topic areas are not mutually exclusive. The 

areas to be addressed are: the locus of probation administration, roles 

of probation officers, caseload management strategies, service provision 

strategies, the use of paraprofessionals, the use of volunteers, the edu-

cation and training of probation officers, time studies, information 

systems, cost analyses, and standards for probation. Several of these 

topic areas cover extensive topics, such as case10ad management, roles 

of probation officers, and time studies, while other chapters concentrate 

on relatively narrow topics. It is important, therefore, to keep in 

mind the broader concepts when considering the material presented in 

the discussions of the more U.m:l,ted topics. 

Locus of Probation Administration 

• To what extent should the administration and provision of 
probation service$ be centralized! de-c:entralized? 

• 
Generally, tbeorgani2:ational structure of the probation service of 

a :given jurisdiction is outlined <by stiltute;with detailed structure and 
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procedw;es specified by administrative regulation or court rule. An 

examin,ation of state and federal statutes reveals that the statutory pro

vi9~on9 may be categorized into five classes, which differ in terms of 

the extent of centralization or decentralization of the administration of 

probation services. These five classes are described briefly: 

1. Five states (Alaska, Delaware, Maine, Rhode Island, and Ver,mont) 

have unified corrections systems. All traditional major correc-

tions functions are placed, by statute, under a single administra-

tive agency. This approach, which represents the highest level 

of centralization is recommended by the Standards of the National 

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

2. The statutes of the majority of states (approximately thirty) 

and the federal statute provide for the administration of proba-

tion in combination with parole in the same agency, generally 

at the state level. 

3. The Connecticut statute provides for the administration of pro-

bation by state agency, however, the probation and parole func-

tions are separate. 

4. The statutes provide for local administration of probation by 

the courts, with overall supervision of probation officers and 

services by either a state agency (New York and Ohio), state 

commissioners (Massachusetts), or the state supreme court (New 

.Jersey). 

Illinois, Indiana, Oklahoma, Pe1.lnsylvania, and Texas) provide 

for the local administration of probation by the courts or, 

as in California, a local board •. In a number of states in this 



class and in class four above, there 1~ statutory authorization 

for a system of concurrent probation administration. Thus, 

locally-administered probation offices may be established by 

county governments, and a state probation agency directly 

provides administration and personnel to counties which cannot 

sUPPQrt, .or choose not to maintain, local probat~on services. 

The Standards of the National Advisory Commission (1973) strongly 

support a unified state probation system, which would be responsible for 

establishing standards, goalsj and priorities, program planning and 

development of innovative service strategies, staff development and 

training, manpower planning, monitoring and evaluation, consultation, 

and coordination. The American Bar Association (1970) takes a more 

neutral position, supporting the administration of probation at either 

the state or the local level. 

With respect to the centralization/decentralization question, our 

review of the literature uncovered many arguments supporting both pos1-

tions. The most frequently-cited arguments in favor of centralization are: 

a state-administered system is free of local political consideration 

(National Advisory Commission, 1973); it can develop uniform policies 

and procedures, leading to a greater likelihood that the same level of 

serv1ceswill be provided to all clients in all areas (President's 

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967); it 

contributes to greater efficiency in the disposition of resources 

(National Advisory Commission, 1973); and state admtnistration his tori-

cally bas b(U!n in the forefront of developing innovative programs, 

de1iOnstration projects, and co.rrectional reeearch (President's Commission 

of ~wEnforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967). On the other 
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hand, numerous arguments are cited by those who favor the de-cen~alized 

arrangements: local programs can generally develop better support from 

local citizens and agend.as . (President' sComissit;)n on Law Enforcement 

and Administration of .Justice, 1967); because loc~l programs are smaller, 

they can be more flexible and less bound by bureaucratic rigidity and are 

thus able to experfment with new methods and procedures (Killinger, 

Kerper, and Cromwell,1916); and staff members, working for a local 

agency, are more likely to be tbGrQ~ghly familiar with the local community 

(Killhger, Kerper, and Cromwell, 1976). 

Agencies wktch are highly decentralized are generally characterized 

by participation, access, and responsiveness; agencies which are central-

ized are characterized by efficiency, professionalism. and the use of 

more advanced technologie~. Although the current trend in corrections 

in general appears to be in the direction of centralization, several 

statos are attempting to take advantage of the benefits of both arrange-

menta by the strategies of standard-setting at the state level, provision 

of and training for the personnel by the state government, and direct 

financial subsidy payments by the state to local agencies who keep 

offenders in the community on probation rather than sending them to 

state-financed correctional ins't:l.tutions (National Advisory Commission, 

1976)0 

Research by the Council of State-Governaents (1977) also recognized 

the trend toward centralization of probation administ~ation. Administra

tors should be aware, however, that their placement in a unified correc

tions system will present both advantages and disadvantagEulI •.. They may 

benefit froa the overalld.ncrea"ein funding for con:ectic,ns, ·fromllOre •. . . 

sophisticated information systetlS;8i1d from greater visibility to the 
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state legislature. The price for these benefits, however, may be the 

loss of their independent status, a consequent limitation in policy

making discretion, escalating polttical pressure on controversb\l pro-

grams, and possible loss of financial resources to institutional programs. 

• Should probation reside in the judicial branch or government under 
the control of the courts, or should it be placed in the executive 
branch of government under the control of elected or appointed 
political officials? 

Statutory provisions dealing with the administrative placement of 

probation also speak to the executive/judicial branch argument~ Generally, 

"thGsC'~t~teswh:i£h ~rul taward ~eiiaaj,ized administration, in combination 

with or separate from other corrections functions, seem to favor execu-

tiva branch placement. Where probation is primarily locally-administered, 

it tends to be located under the control of the courts. The federal 

probation system, although centralized, is part of the Administrative 

Office of the United States Courts. 

The literature reveals a number of arguments on both sides of the 

question. Ar~~ts advanced in support of placement of probation admini

stration in the judicial branch include: probation can be more responsive 

to court direction (National Advisory Commission, 1973); the court can 

acquire automatic feedback on the effectiveness of probation as a senten

cing alternative (National Advisory Commission, 1973); and probsltion 

administration s~ou1d reside with the courts, since the greatest flow of 

Work for a probation agency comes from the courts (Wahl, 1966). On the 

other band, proponents of placement in the executive. branch advance 

these argUments: since all other sub-systems which carry out court 

dispOSitions ",foffenders are in the executive branch, incl\1sion of 
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probation could ensure closer coordination of programs, more rational 

allocation of staff, and increased access to the budg~t process and the 

establishment of priorities (National Advisory Commission, 1973). . 

In summary, if we ~sk what is the proper location for probation 

administration, we find that there are strong-&rgu~ents for centralized 

administration, for de-centralized administration, for placement in the 

executive branch of government» and for placement in the judicial branch 

of government. It appears that this question is not amenable to a defini-

tive answer; what is important is a thorough consideration of the trade-

offs which characterize each alternative. Neither is the question 

amenable to expetimental research. But it is clear that comprehensive, 

descriptive studies of the experiences of agencies placed in different 

administrative locations could assist in accurately and completely 

delineating the advantages and disadvantages of each location. 

Roles of Probation Officers 

• Which type of role which jiobation officers might adopt 
would- be the 1II0st appropriate? 

This is the type of question w~cb cannot be addressed by statute, 

standard, or administrative regulation. The auswer will depend upon what 

are believed to be the overall goals of probation and a subjective assess

ment of the most effective means of acbieving those goals. It is most 

likely that every probation agency will develop. over time, a tendeuc1 

to emphasize one or more goals over other goals, and this tendency will 

be a product of many diverse influences, not all of which can be controlled 

by the agency. Until we can agree on the proper goals of probation, their 
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relative importance, and the best means of achi~vin3 them. we will find 

this to be a troubling question. 

It b-QS frequently been suggested that techniques be developed which 

will enable a probation administrator to match each probationer with a 

probation officer who typifies the role which would be best suited to the 
. 

~robationer. While this st~ategy ~eems promising, adequate research has 

not yet been done. 

A review of the literature reveals that several very similar·typolo-

gies des~rib1ng the var:lous roles of probation officers have been developed 

(Ohlin, 1956; Glaser~ 1.964; Jordan and Sasfy, 1974; Klockars, 1972). 

The roles generally included in these typologies ar~: 

1. The Pt.mitive./l.aw Enforcement Officer, whose primary concern 

is the protection of the 'community through control of the 

probatiouer. 

2. The Welfare/Therapeutie Officer, whose primary concern is the 

improVied welfare of the probationer. 

3e The Protective/Synthetic Officer, who att~~ta to effect Q 

blend of treatment and lQW enforcement. 

4. The Passive/Time Server Officer, who MS lit'-=le conCern for the 

welfare of the community or the probationer, b~tsees his job 

merely as a sinecure, requiring a minimum amount of effort. 

Inad~ition to these typologies, several other functional roles have 

been identified. One role concept. which is built upon the law enforcement 

part of the probation officer's job, considers the quasi-judicial nature 

of many of the probation officer' saetivitiea (Czajkoski; 1973). These 

quaai-j • .Idic:l.al activities inclUlle legitimation of the plea bargaining 

process, control over i,atake,sett1ns the conditions of probation, 
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enforcef4ent of probation conditions, probation revocation, and administra-

tion of punishment. Another role which has been discussed in the 1itera-

ture is an integrative role, which attempts to blend the often-conflicting 

COD.cerns I/)f societal protection and offender rehabilitation (Tomaino, 1975). 

Finally, the literature explores a counseling role, in which the probation 

officer develops a style of empathetic understanding to communicate with 

his clients to the knowledge that the probationer can serve as his own 

best advisor (Arcaya, 1973). 

With respect to the self-image of probation officers, several research 

studies report similar findings. These studies found that most probation 

officers identify with the genel:al field of correctionfJ, and consider pro-

bation work to be an autonomous entity, not to be confused with other 

criminal justice agencies or functions (Miles, 1965; Sigler and Bezanson, 

1970). Another study of the appropriateness of pro~~tion activities 

suggested that probation officers believe that ref~rral,counseling, and 

guidance functions are the most appropriate activities, While detection 

and apprehension of probation violators and enforcing community standards 

of behavior were considered generally inappropriate (ViBn Laningham, Taber, 

and Dimants, 1966)" Finally, one study tested the hypothesis that probs:

tioa officers who had different role perceptions (advoc.ne, counselor, 

or enforcer) would also have different levels of job satisfaction 

(iMahoaey, 1975); the results of the study refuted the ~~theBis and 

also demonstrated thet, even with a small suple ofproomtion officers, 

t'here was a lack of consensus regarding which of the three possible roles 

was the aost appropriate. 

In sUlil6Uy, if va ,ask which probation officer role ta.,et appropriate, 

we !lUst answer that research has not yet been done in this area~ Evidence 
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does suggest that probation officers consider some activities to be more 

appropriate than others, but that. role perception bas nothing to do with 

job satisfaction. Research 1s also needed to determine wbetherrole 

preference has any impact on client behavior and other indicators of 

outcome. 

Issues in Caseload Management 

• What are the important issues in caseload management, and 
which caseload management strategies have been sOOm to be 
more effective or efficient? 

Pr¢bation practice in the United States requires the probation agency 

to stand ready to assist the Court both during and following the criminal 

sentencing process. Before sentencing, the agency may be required to 

provide a pre-sentence investigation report,which is intended to make 

available to the sentencing judge the type of information about the 

offender which the judge c.an use in the process of selecting tbe most 

appropriate sentence for title cffender. In ordel' to avoid undW'a delays 

in the sentencing process, most Courts require tl\Qt pre-sentence tnvesti-

gation reports be completed and submitted within a specified period of 

time. To comply with the orders of the Court, the probation agency must 

be organized in such a way that sufficient persoDllel can be a.llde avaUable 

to complete the required number of pre-sentence investigation reports in 

an acceptable and timely fasbion. 

The second, aad perhaps larger, duty of the probation agency:isto 

assisttbeCout't after the sentencing process. This duty requires the 

. 41geriCY' to accept for supervision aU offenders ~o have been placed on 
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probation by the Court. Depending upon the jurisdiction in which the 

llgency is located, the o.ffEmders placed on probation may have coautted 

almost any type of criminal. offense, and may range from first offe.udelL's 

to "career" criminals_ The numbers of offenders selected for probation 

may vary considerably over time, d~pending upon the state of the law in 

the jurilsdiction, the political climate in the jurisdiction, and the 

prevailulg philosophy toward th~ use of probation of the sentencing judge. 

lin adt!:i.t:lon, the individual offenders placed on probation will vary consider-

ably in the types of living problems (e.g_, alcohol or drug abuse, family 

situation difficulties, lack of education or employment) which they face. 

Finally ,there is 11kely to be at least some variation among probationers 

with respe(!t to the type and extent of probation conditions imposed on 

them by the sentencing judges. As with the pre-Sel1.tence investigation 

repor~ requirement, this post-sentencing supervision duty of the probation 

agency neces$itate~ an organizational structU7:e wbichw111 enable the 

agency to efficiently and effectively handle the amount of work assigned 

by the Court. 

ConSidering the cClmp.lexity involved. in compl.ying with these duties, 

it is obviollS that the prCl'biation administrator will be faced with a 

number of critical managemetlt problems. How can the agency be structured 

in order to ensure that both! the investigation and supervision duties can 

be met? Should all probation officers be expected to perform both the 

investigation and supervision. duties, or should officers be required to 

specialize? How can the agency efficiently handle the volume of proba

tioners assigned by the Court? What are the differeatways1n Which 

probationers can be assigned to 111dividualofficer'. caeelo..qds? Cam.· 

the level or inten~ity of supervision be different1~ted for various 
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classes of probationers? How can the di:Eferent liv1.ng problems of proba-
. 

tioners best be handled? Should all prol)4tion officers be ,expected to 

handle every kind of probationer problem, or should individual offi~ers 

develop aJ.'e4S of special.iz8t1.on? Should· the agency adopt a casework 

approach to probation supervision, or would a brokerage approach be 

more appropriate? What advantages might there be for organizing the 

probation officer foreeinto teams, rather than utilizing the traditional 

single officer caeelcad model? 

The answers to these questions for any specific probation agency 

will, of course, depend on many faetors, including the prevailing phUoso-

phics! and structural orientation of the department, andtbe resources; 

both financial and manpower, available to the department. The discussion 

of these issues will focus on the organizational and administrative impli

cations of various c:aseload assignment and supervisicn\ strategies. Our 

~.1Ipha8is on the advantages and oisadvantagesof the teclmiques as revealed 

. by the experiences of other departments can serve as an aid to the adm1nis-

trator who i'8 attempting to select techniques appropriate ,for his agency. 

Anuutbler of issues in caseload management have been id\~ntiffed and 

wU1be di,scussed separately, although in reality they axe closely inter

related. These :Issues were: casaload assi~t tecbn:1ques, differen

tiated l~'Vels ofsup~1'Vieion, generalized vs. specialized casel.oads, 

s1usleo,fficler caseloadsvs. teamcaseloads, the casework vs. tbebroker

age app~~oacbll functional specia1izatiQD., asathe concept of workl.o-.d. . . 

Tbereue. five lIIajorcase1,l)u assignment models: the conventi01l81 

JlDdel'" thenWlberfJ 'game aodel. d~ conventiow.1IOdtd with geographlic ,.' . :1 "., 

,. ,. 
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aodel (Carter and Wilkins, 1970). 

Briefly, the conventional model utilizes the random assignment of 

probationers to available probation officers. The object of the numbers 

game JOOdel is to numerically balance all of the case10ada within the 

department. The conventional sodel with geographic consideration ob

viously restricts caseloads to probationers living in a specific geographic 

area. The single-factor specialized model assigns probationers to case-

loads on the basis of a Bingle shared characteristic. Tbe vertical model 

is based on classification by a combination of characteristics. Each 

model has implications for the administration of the probation agency 

with respect to personnel, training, and selection of supervision strate-

gies. 

Supervision strategies coneern how the individual caseloads are 

handled after the probationer population bas been assigned. One strategy 

involves varying the level of supervision of p%'obationers. It is believed 

that while some probationers1U.Y actually need very min.:tmal supervision. 

others will require intensive supervision. AssigaMnt to the different 

levels of 8upenision is generally based upon an aaaeaS1le1lt. of risk or 

classification by type of offense. TheassUIIPtton behind intensive ~uper

vision is that decreased caseload .ize··will·lead to incre.oed contact 

between the ,robation officer and the probationers, reBulttag iniaproved 

service delivery aud more efficient treat1lent, which will effect a reduc

tion in rec1d1vin (Banks et al •• 1976). While researchintJicates that 

intensiv,e *,upervision does lead to acre.lled c~tact between'tile probatiOn 

officer and the probationer. (Lobunet al., 1967; Math et-a!., .1976; . 

Human Systems Inst1tutell 1915; Sheppard, 1976). tbu'ehubeano' r.6U'cb 

whicb attempts to aseeesthequality of those contacts. J!or thonprobatfoners 
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who require few or no special services and pose little threat to community 

safety. IIl1n:lmum supervision has been used. This type of supervision is 

seen as "crisis oupetvisiqn, It since the contact between the probation 

officer and the probationer may be limited to a monthly written report 

unless a specific request for services is mede. 'One of the major problems 

attendant upon the development of a system of differentiated. supervision 

is the determination. of an adequate and accurate technique for risk or 

need classification. There is also a need to isolate and identify the 

factors in the probation officer/probationer relationship which define 

the quality of contact. 

A second c8seload management iS$ue concerns the use of ge.ueralized 

caseloads,where each probation officer supervises a heterogeneous case

load, or spect..alized case10ads. where caseloads are comprised of one 

specific type of offender. Since 'IDOst probation departments follow the 

generalized caseload model; only the res~ch on specialized units or 

caseloads tlSS examined. We looked at research direete:d at specialized 

units dealing with drug abusers (Kaput and Santese, 1975; Center for 

Soeial Policy and Community Development, 1974; Yoneaura. and Estep, 1974). 

ethnic group members (Thompson,n.d.), mentally deficient probationers 

(Plu County Adult Probation Department, 1975). alcaholabusers,and 

sex offenders and ssssultiveoffenders (Olsso~, 1975). The general 

. (:Onclt.JsionfrOBl this research. DIlch of which is descriptive. seem to be 

that specialized units can ·be relatively effectivew:1thtarget probationers • 

... long .s~be r.ferralsto the special ~itare appropriate, and that 
. . 

,tbe\l1,e"lu:,obat;ion.rsc$lbe. off~eds~ia1 services whleb they might not 

,9ibeWiIi. !.recelve. ~\\'er411QtUdies. 1lowever lJt;a1sed the point that 
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pre-planning is ext,reme1yirlportant.· along With theestablis1ulent ·of 

specificacceptmce criteria and bettercollll.1micat:lou with referral 

sources (Pima County !\dult Probation Departraent, 1975; 01s80n; 1975; 

Center for Social Policy and Community Development, 1975). 

Another type of ca.eloae! aanagement strategy is the use of single 

office~ caseloads or team.caseloads. The single officer caseload has 

been closely associated with the casework approach to supervision, in 

which the emphasis is on t.he development of a pe~sonaltzed, one-to-one 

relatiGnship . with the individualmesbers' of the caseload. The team 

model, which is frequently associated with the brokerage approach, 

emphasizes both the diversity of needs of? probationers and the diversity

of probation officer sUll.s whichean be assembled in one team (Sullivan, 

1972). Virtwil.ly no research comparing the effectiveness or efficiency 

of single officer and team caseloadstlaS located. CODlllllWlityRe80urce 

Management Teams, which have emerged in the past few year, have been 

widely publicized, but have not yet: been evaluated. 

Closely associated with the single ~fficer vs. team caseload question 

is the issue of. the proPer . approach to i»robation supen1~d,on and s.ervice 

proviaion. The two major approiSchesare casmrork and brokerage, which 

were briefly described. above in ccnmection with.singleoff1.cer caseloads 

and teamcaseloads.. It should be DOted, however , that the caseWork 

approach can also be usedwltha, tea model and the brokerage approa~h 

can be used by a siugleprobation officer •. ' As with tbes1nsl.eoffi,ct¢ 

. and teat models, va found a wealth of deacripti.ve_til!r~l covetUa:l;lilv ." .' .". ,", .'. 

aSBU1Iq)tions. rationales, and operatiQn8ofboth casework.and::btp~rap:.···· 

'hQWever It .no .researc~compl1r1nlthe. ef,ectiveness~. effiCiac),.c'or.' ·coat .....•...•.•.. 
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of tbes~ approaches was available. 

The fifth management issue is tha question of specialization by 

function. Functionalspeeialization refers to the p~actice of grouping 

the tasks and activities of probation into relatively discrete f_ctioua 

(such ashvestigstion or supervision) md assigning each probation officer 

to one or the other function.. Arguments advanced in support of functional 

specialization are: it allows the development of expertise; it facilitates 

supervisory control of performance; and it eliminates neglect of one 

function in favor of the other (Czajkoski, 1969). To counter these argu

ments, opponents of functional specialization offer these points: an 

operating knowledge of the tecbniques of both investigation and supervision 

will enhance experti8e;fun~tionalization may result in unequal workloads 

and thereby create morale prlob1ems; and the problem of neglecting one 

function in favor of the other is more closely related to case overload 

and ~uad.equate number of staff than it is to specialization or nODspeculIl

ization o·f function (Czajkosld., 1969). 

Unfortunately.. little information is available about the extent 

of "use of this management teehn1que. Gronewald (1964),however" indicated 

that, in the federal probation systeua,nonspecialization is the preferred 

ope-:st:1ngtechnique in ninety-five .pmrcen.t .of the ·offlces.Since no 

reseuch stwU.es. were available which attempted to evaluate the efficle1t.cy 

ol'effectiveness of the funetionalspccializatioa technique, our knowledge 

of this,·area rasins subjective. 

F1nally, ve .. euCnetheconeept of workload. This ecnceptisbafJed 

ont~e 14 .. · that· not aU offenders requ.1:re the sameam.1)uut .01' .type of 

auP"lr1ritllem . _4 ··that .·4:1.ffuailt probation ·iuncticma» . such. &i; pre-sentence 
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investigations or supervision, cannot be equated on a one-to-one basis. 

The workload concept. thus, shifts the focus from the raw number of cases 

in a case10ad S!!.d the!umber of p:re-sentence!nvestigations to be perforud 

to the tmOunt of time needed to perform each activity to All the activi.ties 

are then weighted and added together &0 derive themaximwa workload for 

an individual officer. We found s~projects which have operationelized 

the warkloadsystem, with particular emphasis on the allotment of titD.e 

to various activities and the derivation of the workload standards (Adams, 
-

1967; Florida Department of Offender Rehabilitation, 1976; Wisconsin 

Dep~)rtment of Health and Social Services, 1977a; Bughes, 1974).. Unfor-

tunately, we do not yet know about the impact of the workload concept on 

the vrobation agency, p;,obation officers, or probation clients. 

In SWl"'"ABrY, if we ask lI1bich caseloaO. management strategies have been 

ShO~l to be mare effective or efficient, we must answer tbattoo little 

research has been done in this area to come to any definite conclusion .. 

We know that some studies have determined that the level of supervision 

intensity can be varied, resulting in more or fewer contacts between the 

prob~t1on officer and the probationer, however, we Bt1llknOW very little 

about either an adequate procedure for classifying offenders by risk or 

need or about the nature and quality of the contacts. Some research also 

suggestetbat specialized case10ads can be effective, as long as the criteria 

for acceptance into the spE:cial1zedcaaeloada ar,eexplicit. Reaearch is 

clearly needed to evaluate the effectiv.enesB,efficiency, and .. cost of 

smgleoff:f.cer va. team caseloads, the casewDrk. vs,..thebJ:okerage apprQacb 

• to superv1sionand service proviflion, and: ftmctio~al 8~clal:izati:l.cm.. We '. 

have exardnedseveral examples of wrklo$i derl"'t1onprocte4'-~ea. bt 

re*earch ontll~impact of the implementationo£sue". sy.~.baal'1iI)t ..... 

yet been done •. ' 
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ProvisiCil of Probation Services 

What are the major strategies used by probation agencies fer 
theassesstnent of probationers' needs and the provision of 
services designed to meet those needs? 

The delivery of services to meet the various needs of the probationer 

involves an affirmative effort by the probation officer to ascertain the 

nature of such needs and to prov'ide expert assistance or to locate an 

agency outside of the probation department which can provide.the needed 

services. Particular duties which address this objective are not commonly 

specified by statute. In California, however, the probation statute 

actually articulates a duty of the probation officer to provide services 

to the probationer to the community. Even so, no statutes presently enacted 

require a comprebensive set of duties implementing the service delivery 

and referral functions. 

'Ibe Standards of the American Bar Association (1970), National Advisory 

ColTilllission (1973),. and American Correctional Association (1977) emphasize 

the itDportance of service provision and recommend the adoption of comprehen-

siva and flexible provision strategies. There appears to be a recognized 

Qeed to bring the statutes regarding probation officers' duties up to date 

with tbeserecommended standards. This is suggested for three major reasons. 

"Firat,preselllt statutes as written may obstruct therealizationofsenice 

provision as' a modem. preferred goal~ Second, a statutory approach to 

. _n.lce.delivery aud 'referral WOuld acknowledge their importance and 
, , 

.e~ten$thent1ieifposition in. individual agenctes. Third, statutes specify-
, , 

.. iagd!l.tl,ea ~f.'la~ive ,to service . delivery tUtdreferral would' regulate the 
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establish guidelines for the effective performanc~ of these duties. 

Tbepr9vis;l.on of. needed services to its probationers is one of 

the· most ilnportant fUnctions of any probation agency (ComptrolleJ!' 

General of the United States. 1976). Our review afthe ava:Uable lite-

rature revealed t.WO dominant service provision strategies -- casework 

and b~okerage through community service prOVision managemento The 

casework approach stresses the role ·of the probation off:1cer im servic!e 

provision; it .is assumed that the probation officer will be thepr1aal~y 

agent of treatment and is -capable of handling all of the multi-fl1cete,J 

nee¢1s of a large.number of offenders (Meeker. 1948; StudtI' 1959). Th~ 

brokerage approacb, on the other band. emphasizes the assessment of clLient 

needs and tbe~inkage of available community services with those need$~. 

The pri!!l!U'Y task of the probation officer is to locate existing commutatty 

resources. wbic;:b can benefit his probationers and to link the probatiOJ1~er 

with the community social service agency (Miscione, 1976; Rubin, 1977; 

Dell' Apa, Adams, Jorgensen, and Sigurdson, 1976). 

Another, emerging service provision strategy is contracting.tmde\~ 

this arrangement, th.,l\ . probation agency and .anotheJ!' sod.al service pro~~8IIl 

enter into a le~ contTact wlU-cb binds the probatlol'lageucy t.o pay th~~' 

social servicea8~:~ncy for servlce~ provided to probationel's (Ka8seba~m~i 

et ale .1976). A 'wide variety of services, such as drug an4 alcohol 

abuse ~reatment.emp1oyment. education. and mental health· services •. 

can be provided to .. probationers under tbesecontr4cts.. .' 'Ii . 
'\ 

Our reV1e.w~ofresearcb t'eport8 revealed several' o~4~ioD.a1 ~l~' 
of strateg~s 4eslgnedfor ·t'bepurpose of .. servic~,'ProV1B:l9n~~e'PtOP"':: 

. ....... , .' .... \\ . 

wllicb.concentra~eclon:af.\Cur1ng ';e11lPlo~t,_ucat~~,.u4~r$:1n1n80'po~\ 
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existing community resources reported achieving modest gains in the 

~e ... loyzaent status of its experimental group members, as opposed to a 

control group of comparable probationers, however, it appeared that the 

margin of improvement exhibited by the experimental group over the control 

group diminished rapidly with time (Rochester-Monroe County Criminal 

Justice Pilot City Program, 1974). 

A state Health and Social Services Department prepared a comprehensive. 

assessment of probationer needs and developed guidelines for all local 

probation offices to use in providing services for those needs (Wisconsin 

Department of Health and Social Se.rvices, 1977b). Tbe assessed needs 

were categorized as: academic/vocational skills, employment, financial 

management, marital/family relationships, companions, emotional stability, 

alcohol usage, drug abuse, mental ability, and health. Within each cate

gory, the department listed all community resources which could be utilized 

for a particular need, and where appropriate, presented information con

cerning the exact type and range of services available, the name of the 

contact person in each community resource program, and the referral proce-

dura which must be followed. 

Finally, severa~ Community Resource Management Teams have been opera

tiona11zed~ The ClKT's combine the team supervision approach with a 

brokerage strategy for service provision. Under this arrangement, each 

probation officer in a team specializes in a specific area of probationer 

needs and thoroughly familiarizes himself with all community resources 

wbleh addra88 that specific need. It is the· responsibility of the proba

t:1on officer to link the,probatiwer with the cOflllUnity resource which 

canprovJ.de needed services and to ensure that. the senices are actually 
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cle1ivered. Aside from preliminary· descriptive reports· which discuss some 

of the implementation and operational problems of the CRMr's (Miscione, 

1976; De11'Ape, Adams, Jorgensen, and Sigurdson~ 1976; West Texas Regional 

Adult Probation Department, 1977; Obley, Woodson, and Miller, 1977), 

evaluation of this service provision strategy has not.yet become available. 

In summary, if we ask whether needed services are being provided to 

probationers~ we must answer that research indicates that tkey are not. 

Studies suggest that probat:l.oners who do receive needed services have a 

greater chance of successfullY completing probation, but that adequate 

needs assessments are not attempted and, consequently, most pT.obationers 

do not receive the services they need. Several new and promising service 

provision strategies are emerging, but they have not yet been adequately 

evaluated. 

The Use of Paraprofessionals in Probation 

• What are the issues involved in the use or paraprofessionals I 
including ex-offenders, in probation? 

Those statutes which 1IIight. impede the recruitment and hiring-Qf 

paraprofessionals and ex-offenders for work in probation tend to be 

statutes which set forth minimum qualifications required of persons 

providing probation setvices. The statutes which establish probation 

officer qualifications can be grouped in three categories: those. Which 

provide that the state personnel board or merit system will specify 

qualifications; tbo8ethat empower the state corrections department or 

probation agency to f3:stablishqual:l.f:1cations; and thO!ie whichpl'ovide 

that qualificationsw111 be specified by either the locaL c()urtsor the. 
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state supreme court. With respect to specific qualification, only Texas 

and Oklahoma express these qualifications by statute, in other jurisdic-

tione, specific selection criteria are established by administrative 

reguLation. In these regulations we find the specific requirements for 

education, previous work experience and personal e'ha~acter. 'fhus, 1£ 

any legal barriers to hiring paraprofessionals or ex-offenders exist, 

they will likely be found in these administrative regulations. 

A survey done in 1974 attempted to discover tb:e extent of use of 

paraprofessionals, particularly ex-offenders, in corrections (Priestino 

alid Allen, 1975). Part of the SU7."Vey findings indicated that in at least 

fifteen states, legal or administrative restrictions htndered or barred 

the use of ex-offend&rs. It is also probable that in many other states, 

civil service and merit system job descriptions for the employment of 

probation officers effectively bar the emplo~~ent of paraprofessionals 

wbo do not possess the qual1ficati.ons eri,umerated for probation officer 

positions. 

The Standards of the J_rican ',Bar Association (1970) specify minimum 

qualifications for probation officex's, but also stress the desirability 

of employing other less qualified pelt'sons who have oockgrounds similar 

to those of theprobatione~s themsel'lles. This fl~xibility in qualifica

tions is e:ehoed by the NSitional Advi:sQlry Commi.ssion Standards (1973) & 'which 

also t'ecommend the use f.)f ex-offendt!'l's.. ~he American Correctional ASBO-

ciation(1977) also supports the use or paraprofesSionals and particularly 

stresses the potentull value of the employment of ex-offenders. 

The use of PU1:'tLy,rofessionals, including ex-offenders, 1npro1~\ation 

bas develolfed in trcs:ponse to the perceived need to establish more t\ffective 

relationships andcotlll1Unication with probation clients. It is bE'~it~ved 



that individual61 who are similar to probationers in terms of .soc!al class p 

ethnicg7:oup membership, area of residence, and other characteristics 

would be better able to ~ommunicate with ~nd understand the problems of 

probation clients tha~ professional probation officers (Grosser, 1916). 

The use of ex-offend.~rs as paraprofessionals is justifiEld on the grounds 

that a successful ex-offender can serve as a positive role model for 

the offender on probation. 

Although the expansion of the role of paraprofessionals in probation 

may be perceived 8S 8 threat by the system's professionals. this may ~ 

a realistic alternative to meet the manpower needs of corrections.. S01lle 

of the other common rationales advanced for the use of paraprofessionals 

are: there is a large pool of untrained, unemployed nonprofessionals 

from which to recruit; it 1s possible to train nonprofessionals to per

form significant reform Toles, and it would be economically efficient 

to use no~professional~ in the reformation process. 

Paraprofessionals are generally used as a supplement to, rather than 

a substitute for, regular professional probation officers. Initially, 

t~ey are ordinarily limited to the performance of surveillance-related 

tasks; as they become more familiar. with their roles,however, they widen 

the scope of their tasks to include assisting the client in meeting con-

crete and emotional needs, participating in counseling activities, and 

performing investigations. 

The three research studies which attempted· to assess the effectiveness 

of paraprofessionals in probation presented quite.similar.ftnd:i:Qgf;J· (B(!lest:J 

and Ryan, n"d.; Langbehn, Pasela, and Venezia;::·1914;Buff~. 1974) •. 

Keeping in mind the fact .. that paraprofession&ls .generaliy::wol."it;~th .. 
, / ,,' J " . " :,: i.~ . . ~ ;' , __ 
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t~t the paraprofessionals were at least as effective as regular probation 

officers and tended to be somewhat more effective than regular probation 

officers with high risk probationers. 

One study noted tbat~ since paraprofessionals were used to supplement 

regular probation officers~ it was more expensive to provide supervision 

b~' apr.obation officer supplemented by a paraprofessional than simply to 

use probation officers alone (Ward, Curran, and Wiedman, 1974); no cost 

analyses dealing with paraprofessionals used as substitutes for probation 

officers were found. 

In sUlqlDary ~ if we ask whether paraprofessionals can be effectively 

used in probation" the resear~h suggests that they can be at least as 

effective as, professional probation officers and perhaps even more effec-

tive with "high risk" probationers. This suggestion must be considered 

tentative, however, because of the small number of research efforts in 

this area. 

The Use of Volunteers in Probation 

• What are the issues involved in the use of volunteers in probation? 

Only eight jurisdictions specif.ica11y authorize, by statute, volunteer 

services in adult probation. These jurisdictions are: Arkansas, Maryland, 

Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York, Wyoming, and me United 

S~atesgovernment. The use of volunteers in probation in manyotber 

.,ju:dSdic~iOl\s~I!1BY; be ,authorized by (ldministrative regulations, lQcal 
'. 

eourts,or co~it;y org4niz~tions. These programs tend topr.eced~ th~ 

,':'eaac:tment. of &.t4te legislation, and some thirty states are currently 

""co9Bidertrig, legislation on ,this a~bject. > 
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0.£ the seven states lmicn prov:1c!ehy ,'tatute fQr the appoina..<I!!lt of 

volunteer probation officers, five place'thlts authority .. d.th the agency 

responsible for the appoint_nt of salaried "lfficers.. In the federal 

system, volunteers are appointed by the court.. The qualifications f6::: 

volunteers are not specified by statute beyond general requ1reaents such 

as "good moral character. II Qual1f1cs.tions are \!A01'e likely to be adopted 

by agency regulation or by court rule~ The specific dutieo also are not 

enumerated by statute but are stated in terms of activ1tiem Which are 

allowed and which the supervising officer may req\'1est. The duties generally , 
appear to be more completely set out by tha officer who supervises the ' 

volunteers. In some states, the volunteer is diret:tly acco1.Dltable .to the 

professional officer, who may in tum be required to provide training an.d 

guidance to the volunteer. There is a general abse~ce in the statutes 

of provisions for the financing of progr~ for the selection·and t.raining 

of volunteer officers; the Wyoming statute, l1ow\.""Ver, 8llows the reimburse

ment of volunteers for expenses incurred in the perfo~e~ of their 

duties. 

The Standsrds of the Auerican Bar AssoC:l.at~tOD (1970)' and the National 

Advisory Commission (19.'3) support tbe use of volunteers. The Am.er1clm 

Correctional Association (1977) recommends tbat ev,-ery probation depart-

ment should develop and fltate its specific pol1£.YM;'!lprocedures regard!"" 

ing the selection, term of service and training, defi.uition of t4lSU, 

responsibilities and autliority. of volunteer officers. 

There has been &. grElat resurgence in recent years in the use: o£ 

volunteers in probation. Voluntee~s haVe bee'U. used· t04ll\l)lify p;r'obl-\tion 

supervision, to broaden the scope of . services' offered to' pr.()'bat~ner$\,· 

and to assist probation officers with routine administrative dutiE!s 

(Scheier, 1970). 
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The effectiveness of volunteers in probation projects bas be,m 

measured in several ways. Keeping inm1nd the filet tha~data colb,cticJU 

atbode and Otttcoaedef1nitions v8l'ioo considerably, the research results 

'Which assessed recidivism rates or social adjustment appear tobe1'D.'1Xled. 

We found eight-experimental or quasi-experimental studieswbi¢h indiea\t,ed 

that the volunteer projects were successful in reducing rec1divismor 

had a ,positive i~~ct on the success indicators (Amboyer, 1975; Trexler, 

1976; Hume et alo~ 1976; Ku, 1976; ~eenhouts, 1970; California Youth 

Authority, 1976; Pirs, 1975; Denver County Court, 1968). Seven. experi-

mental or quasi-experimental studies found neutral or negative effects 

(Sternback, 1915; Amboyer, 1975; Santa Barbara County Probation Depart-

rtlE'nt, 1913; Seiter, HOward, and Allen, 1974; Hume, 1976; California 

~outh Authority III 1976). There i&,therefore, no .clear-cut evidence that 

volunteer progr:3tDS are any more successful than any other program in 

. reduc1n8 ~eeidivism o~ in having a positive effect on social adjustmep,t. 

We found threeatudies uhich attempted to compute the cost/effective

ness of volunteer projects (National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 

19.76; Amboyer. 1975; Macomb Cou..~ty Probation Department, 1975). Although 

none of the analyses' cO'nsidered all. of the potential indirect costs of 

. ths projet:ts, all three reported that large gross indirect savings were 

. indicated. There were very few studies which attempted, to' demonstrate 

tbatthe,use of volunteers effected a reduction in probntioI! officer 

c~seload. Of these studies, three indicated marked reductione (Amboyer, 
.. . . . . . ~ 

1975; 'Sternback, 19758; City of Southfield, .1975), one iJ:1dic~tedno 

. effe~t ·on caseloadsize (Ca1.;I.£orn:f.a Youth Authcprity, 1976) t 'end .onein

'. di~ated that the volunteer project increased the probation officer'·s 
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workload sheathe probation officer baa toeupemee'volunteers as' ,,_11 

as his own caseloadof probationers (Ket~, 1975). 

In summary, if we askwhetber voluttteers ~ b;1! effectively used in 
~ 

probatiOtf, . :the research produces mixed results. Some research finds 

volunteers haVing a positive effectoD outcome indicators, while other 

-research finds neutral or even negative effects. 

Education and Training of ProbatiOn Officers 

• What are the issue$ involved in the educational backgrounds or 
probation offi.cers and iTl pre-service and in-service' training? 

There are two major dimensions to the issue of education and training 

of probation officers. Thesedtmensions are the educationalbackgrouuds 

of the individuals who will become probation officers, and the. appropriate 

nature of in-service training provided to probation officers. 

The pre-service educational requirements for probationofficers.l3et 

by statute or administrative regulation vary conaiderablyamongjurisdic

ti6n8; educational standards can range'fr011l·bigh school or less to graduate 
. .., 

degrees plus prior exper1ence$ In approximately .fifteen 'states, there is .. . . . 
. " 

an educational requirement calling for a bachelor • ~ degree from an $ccredited 
. 
college. 

- '.' ,< 

In only two states (Vermont and Delaware) is a master "s dette:e 
required. The statutes of several states require, in aadikion toeduCflti.Ottal, " . 

requirements.' 'one or' more years' of wOrk' eXperience'hi 'the 'ar~'ol 

or a related field. 

. '. " 

. ~. '. '" .; 
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fn9andstherequit'ement, suggesting the need for post!"'graduate work r,el.ted 

disciplines, or a year's work experience in a related field.. The .Amer:L.can 

Bar Assoeiationstandards also recOlllDend uniform state standards for a11~ 

probation. officers. The Am.ericm Correctional Association (1911) standards 

also etrel;~ the value of undergradw!\te' and graduate degrees but retains 

flexibility in its standards to include the recruitment of ex-offenders 

and paraprofessionals. All the standards call for continuing in-service 

training andeduc:4tion for employees. 

Very little research has been done in the area of the proper educational 

background for prospective probation officers~ Not only do standards and 

state statutes vary considerably on this question, but there is also a lack 

of consensus regarding a definition of "probation officercompetency,CI which 

is necessary before attempting to ascertain what type of educational back

ground would have the most positive impact on competeney (Schnur, 1959; 

Cohn, n.d.; Newman, 1910; Edwards, 1913).. There has been some exploratory 

work in this area, however, the results bave been mixed. While some re-

search indicates that the type of educational background or area of study 

has no effect on probation officer attitudes and performances (Cohn, n.d.; 

Heath, 1977). other research contradicts this position (l.eeds, 1951; 

Miles, 1965). Whatever the value of college or graduate level education, 

, reg~rdless of area of study, some research does suggest that the attitudes .. 
and practices of officers With different educational backgrounds tend to 

'. become quite similar within a ~elative1Y short period of time (Miles, 1965). 

. . .. There ismot~ research concerning the two major types of in-service 
, 

.' 
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but, at least :in one instance, the ori.entflf.:ion training was provided 

long after the new officers had begun their duties (National Council on 

Crime and Delinquency, 19158). In-serviee developmental training is offer-

ed less frequently than orientation training and tends to concentrate on 

specialized treatment modalities or on management skills. Several studies 

of orientation andl development training echoed a finding concerning educa

tional background that the effects of such training tended to wear off as 

time on the job ~ncreased (Sternback, 1975b). 

Two different approaches to the organizational location of probation 

training have emerged in the past few years. The first approach advoca~es 

centralized training on a state level (National CQuncil on Crime and Delin-

queney, 1915a; California Youth Authority, 1972; Connecticut Vepartment 

of Adult Probation, 1974) .or on a national level (Taylor and McEachern, 
. 

1966). The second approach suggests decentralized training on the local 

level (Bertu~ot and Taylor, 1974; National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 

1975b). 
.. 

In sumraary, if we ask how effective the education and training of 

probation officers is, we must answer that, in o~der to gauge effective-

nesa, we must first agree on a definition of probation officer competency. 

The little relsearch available concening education and training suggests 

that whatever value different educational backgrounds and 1n-ge~lice train-

ing experiences may have, that value tends to diminish relatively rapidly 

over time. A review of the· literature and res~ar~h on education and train-
• ~ ',. :i" .L ,.:r 

ing highlights the problem that we must first definitively agree on what 
• "', v f .... : -1'~":'~"1>7'·'~:.~~,! .. ,~ ... _ 

it is that probation" officers are expected to be able· to do before we can" 
,. ." '; ;- ';' ~ '".. ~ 'j..: .. )'., 't' 

decide what kind of educational background is requi~ed and what type~of 
, , .' t· " •• 4~. ".".,' , 

in-service training will be offered. 
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TfmeStudiea in ProbatiC! 

• WM.t dove know about how and where probation officers! 
actually s~ncl their time? 

Before reviewing the results of mQme time studies of probat1on officers 

and other, staff" it is' interesting to review br1efly what the statutes and 

standards define as tb.~ 'duties which probation officers must perform. Ap

proximately half of the states 'set out a number of specific probation officer 

duties by statute. The most w1d~ly used statutOry provision specifies cer-

'taiapresentence and case10ad management duties. In other jurisdictions, 

duties are specified by the state corrections department, state probation 

agency; or by the courto 

Regardless of the legal source of duties, most jurisdictions specify 

certain important tasks of the presentence 1nvestigat:1011 and caseload 

,management functions. Duties relative to p~aentence investigations are: 
, ' 

to provide a presentence investigation of all defendants when requested 

by the court ,and to prepare a written report for the court of the factual 

info~tiun reSulting from such an investigation. The duties commonly 

'euumeratedunder the caseload management function are those regarding the 

, supervision of probationer conduct t and soc:1al service delivery and referral. 

Thesupervisian duties are: to supervise persons placed on probation by 

, J(eeping informed of their activities; to provide probationers with a 

~itten statement of, and an adequate explanation of,"the ~onditionsof 
~ "~ . 

prollation.:tmposed 0Jl them by the court; to require probationers to 'Ceporf! 

periodically to the officer; and tp maintain records of the work which the 
.' i< k 

~y,"~~" " ~,." ,o~~i~er does 1ntbe ~ield edst the office. Duties which ,relate to thf; 
-;; " . : ,:...~ . 

'¢a8~load'D:l1\lla8~nttunction,' s, of ,social 'service delivery and referral v.ary , . .. . 
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widely among jurisdictions and consequently .. cannot be adequately aumarized. 

These statutory provisiou2jJ .... and administlr8tive regulations tell us what 
.. -.' 

duties probation."9ff"i~erS' are required topl!rform, but do not indicate the 
," 

relative eJllPh~siS which should be placed on each duty. In order to gauge , 
,,-

t~~...r"'e.iat1ve itDportance of the duties as revealed by actual probation officer 
,. .. --

~ w 

.~ practice we can examine the time studies which have been done in probation 

agencies 0 

Time studies of probation officers' activities have be.en conducted in 

order to determine just how probation officers spend their time. In a rough 

comparison of the results of seven time studies (which coveted the activities 

of federal, state, and county probation officers), the ev~ijence suggests 
I 

I 

that probation officers devote approximately one-third of their working 

time to presentence investigations, from two-fifths to one-half of their 

working time to supervision, and the remainder of their time to activities 

classified as "other," which includes, among other things,administrative 

duties (Wahl and Glaser, 1963; Federal Judicial Center, 1973; Administra

tive Office of the United States Courts, 1976; Carter, n.d.; Virginia 

Division of Probation and Parole Services, 1976; Contra Costa County Proba

tion Department, 1956; Contra Costa County Probation Depal1~m~t, 1960). 

Several st~i.es discovered that probation officers .. s:pell!1 frcim one-haU 

to two-thirds of their time iii the office (Wahl and Glase~ t 1963; Feder,f,ll· 

Judicial Cent;er:) 1973; C~ter, n.d.) •. Significant por.tiona of working 

time were classified as either "papel!'llr'Orlt" or "non,:",case relate4" ac~ivit;l.es 

,(Carter, n. d.; Feder~{~ Judicial C~ter ,1973;. Vi1-'sin,j,a PJ.V~Siollk, o~ i;PJ;obs'" 

tion Services, 19]'6) •. 

It IlPpears f,roma ~eview of tlle, , ava~lab1~ l;1.teratur~;. tl'$~. v$'y'l,i:ttl,~ 

I 

I 
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that other approaches which attempt to analyze the functional characteris-

tics of an individual's job would be more productive. 

In summary. if we ask how probation officers actually spend their time, 

we find that they are most frequently in their own offices, alone, occupied 

with paperwork. Since we have a fairly clear picture of the allotment of 

probation officer time to specific activities, we now need to link the 

achievement of those activities to the objectives of probation work. Research 

could also investigate the necessity of spending a significant amount of 

time on suchactiv:f.ties as paperwork, travel, and administrative duties. 

Information Systems 

• What do we know about informati.on systems currently in use, and 
what are the prospects for the development of more sophisticated 
systems? 

Although the statutes are generally silent on the question of infor

mation systems in probation, a large number of standards address this 

issue. The American Bar Association (1970) simply recommends the main-

tenance of accurate and uniform records and statistics and the implemen

tation of continuous research and·evaluation. The Standards of the 

National Advisory Conmission (1973) and the American Correctional Asso

ciation (1977),·however, are considerably more detailed. 

,Both the NatiOnal Advisory Col'llllisaion and the American Correctional 

··;Assoc:l.ation strongl.yemphsei.?ka admlnistra.tive control of the information 
. . 

. w.hich ~s assembled, the necessity of keeping theinformatioD. 'ina logical 

and coli~:t'entsystem, the promotion of research e~forts, and the agreement 



statewide and multi~state information systems. 

An additional recommendation of the National Advisory Commission is 

a national research strategy which could be made possible 1f state and loeal 

probation agencies were to implement their other information system reco~ 

mendations. This research strategy ~ould consist of four areas of emphasis: 

cump11ing national corrections statistics, monitoring the implementation of 

national performance 8tan~ards, studying trends in correctional program 

change, and facilitating innovative correctional programs. 

In our review of the literat~re, two models for information systems 

were identified: administrative management information systems and case-

load management information systems. Administra,tive management informaticm 

systems serve three functions: to control and coordinate employee behavior, 

to provide information for long-term planning, and to provide information 

to external groups. These systems have the capability of generating point 

in time reports, period in time reports, and notification reports which are 

automatically initiated by conditions which vary from previously-established 

standards (Hill, 1972). The attempts to institute administrative management 

information systems h~ve been sporadic and incomplete; one prototype system 

was found which exhibited most of the features of the AMIS model, however, 

it had not yet been adopted on a statewide basis (New Jersey Administrative 

Of.fice, of the Courts, 1973). 

Case load management information systems utilizeinformatiou for line 

1evel decision-making. The functions of this type of information system 

are: to control clientele behavior, to proviCfeinformation for individual 

line worker planning, and to provide information' for mana~ement use. A 

CMIS model is designed to provide 'information on! task accomplislinientfwho 

participated in which program,to ,what extent,"whether'al1. program'activities 
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statewide and multi-state information systems. 

An additional recommendation of the National Advisory Commission is 

a national research strategy which could be made possible if state and local 

probation agencies were to implement their other information system recom-

raendations. This research strategy would consist of four areas of emphasis: 

compiling national corrections statistics, monitoring the implementation of 

national performance standards, studying trends in correctional program 

change, and facilitating innovative correctional programs. 

In o~r review of the literat~re, two models 'for information systems 

were identified: administrative management information systems and case-

load management information systems. Administrative management information 

systems serve three functions: to control and coordinate employee behavior, 

to provide information for long-term planning, and to provide information 

to external groups. These systems have the capability of generating point 

in time reports, period in time reports, and notification reports which are 

automatically initiated by conditions which vary from previously-established 

standards (Hill, 1972). The attempts to institute administrative management 

information systems have been sporadic and incomplete; one prototype syste,m 
I 

was found which exhibited most of the features of the AMIS model, however, 

it had not yet been adopted on a statewide basis (New Jersey Administrative 

Office of the Courts, 1973). 

Caseload management information systems utilize information for line 

level decision-making. The functions of this type of information system 

are: to control clientele behavior, to provide information for individual 

line workerplann1ng, and to provide infot~tion for management use. A 

CHIS model is. designed to provide information on task accomplishment: \'1ho 

participated in which program, to what extent, whether all program activities 
fA. 
~~ , 
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are available, and outcome measures. The adoption of a statewide or 

national CMIS is hindered by the lack of uniformity and standardization 
..... 01 ...... ' ~ 

of ... J,1.e.t!rlicjlle~ tion .. ,.. ....... ",,'" 

formats and statistics • Several projects have examined 

the feasibility of statewide, multi-state. and nationwide uniform data 

collection systems (Shutts, 1974; Venezia and Cohn, 1968; National Couneil 

on Crime and Deliquency, 1973). The results pf these projects clearly 

indicate that implementation of these standardized CHIS systems could be 

achieved. 

Several research reports indicated that the information currently 

being colleet~d by probation agencies is not sufficient for the develGP~t 

of an intra-agency information system and is not compatible with information 

collected by other probation agencies or other criminalju$tice agencies 

(Rector, 1967; Huebner, D..d.). Furthermore. the prot~ot}"e information 

systems which have been developed for statewide and nationwide use have 

not been implemented. One of the most significan1: results of the inade-

as well •. Consequently, we have no way of knowing such important things as 

~ow many individuals are currently on probation in the United States (or, 

for. that matter, how many individuals are on probation in some stat~s or 

counties), what the differences are (on a national, state, or local basis) 

between offenders sentenced to probation and offenders sentenced to prison, 

or how successful probation supervi2i()n is with respect to reducing ~riminal 
'.-' ~ .' 

behavior when compared to alternative sentencing disp~~ttiQns. 

In summary, if we ask what kinds.of probationL~formation are currently 

.. '4N'a11ablej o we find that. local and state probation departments keep a great 

deat"of information, but it is not kept in systematic or comparable form. 
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There ia nonilt,:!Qttal compilation o~ probation statistics. Research does 

indicate, 'however , that· uniform data collection ,snd statistics on a st&te-

wide, multistate, or national level are feasible. 

Cost .. ~,!Ui1xsis 

• What do we know about the aost of probation compared to the cost 
or incarceration, and too cast of different probation programs? 

Bl)th statutes and standards are si,lent on the subject of coat analyse.s 

of probation programs. Only the American Correcti~ml Association Standards 

(1977) address any aspect of the cost analysis issue. They recommend that 

the probation agency, or the parent agency of vhich it is a part~ employ a 
" 

budgetarysyste2 which,links program functions and activities to the cost 

ne~es9ary for their support, so that funding can be delet,ed for unsuceess-. " 
ful programs and maintained for potenti~aliy successful progr·sms. 

Cost/benefit analyses are one method of evaluating an existing program . 
and providing fnform6tion which can assist in assessing its net worth. This 

type of analysis all.ows us to examine the economic :implications of a program 

but does not consider.: the sociological measures (such as recidivil;lm9~ 

social adjustment) which are more commonly used (Nelson, 1975). One model 

for cost-benefit analysis of alternative correctional diepositionsstresRes 

the pertinence of the~g ana!Y3~s, &iu~ t~,,¥pent!.t the combination of costs 
. ~ ~-- '. -'-' '. .. 

.' . and benefits from three different ~intB of view: the governmental point 

of view, the societal point of view, snd the indiv1dua1offender's point of 

.'view (Nelson, 1975). Cost/benefit analyses, however, must be rigorous aud 

comprebensive in order to generate useful information (laevin, 19?5). 

~rwo stud~es compared the use of .pr,obation or field services to incar-

carativn. One Stll1dy, which looked at both the cost$ and benefits ofprollat:l.on 
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I 8S opposed to incarceration, conc.1uded that the use of probation rather 

than incarceration followed by parole, would result in a statewide yearly 

saving of almost $5.75 million (Frazier9 Friel, Weisenhorn, and Cocoros, 

1973) • The second study compared only the cost of inc.!'~ceration with the 

cost of field services. The findings indicated that the use of probation 

and parole alternatives over incarceration would result in a statewide 

yearly saving of $871,000. This study did not attempt to calculate benefits 

(Tennessee Department of Corrections,n.d.). 

Two other studies looked at specific programs offere\d by county and 

municipal probation departments. One study evaluated a program of vocation

al upgrading by comparing the net coats and benefits accruing to probation

ers. The results indicated that the program appeared 'to be cost/effective 

if the program effects lasted longer than one year (Chitren and Reynolds, 

1973). Thp. other study compared only the costs of three types of proba

tion supe~vision. The findings showed that team supervision costs almost 

three timeBa~ much as volunteer supervision and that traditional super-

Vision eosts almost twic~ 3S much as team supervision (Albuquerque Munici-

pal Court, n.d.). 

In s~ry, if '-"e ask how the cost of probation compares to the cost 

of alternative dispositions, we find that probation is considerably cheaper 

than incarceration, particularly when the benefits of allOwing the offender 

to remain in the community are added in~ There are problems with the avail-

able.costtbenefit research, however, because cost/benefit analyses are . 
time-consuming and met.hodo1ogically demanding. In addition, we m:f.gbt bear 

in mind that it is unlikely in the near future that cost/benefit analyses 

Win be able to measure the risk or tbreat which may be posed to the co_unity 

by the presence of an offender placed on probation. 
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Standards for Probation 

• f1hat aspects of probation are addressed by the most 
recent sets of standards, and how do the contents 
of the standards compare? 

The setting of standards for probation is an outgrowth of earlier 

standard-setting activity for correctional institutions. Thia move has 

been fueled by the concerns of corrections professionals, the courts, 

funding agencies, politicians, and cit~,zens whIt) expect co'rrections to 

serve the pub1:J,c efficiently and effer.:tively. These persons believe, 

correctly or incorrectly, that standards which set ~ini~um levels of per-

formance can lead to the upgrading of corrections and the entire criminal 

justicesystea. Standards for specialized servicea such as probation ~md 

parole can serve as substitutes fot output-oriented objectives. We have 

already seen the. ditficultyrelated to the lack. of clear, agreed-upon 

objec<tives(partic14ar.ly in the areas of the "proper" roles of probation 

officers, education and training of probation officers, and the provision 

of probation services). Standards such as the examples presented here can 

serve as proxies for objectives and thus offer some direction to the ad-

ministrat1vely fractured world of probation. . "'.-

There is some danger that standards which are not related to perfor-

mance will become so widely accepted that they harm rather than help the 

development of an effective probation service. This may well b4ve occurred 

with the issue of caseload size, where "magic numbers" ouch as thirty-

five or fifty probationers per case10ad were accepted largely ~n faith. 

However, we choose to adopt the rather optfmlstic position that the 

unq~estion1ns ae.ceptane.e of Ullsupporteds.t$Ddards bas been an artifact 

of an administratively sud professionally immature probation s~stem. 
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The increased visibility of probation, the professionsl1zation of its 

personnel, and the increasing positive attitude toward research in the 

field indicate that naive and unreasonable stand.srds are not likely to 

survive. 

Research on the application and effectiveness of standards for pro-

bation is non-existent. It wUl ct.)me, we believe, as an outgrowth of 

research into the other critical issues highlighted in this study. Indeed, 

it may be that standards Which are developed from future research will be 

the key to implementing an effective and efficient probation service. 

The three most recent collections of standards for probation -- the 

American Bar Association (1970), the Nationa,l 4\,dvisory Commission on 

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973), and the American Cor~ectional 

Association (1977) -- cover a wide range. of topics. The standards are re-

markably similar in many respects, although there are differences among 

them particularly in te~ of scope, detail, and comprehensiveness. 

Some of the major points of agreement and disagree1l1ent among the sets 

of standa-=:ds are highlighted below. 

1. Both the ABA and the NAC reco~iize the trend toward defining 

probation as a sentence in itself, not involving suspension 

of imposition or execution of any other sentence. 

2. Th~e is some disagreement on the proper placement of probation 

within the criminal justice system. The NAC argues for organi-

zational placeme~t within the executive braneh of state govern-

ment. The ABA accepts either state or l.ocal dministration but 

Places proQstionin the judicial branch. All three sets of 

standards stress the ::importauce of unity ..,f administration and 

clear stat~to'fYauthority for probation .. 
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3r; The HAC and the AnA consider probation to be the sentence of 

ehoice, particularly for non-dangerous offenders. The ACA 

joins the NAC and ABA in urging that full probation ser~1ces 

be extended to misdemeanants as well as felons. 

4. Although both the NAC and ABA recommend that the length of the 

probation sentence for felons should be specific and not exceed 

·the maximum incarceration sentence prescribed by law, the NAC 

recommends a one-year probation period ~or misdemeanants, while 

the ABA suggests a two-year period. 

5. All three sets of standards propose systems of pre-revocation 

procedures to protect the probationeris right to due process. 

Both the NAC and ~J}A recommend that a revocation decision which 

is to be based upon the commission of a new crime should not be 

made before the probationer has been adjudged guilty of the new 

crime. The RAe also recommends that revocation decisions be 

subject to appellate review. 

6. Early termination from probation supervision is suggested by both 

the ABA and the ACA. The ABA believes that the decision to termi-

nate probation supervision should rest with the sentencing court; 

however, the A~A emphasizes that the responsibility for recommend-

ing early termination should rest with the probation agency. 

7. The NAC and ABA recommend that the conditions of probation be set 

by the sentencing court, and that the conditions be reasonable 

and realistic. 

8. A minimum educational retluirement of a bachelor's degree for 

prohatj,OQ officers is recommended by the ABA, NAe, and ACA. 

The ABA also suggests the need for either post-sraduate study of 
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or work experience in a related field. TheACA includes a 

recommendation supporting the recruitment of paraprofessionals 

and ex-offenders. 

9. All thr:ee sets of standards stress the importance of providing 

for the delivery of needed services to probationers. The con-

cept of the probation o~ficer as a, community resource manager 

and as an advocate for the needs of probationers is implicit in 

all, the' standards. 

10. All of the standards agree on the fwportance of accurate and 

complete presentence investigation reports in all felony cases 

and in all cases which the defendant is under twenty-one or 

is a minor. Similarly, all preclude the initiation of a pre-

sentence investigation prior to adjudication of guilt, except 

under specifi~ circumstances. The ABA and NAC support dis

closure of the content& of the preaentence report to the defend-

ant, defense counsel, and prosecutor. 

11. The importance of research in probation agencies is stressed ~y 

all three sets of standards. The HAC and ABA also recommend 

the development of agency and state level information systems. 

12. The NAC recommends a national research strategy with four major 

areas of emphasis: compiling national corrections statistics, 

monitoring the implementation of national performance standards, 

studying trends in correctional program change, and facilitating 

innovative correctional programs. 

In summary, if we ask what effect the various sete of standards have 

bad on the management of probation, we must answer that we do not know. 
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Research looking at attempts to upgrade probation administration to meet 

standards would be produ~tive, as well as research assessing the impact 

of meeting or exceeding standards on client outcome indicators. 

--. 
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CHAPTER III 

ISSUES IN PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPOarS 

The production of presentence investigation reports for use by a 

sentencing court has become an important function for most probation 

departments. Presentence investigations have been a part of probation, 

at least in a rudimentary form, since John Augustus inquired intQ the 

background oiMs ~·probation.ers" in 1841. For the next century, the 

scope and detail of the presentence report was broadened, particularly 

with respect to juvenile defendants. The early reports were heavily 

oriented toward "diagnosis" of the defendant and prescription of appro-

priate treatment. In the 1940's, the adequacy of presentence reports 

came into question, resulting in some of the earliest attempts to stand-

ar~~ze the contents of the reports. After a quarter-century of experience 

with the improvement and professiona1ization of the reports, we are again 

witnessing controversy ove~ the contents of the report and the allocation 

of significant amount of probation office:.; time to the preparation of the 

reports. 

In the following discussion of presentence investigation reports, 

we will bighlight the aspects of presentence reports which are being 

debated today. In order to appreciate the i~lications of these dis-

cussione. it would be helpful to !teep in mind the funcd.J'nls which the 

report may serve. carter (1918) has summarized these funet'idiis: 

InitiallYi the report aids the court in determining the 
appropriate sentence. It may also assist correctional 
iQstitutlon personnel in their classification and program 
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activities in the e'Tent the offender is sentenced to an 
ii'ltltitution, and si'alilarly assist the paroling authority 
when parole is under consideration. In addition, the 
report is the initial source of information utilized by 
the probation officer in his 8upe'rvision of offenders 
placed on probation. It furtrn~r may be used by other 
treatment agencies and hy appellate courts in their re= 
view of sentencing practice. Finally, the report may 
serve as a source of relevant imformation for systematic 
research about convicted offenders. 

A~though the presentence investigation and report constitute only 

one of the major functions of probation, they can be quite demanding, 

both in terms of probation officer diligence in providing a thorough 

and accura~e report and in ter.ms of the amount of time necessary to per-

form the investigation. These demands are further heightened by the 

court-imposed requirement that pr~sentence investigations must be complet-

ed within a relatively short period of time. 

The importance of presentence investigations to a probation agency 

can be seen in the data collected by a Census Bureau survey (U.S. Department 

of Justice, 1978). The data, reflecting the situation in 1915, showed 

that 3,303 responding agencies reported performing probation functions. 

Of these 3,303 agencies, 2,540 agencies indicated that they conducted 

presentence investigations; almost one million (997,514) presentence 

investigations were performed by these agencies in 1975. In terms of 

the agency workload, almost one-hp,lf,(45 percent) of the agencies which con

duct presentence investigations reported t~~t more than 2S percent of 

their workloads were devoted to presentence investigations. 

In recent years, a great deal of space in the probation literature 

has been devoted to the' subject of presentence investigation reports. 

The subject matter can be roughly divided into two target areas: the 

production of the presentence investigation reports and the impact of 
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the presentence investigation report. We have identified several narrower 

issues within each target area. W~ will present each of thes~ issues in 

question form and discuss the statutes, standards, and research which 

contrib~te to a greater understandtog of the issues. 

The Production of the Presentence Report 

• In what cases should a presentence investigation report be 
provided, and at what point in the jUdicial process should 
a report be. initiated? 

The first question on this issue is whether a presentence investiga-

tion and report are required by statute or whether the decision to order a 

presentence investigation is discretionary with the sentencing court. 

The answer to this question is governed by atateand federal statutes, 

which can be divided into three broad classes, reflecting the differences 

in the provisiona which regulate the use of the presentence investigation 

and report. Briefly, these classes are: 

1. The preparation of a presentence report is mandatory for all 

or most felony cases. The jurisdictions baving statutes of 

this type are: Colorado" Connecticut, Delaware, Florida" Hawaii, 

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa~ Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, 

Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada. New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, 

Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and the 

United States government. Under this type of statute, a pre-

sentence investigation report is required in all felony cases, 

or is required when certain other conditions exist. Examples 

of other conditions which would trigger the requirement of a 
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presentence report are when incarceration for one year or mo~e 

is a possible disposition, when the defendant is under twenty

one years of age (or under eighteen in Florida). when the de-

fendant is a first offender, or when circumstances indicate the 

need for presentence psychiatric information. 

2. The presentence investigation and report are mandatory in felony 

cases in which probation is being considered as a disposition. 

In cases in which probation is not being considered, the re-

quire~ent of a presentence investigation is left to the discre-

tion of the court. Jurisdictions ~~ving this type of statute are: 

California, Georgia, Idaho, New Hampshire, Ohio, South carolina. 

Tennessee, West Virginia, and Wyoming. 

3. The presentence investigation and report are discretionary with 

the court. Jurisdictions with this type of statute are: Arkansas, 

District of Columbia, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, 

Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota~ 

TexaB; Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

In the remaining jurisdictions, the statutes are silent ~4 the ques-

tion of when presentence investigation reports are mandatory or discretion-

ary. The case law with respect to all presentence inves'tigation statutes 

allows the trial court broad discretion where the statute does notspecifi-

eally state t~~t tt~ reports are mandatory, where the statutes are silent, 

or where the statute expressly allows court discretion. 

The American Bar Association's Standards (1970) support mandatory 

presentence investigation reports as described above under the first class 

of statutes. The National Adv:JAsory Commission's Standards (1973) also 
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support mandatory reports in all cases involving felonies, ud.ners, 0.1' 

where incarceration is a potential disposition. Neither set of standards 

supports statutes allowing cemplete court discretion, although both would 

allow the ccurt to' crder presentence investigations in cases where such 

investigations were net mandatory. 

The second question on this issue concerns the stage ef the judicial 

process at which the presentence investigation and report will be prepare~. 

The federal statute requires the presentence report to. be completed before 

the imposition of sentence or the granting of probat~on. In contrast, 

many state statutes leave timing of the preeenten,ce investigation to the 

discretion of the sentencing court~ At issue here is the question of 

whether the investigation should be initiated before or after adjudica-

tion of guilt. Generally, the presentence re'port is submitted to the 

trial court only after a guilty plea or find,ing of guilt. In some juris-

dictions, however, the practice of commencing the investigation before the 

adjudication of guilt has been used, while in others, the judge has had 

access to the presentence report during the plea bargaining process. 

This latter practice was supported by tbe,~~esidentts Commission on Law 

Enforcement and the Administration of Justice (1967), usingtbe argument 

that the early preparation of the presentence report could help ensure 

tbat a more informed deciSion, in line with the needs of the defendant, 

could be made by the prosecutor and the judge. 

The ABA Standards, NAC Standards, and the American Correctional 

AssociatJ.en t S Manual (1977), however, recemmend that presentence reports 

shoUld net be prepared until after a finding ef guilt, unless the defen-

dant has consented and adequate safeguards are instituted against the 
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possibility of prejudicing the court. The arguments generally advanced 

against pre-adjudication preparation are: it might constitute an inva

sion of the defendant's right to privacy; it might violate the defendant's 

right against self-incrimination; it might prejudice the court before 

guilt is determined; and it would be economically disadvantageous to co~ 

pile a report which might never be used. 

Only one research study which touched on the question of the timing 

of the presentence investigation was found. Shapiro and Clement~ of the 

Harvard Center for Criminal Justice, studied presentence infurmation in 

felony ca~es in the Massachusetts Superior Court (1975). They interviewed 

Superior ~ur.t judges~ chief probation officers, and probation officers, 

and reviewed copies of pr.esentence reports~ Massachusetts is unusual 

in that presentence investigations are begun as s~~n as the probation 

office is notified of a felony indict~ent, prior to both trial and ad-

judication of guilt. The study found that pr.obation officers, partic:ular-

ly, ~id not favor the pre-verdict system. Some of their objections to 

pre-verdict investigations were: the inforD~tion collected is frequently 

out of date by the tiw2 the verdict is reached; defendants may be less 

cooperative before the verdict is ~~~hed; employers, familYI and friends 

may be less willing to ~~ovide information about the defendant; and pre-

verdict investi~t1ons are a uaste !)f effort, since some defendants will 

be acquit~;ed and, for tb!.lae found guilty, the report must still be updated. 
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• What should the contents of the report be, and how e:ctensi. ve 
should the report bf7? 

There are £1'ie areas of interest which contribute to our knowledge 

of this iS1Sua. These areas cover the contents of the presentence inves·· 

tigati64 repor't, the use of the long form or the short form of the report, 

defense-oriented reports, the appropriateness of diagnostic reports and 

the factors whicb influence the probation officer's 'recommendations. 

We will address each of tp~se ~ssues ~ turn, drawing upon statutes, 

standards, and available research. 

With respect to the cont,ents of the. presentence reports, tbe statutes 

of at least forty jq~isdictionB ~pecify to some extent the information 

areas which the report must address. Five jurisdictions (Hawai.i, Ind:l.~n~, 

Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota) have statutes which specify the contents 

of the report in considerable detail. The remaining ju~iGdictions have 

'IIlUch less detailed statutes; the provisions of these statutes genelrally 

utilize a standard formula which requi~ee the report to include.~uforma~ 

tioD regarding the defendantfs prior ~riminal record, employment. age, 

and the circumstances of the offense for which the defendant is to be 

sentenced. It should be kept in mind that these jurisdictions, as well 

as those with no statute xegulating the contents of the presentence re-

port, may have coutt rules and agency regulations which provide more 

, highly detailed instructions. 

~ne thr~e sets ~f st3ndards which we reviewed contained specific 

recomm~dation!i for report contents. The American BaJ!"A~sociation (1970) 

"c "." recommends the f~llowing contents: the circumstrutces surrounding the 

offense in que~t:!.on; tbe defendant's ~rim:1nal rec()rd s educational 
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background, employment background~ social history, and medical and 

psychological history; a desclciption of the environment to which the 

offender would return; the resour,ces which would be availa.ble to assist 

the offender; ~d specific reco~~dations as to sentence, if requested 

by the cou'l't or required by statutn. To this list, the Natiunal Advisory' 

Commissionl (1973) adds the probation officer's opinion sbout the motiva-

tiou and ambitio~s of the defendant and an assessment of the defendant's 

explanation of his criminal activities. The American Correctional Asso

ciation (1977) recommends the itlc1usion of a potential sUllervision' plan 

which has been developed ~.th the offender. 

Two documents dealing with the contents. of p:;esentenc!I! .1-.::.wes't1ga-

tion reiportS wer.e rev.iewed. The first ws!:) published by th4~ Div1.sioD,· 

of Probation of the Administrative Office of the United Stntes C\)urts 

~1974) and concerned the contents of federal presentence investigation 

reports. The second was the report of a 147-agoocy nationwide survey 

conducted in 1976 by Carter (1978). Both documents illustrat:a the 

similarity of infc.,rmation contained in ~resentence reports. The Admini

strative Office of the United Stat~s Courts document deals with federal 

probation of~':ices only; Carter's survey (leals with agencies a't the 

feder"l, state, and local levels. Below is a comparison of the typ'sa 

of informatic)Q contained both on prese.ntence repor.t cover sheets,. and 

in the narrat'.ive portione of the reports. 
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Cover Sheet Information: 

Administrative Office 1- Carter SUEY!!. 

I Date Report Typed Name of Defendant 
I Name of Defendant Name of Jurisdiction 

Address of Defendant Offense 
Legal Residence Name of Defense Counsel 

1-

Age/Date of Birth Docket Number 
I,: Sex Date of Birth 

I 
Race Defendant's Address 

. Citizenship Name of Sentencing Judge 
Education Defendant's Age 

I !-Iarital Status Plea 
Dependents Date of Report 
Social Security Number Sex 
FBI Number Custody or Detention 
Docket Number Verdict 
Offense Date of Disposition 
Penalty Marital Status 
Plea Identification Numbers 
Verdict Date (other than FBI or SSN) 
Custody 
U.S. Attorney's Name 
Defense Counsel's Name 
Detainel~/Charges Pending 
Codefendants' Names 
Disposition 
Date of Sentence 
Sentencing Judge 

Narrative Headings: 

Administrative Office Carter Survey 

Offense Offense: Official Versicn 
Defendant's Version of Offense Sectal and Family History 
Prior Record Prior Record 
Family History Evaluative Summary 

I 
Marital History Employment 
Home and Neighborhood Education 

( . Education Offense: Defendant's Version 
h: Religion Marital History ~ 

I \ ,. 

'" Int~rests/Leisure Activities Military Service I'. 

Healti?; Financial Condition ~ , 
i 

Employnlent Health: Mental and Emotional 
Military Service Health: Physical 
Financial Condition Recommendation < 

; 
Evaluative Summary 
Recommendation 

" '£ 
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: We can see from these examples that the type of information Which is 

ordinarily conta1n~d in the presentence report does not differ significantly 

regardless of location or whether federal, state, or local guidelines 

apply. 

The second area of interest concerns the use of the long form of the 

presentence report or the short form. Although the long form of the report 

has traditionally been used, the short form bas appeared as a method of 

furnishing the sentencing court with useful information but avoiding both 

the large volume of material which is contained in the long form and the 

investment of effort required to assemble that material. 

While statutes are generally silent in this area, the standards which 

we reviewed recommend gradations of report length. Because shorter forms 

reduce the amount of time required by the probation officer in report 

preparation and also may serve as a screening d~vice to determine when 

a longer report might be necessary, it is suggested that the shorter 

form may provide all the information necesssry for sentencing particular 

offenders and result in more reports being prepared, by the same size 

probation staff, for sentencing judges. The American Bar Association 

Standards (1970) reco17Jmel1d the use of shOi:'t form reports but do not 

specify contents. T1ae Standards of the National Advisory Commission 

(1973) suggest the folloWing contents for the short form: the official 

version and the defendant's version of his criminal activity; the de fen-

dant's employment background, social history, and residential history; 

information about resources available to assist the defendant; the views 

of the probatioll officer about the defendant's motivations arid ambitions 

and an assessment of the defendant's explanation of his criminalaetivity; 
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and the probation officer's recommendation as to disposition. The 

American Correctional Association (1977) suggests flexibility of format, 

although it is stressed that sufficient information should be collected 

and analyzed so that the most appropriate sentencing alternative may be 

selected to protect the community @nd serve the needs of the offender~ ...... ...: .... 

The Administrative Office of the Uni~~ States ~Glit'ts (1974) ·also 

uses a shortened form for the presentence report. Although the infor-

mation contained on the cover sheets is the same for both the long and 

short forms, the narrative portion of the short form contains only the 

following: the official version and the defendant's version of the 

offense; the defendant's prior record and personal history; the evaluative 
'. 

summary; and the probation officer's recommendation. Tqe format also 

provides that additional information may be included when it appears to 

be pertinent to the sentencing decision. 

Research indicates that, among the states, several uses of the short 

fom of the report have emerged. Some states make use of the short form 

in lower I!nd municipal courts for misdemeanor sentencing, and these 

reports involve very limited and generally unverified information about 

the offense and the offender~ Others use the short form to assist the 

sentencing court where special offenses or offenders are involved (Carter, 

1978). 

The BrC"dx Sentencing Projec,t.~ sponsored by the Vera Institute of 

Justice, investigated the use of short form repCJrte and-found that they 

could, under appropr1atecircumstances. be used effectively (Lieberman, 

$cbaffer,&1ldHa:rtin, 1971). It should be noted that the Vera Institute 

abort form. reports were tested only on persons convicted of misdemeanors, 
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a population which differed considerably from the population receiving 

the traditional long form repor:. 

Another area of interest concerning the presentence report is the 

issue of defense-oriented reports. Although it bas often been encouraged, 

the active participation of defense counsel at the sentencing stage of the 

judicial process does not appear to be the general rule. The President's 

Commission on Law Enfo~cement and the Administration of Justice (1967) 

suggested a strong role for de~ense counsel, particularly with respect 

to gethering pertinent information and formulating a possible treatment 

pl$n (Dash, 1968). However, Higgins' survey in 1964 of federal judges 

found that three-fourths of the responding judges (75 percent) indicated 

that it was not the practice of defense counsel to submit their own re-

port at the sentencing stage. 

Wnlle it appears that contributing presentence information to the 

cour.t is not widely accepted by defense counsel at this time, some research 

on defense-ori~nted presentence ~eports has been done. Medalie (1967) 

reported on the Offender Rehabilitation Project which provided to defense 

counsel both social reports on the defendant and proposed rehabilitative 

plans. Other studies have noted differences between defense-oriented 

reports ,and repor:ts prepared by probation officers. These differences 

suggest tl~t the defense-oriented reports offer more lenient recommenda

tions than probation officers' reports, but they also appaar to provide 

more extensive background :Information on the defendant. (Tbibaut, Walker, 

and l..ud, 1912; Coffee, 1975). 

~~ problem associated with defense-oriented reports arises when the 

defen~e counsel either uncovers information which would adversely affect 

his cliE:nt or when defense counsel would recommend a more restrictive 
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t~eatment program than the court. In either of these situations, defense 

counsel must evaluate the best interests of his client so that he can 

decide what to do with that information or recommendation. 

In support of the defense attorney's role at the sentencing stage 1s 

the proposition that defense-oriented presentence information and recommen-

dations are an extension of the adversary relationship which has characterized 

the judicial process up to sentencing. It is argued that this adversary pre-

sent&tion can help to ~ounteract possibly extreme or biased judgements in 

legal decision-making (Thibaut, Walker, and Lindt 1972). 

The fourth area of interest with respect to the contents of the prc:len-

tence report concerns wheth~r the report w;U,l contain only information about 

the defendant gathered by the probation officer or whether it will also in-

clude specialized diagnostic information which must be generated by a psy-

chiatr1c or mental examination of the defendant. The purely informational 

report re,presents the type of report which is required by the e.tatutes and 

standards discussed above. In at least fifteen jurisdictions, however, 

the sentencing court may, at its discretion, order the preparation of a 

diQgnostic report. In addition, the Standards of both the American Bar 

Association (1970) and ~he National Advisory Commission (1913) recommend 

that psychological, psychiatric, and medical diagnostic reports should be 

included in tt~ presentence report if they are considered desirable in 8 

given case. 

Information reporting has generally bef'.na wide-yranging and 811-

inclusive process of assembling as much information as possible about 

the defendant in order to aid the judge in making his sentencing decision. 

The type of mforation required varies somewhat from one jurisdiction to 
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another, although some items of information are almost universally ineluded. 

In each jurisdiction, the guidelines for the type of information wnich is 

to be included in the ~eport are derived from statutory prOVisions" rules 

of the court, administrative regulations of the probation agency, and 

specific requests from sentencing judges. 

The desire to present a total picture of the defendant in order to 

individualize the sentencing decision has resul.ted in an increasing amount 

of information being included in the presentence investigation .report. 

A major concern about this large volume of information is Whether it is 

accurate and reliable. In order to ensure accurate information for 

sentencing, the probation officer must, whenever possible, verify the 

information. Research has indicated, however, that much of the info:tma-

tion in presentence reports is taken from statements by the offender and, 

be~ause of lack of time, is never verified (Comptroller General of the 

United States, 1976). 

Shapiro and Clement (1975) found that, in a great many cases, the 

defendant's prior record was charactgrized si.mply by supplying arrest 

information, with no indication of the disposition of prior arrests. ' 

Furthermore j in some cases, the information about the current offense was 

not included at all or was merely a recitation of the police repo,rt of 

the incident. The Shapiro and Clement study also found that educational 

information about the defendant was frequently not verified. ,flald's 

study (1972) found that even defense~riented presentence reports con-

tained inaccurate infortnation. It is suggested that another flay to 

verify the accuracy of the informatiOn in the report is to disclose the 

contents of the report to the defendant, or at least defense co~el., 

so there might be an opportunity to refute any erroneoWJ informa;e;l.on. 
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The question of diaclosure is discussed ~~detail in a later section. 

Another concern is that much of the large mass of information pre-

sented to the sentencing judge may not really be of much value in making 

the sentencing decision. There 1s a considerable amount of disagreement 

about what kinds of information are pertinent and deserve to be brought 

to the attention of the court. Those who advocate the inclusion of a 

broad Tauge of information tend also to approve of the inclusion of sub-

jective information relating to the defendant, such as his attitudes, 

feelings, and emotional reactions. The advocates of a more narrow scope 

to the presentence report 8Tgue that a great deal of the material whicb 

1s collected is irrelevant to the sentencing decision and should be 

eliminated in order to provide a shorter and more efficient tool for the 

judge's use. 

Diagnostic reporting most often appears in the form of a psychiatric 

or mental examination of the defendant. Some objections have been raised 

concerning the use of diagnostic reports. First, given the same clinical 

data, it is quite possible for two psychiatrists or psychologists to reach 

different conclusions· (Robert, 1965; Campbell, 1972). Therefore, the 

granting or e~~ial of probation can be directly affected by which parti

cular individual analyzes the clinical data. Second, although the inclu

sion of these clinical reports is the exception. rattler than the rule, 

when they are included they appear to be given strong consideration by 

judges, who tend to accept the recommendations made in the reports 

(Eden and Allen, 1974; carter and Wilkins, 1970). Some commentators 

have g()Be as far as to observe that psychiatric recommendations are treated 

u conclusitle by judges during the sentencing process (Dawson, 1966). A 

third, objeet1on is the opinion of some authors that psychi.atrist8 and 
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psychologists tend to over-predict anti-social or potentially dangerous 

behavior (Derehow1t~, 1968; Meehl, 1970; Nietze1, 1974). Fourth, the 

type o:f information which is supplied by a psychiatrist or psychologist 

in a presentence report or mental status report cannot be effectively 

controverted by anyone except another psychiatrist or psychologist 

(Campbell, 1972). Thus, even when the presentence report is disclosed 

to the defendant or defense counsel, the only effective means of counter

acting the impact of an adverse recommendation is to secure a second 

professional examination with a different conclusion. Other obj~ctions 

to the use of diagnostic reports include: the diagnosis is based on an 

examination which may of necessity be superficial or incomplete because 

of lack of time (Meyers, 1963;~berts, 1965); the judge may have failed 

to specify the purpose for examination, resulting in a report.which does 

not address the particular concerns of the sentencing court (Carlson, 

1977); and, the psychiatrist or psychologist who eval~ated the defendant 

is usually not required to attend the sentencing hearing to defend or 

explain his recommendation, making it difficult for the defendant to 

contradict the report. 

The last area of interest dealing with the content of the report 

is the identification of the factors which influence the probation 

officer in his recct4mendation to the court. We should note at the outset 

that the ineiusion of the probation officer's rec01lml$\dationisnot 

required, or even necessarily wanted, in all jurisdictions. HoWever, 

the recommendation ia required by statute in at l~ast ten jurisdictions 

(California, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Nevada, 
• 

New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and West Virginia) . and may alt1() pe 
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required by court rules or administrative regulations in other jurisdic-

tiona. The American Bar Association Standards (1970) suggest the inc1u-

siGn of a specific reCommendation as to disposition tf requested by the 

sentencing court. The Standards of the National Advisory CofDD).ission 

(1973) recommend the inclusion of a recommendation in all reports. 

Research indicates that the type of information which probation 

officers themselves consider to be important in making their recommenda-

,tiona appears to be rather uniform, althougb it is interesting to note 

~--; , 

tbatsimUar data do not alwa7s result in similar recommendations (Carter 

and WUkins, 1970; Ede~ and Allen, 1974). Two items consistently appear 

to be import~nt influences on the probation officer's recommendation: 

the offense committed by the defendant and the defendant's prior criminal 

history (Ragan, 1975; Shapiro and Clement, 1975; Carter and Wilkins. 1970; 

Eden and A1~en, 1974; NorriS, 1969; Bartoo, 1963). Other items which 

most probation officers consider to be important are: probation off~~er': 

peJ:'ceptig~ gf the ~ffE»ider;tha p.;ulv4tlvn officer's perception of th~ case; 

the offender's education; the sevqxity of the legal penalty for the offense 

and bast interests of the community; psychiatric or mental examination 

results; the defendant's statement, attitude, employment history~ social 

history, age, military history, and sex. One problem which bas been 

associated with this type of infC)rmBtion, particularly with prior 

criminal act1v;J.:cy, education, and ~loyment, is that the accuracy of 

the iufor-.'tion is frequently not verified by the probation officer before 

ac~~~g the i~ormat10n for representation to the court. 

The organizational struct~re within which the probation officer works 

.y also affect his recommendations. Influencing factors of this type 
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woul,d include: whetb~r the probation officer is the only person respon

sible for the final report or whether it is subject to approval by a seper-

visor; the impact of a ucasereview" board which subjects the report tA 

scrutiny; variations !a internal policy and structure of the various 

probation org~izations; and the "informal" input of the probation agency 

to the sentencing judge. 

• What are tbe arguments ror and against. disclosure of the 
contents of f!he pr@sentence report, and what have been the 
effects of mandatory disclosure on the quality and compre
hensiveness of the report? 

The disclosure of presentence reports is largely controlled by the 

case law of the various jurisdictions and, to a lesser extent, by statute. 

State and federal statutes on this subject may be divided into two classest 

depending on whether disclosure is mandatory or discretionary with the 

court, and to what extent disclosure of the report is required a 

The statuteE~ of the following juris~1c:tions require full disclosure 

of the report, to at least the defendant or defense counsel!> either as 

a matter of routine or upon a request by the defendant: Arkansas, 

Californ:la. Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, 

Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, 

and Wisconsin. This approach to disclosure 1s also supported by the 

American Bar Association (1970) and the National Advisory Commission (1973). ." 

Other jurisdictions which C8~ be considered part of ,this· class recognize 

the right to only a limited form of disclosure, such as 'l'.equirmgonly 

disclosure of that part of the report relative to the defendanttspric~ 

criminal rec.ord, or requiring the defendant to make a showing of actual 

need for the information in the report~ 
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In a majority of jurisdictions, disclosure of presentence reports 

is within the discretion of the trial judge. This is largely based on 

principles of confidentiality of reports est{ftbl.:1shed by case law and, 

to a lesser extent, by statute. The rule stated exp~eBaly ~n statutes 

of this class is that the presentence report is confidential unless 

ordered to be disclosed by the court. In states belonging to this class, 

appellat~ courts have held that the defendant has no right to disclosure, 

b~th as a matter of statute and as a question of constitutional due 

process. 

Closely related to presentence report disclosure are the statutory 

p~ovisions of a number of jurisdictions which allow the defendant to 

present information to the court in order to controvert the information 

contained in the report and to mitigate the sentence. These statutes, 

however, generally represent the development of the co~ law right of 

the defendant to address the court (the right knu~ as allocution). 

The disclosure debate bas centered around various arguments. Those 

in favor of disclosure argue that sentencing is a critical stage in the 

criminal process, during which the defendant must be accorded procedural 

due pJ;-ocess. Their positioo is that fundamenteJ. fairness requires that 

all dp.Togatory ~cerial considered by the court in the sentencing decision 

should be disclosed to the defense and an opportunity should be granted 

to correct or comment upon that material. 

The advocates of non-disclm'l~r~ ~ their position on severa,)..t arga~"'" 

ments. One argument is that, if the material which the report conta1n.e 

18 revealed to the defe~dant. the sources of information exploi.t'eCl by 

the probation department will evaporate. Probation offi~ers believe that 
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>cooperation with other BOCial., services agemc1es might be impaired. The 

proba.tion department also feels that release of infll)rm8tion. obtained 

from the defendant's employer might alJ.~te the probatLon department 

from those emp~oyers when it is seeking job placements for its other 

probationers. A second concern of the proponents of non-disclosure is 

that allowing the defense to inspect the report would entaU fact-finding 

problelllS which might unduly protract the sentencing proct~ss. The delay 

in the sentencing process would further contribute to court congestion. 

A third argument is that since the sentencing court often considers 

information which is not contained in the report, revealing only iufor-

mation which is in the report would be an empty gesture, for it would 

not ensure that the defendant would be sentenced on the basis of erroneous 

information. The real question here mlil:y not be the "Asclo!sure of the 

presentence report» but rather whether the court should have t~ state 

on the record all of the facts it is taking into consideration in arri~g 

at its decision. 

The advocates of disclosure respond to these-positions with the argu-

~ts that jurisdictions which have adopted some form of discl~sure have 

not experi~nced the problems anticipated by its critics, particularly 

the loss of confidential sources. Any inconvenie.'Ilce -resulting from 

permitting the defense to screen the repo~t is ba1&'1lceCi by thg decrease 

in instances of miainfo~ sentencing which often go undetected 'when 

a .poUcy i)f non-disclosure is followed, because the pexson who has access 

to the truth, the defen(J.ant t has' no knowlQdge of what materialwa.i;J consid~r~ 

by the court. D1scl~3in8 the report to the defense does not nOC$sei.rily 

impede the swift adIIinistration of crUtlnal justice. Defense' CQ..UJ1~ -
-... - :- - -~ 

will be uniikely to rist antagonizing sentenc1a8 judg;es With dUatory'- . 
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ta(.~ties because it is not in his client's best interest. By pl.acing all 

of the report's contents before the parties, the scope of argument can 

be confined to the issues at hand. Finally, it has been suggested that 

a pol.icy of grantmg the defendant access to h'-'8 px;esentence report, 

rather than being psychologtC$lly' barmful, may actually fa~ilitat.e re-

habilitat.!cn. This is becau~e disclosure allows the defendant to partici-

pate in the judicial process of sentenci-ag and enables him to understand 

the r'easons for the court's disposition of his case. 

A 1963 survey of district court judges in the federal syste."ll indicated 

that 5608 percent of the judges never divulged any of the information 

contained in the presentence investigation report to the atto~ney for the 

defendant; 35 percent always divulged. information, and 8.2 percent '.:kid 

occasionally (Higgins, 1964). Wide variance in~ractice was found 

within the same federal circu1.t uti, :tn many instances, between, judges 

sitting on t!>.G same bench. No judge tV'ho responded to the questionnaire 

from a jurisdiction which practiced disclosure complained that the senten-

ing process had become undulf ~rot~acted by allowing the defendant an 

opportunity to take exception t~ and controvert date contained in the 

reports. The conclusion of the survey was that the pract!ce of disclosure 

d.id not operate to emasculate the reports. The pGll snowed that the re

ports did not suffer apprecicible deterioration in quality in those juris-

dietions where the practice of disclosure prevailed • 

.. 
.1!!e Impac.t of the Presentence Report 

The issues discussed. above represent the major areas of concern 

dealing with the production of the presentence report. This section explores 

· ~bz;:;.:7., .• >"".,." ,;,' .• 
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the second dimension o! the presentence repQ1"t lit~ratl.lre: the impact of 

the presentence report on the senteX\cing judge. Incons1dering this 

liter~ture, we have :fientif:f.~ two major issues,. The first issue deals 

with the factors which are important influences in judicial decision-

making, including judges f opinions regarding p:rop,~tion officers, pre·· 

sentence investigations in gene~~~ and specific sections of the reports 

in particular. The second issue concerns the extent of concurrence between 

probation officers' recommendations and judges' sentencing decisions. 

• What racto.r:s appear to be important to judges in making 
thei.r sentenci.ng decisions? 

The presentence investigation report is the primary comprehensive 

source of information available to the sentencing judge about the defen-

dant~ The report is important because often the information contained 

in the report constitutes the major contact the sente.ncing judge may 

have with the defendant other than at the sent~4cing hearing. Judicial 

attitudes about the presentence report ~eem to 'vary. Although most 

judges agree tr~t the presentenq~ investi~ationand report are valuable 

aids in formulating sentencing decisions~ there appears to be some 

difference of opinion about the value or use of the recommend,ation sec-

tion which is included in most presentence reports. This difference 

of opinion is interesting in light of judges' strong positive attitudes 

toward probation officers and the degree of concurrence between probation . 
officers' recommendations and judicial sentencing deciSions, which is 

discuslsed below. 

ltn spite of the fact that judges tend to view the presentence report: 

as a "aluable sentenc:J.ng .aid and despite the fact that the discret;1ona;rY' 
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power available to the judge permits him to request th~ inclusion of 

factors in addition to those regularly provided in the report, it seems 

to be an unusual case where a sentencing judge actually details the type 

of information which he wants presented in the report (Carter, 1976). 

This, of course, may result from the aroad range of information which 

is routinely included in the report. In general, the judicial attitude 

t.oward the presentence report sll~ems to be that it should present to the 

sentencing judge a total picture of the defendant. Further, a study of 

judges of the Massachusetts Superior Courts found that judges prefer 

presentence reports to include all available information on the defen-

dant from all available sources; they do not support the use of selective 

reports which are limited to or strongly emphasize only specific factors 

(Shapiro and Clement, 1975). 

Several studies have attempted to identify those factors which appear 

to be of most tmportance to sentencing judges. Carter's 1976 survey found 

that the two most significant factors were the defendant's prior criminal 

record and the current offense. Another study by Carter and Wilkins (1967), 

part of the San Francisco Project, a decade earlier, determined that the 

most important factors for judges in arriving at a decision to, grant pro-

bation included the defendant's educational level, average monthly inco~~, 

occupa,tional level, residence, stability, participation in church activ'J.ties, 

and military record. But again, when factors were ranked according to their 

tmp~rtance u\ the sentencing decision, the current offense and the defen-

dant's confinements status, prior record, and number of arrests were 

ranked most important. A study conducted in the state of Waahington 

(Comment, 1973) found that the most jmfluential factors included the de-

fen~ant's prior felony record, the defendant's attitude and motive as 
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perceived by the judge, and the defendant's race. 

In summary, it appears that the defendant's prior criminal record 

and, to a slightly lesser extent, his current offense are uniformly 

important to judges in making their sentencing decisions. Of somewhat 

lesser importance are the defendant's personal achievement and stability 

factors • 

., What is the extent of concurrence between ,probation of£icers' 
recommendations and judges' sentencing decisions? 

In our previous discussion concerning the production of the preseu-

tence report, we noted that two items consistently appear to be important 

influences on the probation officers' recommendation. Thes~ two factors 

were the current Gffense corzmitted by the deftendant and t.he defendant's 

prior crfminal record. Other items ~hieh were at least considered by the 

probation officer included tbe defendant's attitude, and personal achieve-

ment and stability factors. As we have seen, these same factors appear 

to be equally important, in roughly the same order, to judges in making 

their sentencing decisiDns. 

Given this extent of agreement regarding the criminal and personal 

history of the defendant, it ~uld not. be surprising to find a high de-

gree of concurrence between the dispOSitional recommendations made by 

probation officers in the presentence report and the actual sentence 

decided upon by the sentencing judge. A 1971 study by Uebeman, 

Schaffer, and Ha'Ctin, of the Vera Institute of Justice, found that when 

probation was recommended by the probation officer, the sentence followed 

that recommendation in 83 percent of the cases; wen a prison sentence 
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was recommended~ that recommendation was followed in 87 percent of the 

cases. A study done in the state of Washington in 1968-·69 found a high 

level of agreement between the courts and probation officers when proba-

tion was recommended but a low level of agreement when iDlprisonment 

was recommended (Career, 1969). A study in Baltimore noted that when 

probation or other c()Jumunity-based treatment was recommended to the 

court, the recommendation was followed 72 percent of the time (Baltimore, 

n.d.). Carter found an even stronger agreement -- probation was granted 

when recommended in 96 percent of the cases (1966). 

These studies do point out that there is no uniform relationship 

between recommendation and final disposition; in some jurisdictions, the 

incarceration recommendation "is followed more often than the probation 

recommendation, while in other jurisdictions, the reverse is true. In 

spite of the lack 0.£ a uniform relationship, however, the level of 

agreement between recommendation and disposition is still quite high. 

. ' 
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CHAPTER IV 

ISSUES IN CASELOAD PREDICTION 

AND TREATMENT 

This chapter, which addresses the provision of probation treatment, 

Views treatment as a process. In this sense, probation trecltment consists 

of three phases. The first phase is the prediction of an offe"der's 

expected future behavior. Prediction may occur both during the pres en-

tence investigation stage before the offender is placed on probation, or 

immediately after the offender has been placed on probation. A great deal 

of probation prediction is intuitive; it consists of the investigating 

officer's best, subjective assessment of the likelihood that a particular 

offen~er will continue to engage in criminal behavior. In this chapter, 

however, we will focus on the development of reliable and valid prediction 

instruments, which may have the potential for removing much of the guess-

work from probation preauction. 

The second phase of the treatment process is the classification of 

probationers. There are, of course, a number of ways of classifying 
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probationers; however, the most common are classification by risk level 

and classification by level of need for services. We will examine several 

operational examples of classification schemes. 

The third pbase of the process is the treatment modality which is 

actually used for probationers. Our review of the available literature 

suggests that most treatment modalities currently in use can be classified 

into three broad groups: vocational counseling and employment, group and 

individual counseling, and drug treatment. We will discuss the research 

which has been conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of these 

different treatment modalities. 

• What is the current state of knowledge in the area of 
the development of probation prediction instruments and 
techniques? 

In criminology, prediction most commonly refers to forecasting 

a per-son's expected future behavior based on an assessment of present 

or paat characteristics known to be associated with the behavior to be 

predicted. These characteristics (or "predictors") may be any attribute 

or C'ltlality ascribed to the individual. The future behavior (or lVcriterion 

categories") io the particular type of performance we wish to predict. 

Prediction, therefore, can be expressed as an estimation of the criterion 

categories from the predictors, determined through previous studies of 

the relationship between the two. The issues surrounding the subject 

of prediction can be classified as either methodological or manag~ent. 

We willd1scuss these areas separately aa~ then examine the empirical 

studies which are available. 

.. :;:.,. 
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Methodology 

Reliability and validity issues are eritical to any prediction 

instrument$ Reliability ~efer8 to the consistency of repeated observa

tions and measurements in producing similar results. ReU.ability applies 

both to the data upon which thepredictiQn instrument is based and the 

results which it produces. The reliability of predictor data comes into 

question when offender self report data are used and when predictor 

variables are subjective and subject to interpretation of the person 

gathering the data. 

Validity refers to the extent to which the variables in a prediction 

instrument actually measure the attribute or quality they purport to 

measure. Validity is also closely associated with the concept of 

reliability. For example, reconviction is a common criterion for success 

or failure on probationo The validity of reconviction as a criterion is 

reduced to the extent that there exist innocent probationers among the 

reconvicted, or there exist unconvicted probationers Who have, in fact, 

engaged in criminal behavior. 

An important reliability issue for prediction of criminal behavior . 
is-that cridnal1ty 1s based not solely on the state of a person, but also 

on the behavior of others. The fact that a probationer has his probation 

revoked may depend more on the policies of the department and the proc

livities of his supervising officer than on any negative behavior. 

Closely related to the issues of reliability and validity is the 

question of the relative efficiency of clinical and statistical 4lpproachea 

to making predictions. Although lIaitmheirl and WUkins (1955) haveobsened 

that "people seem to be _r~ incl111edto accept the judpeut of other people 
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than to trust numerical procedures which appear abstract and impersonal," 

a review of the evidence suggests that in most cases, actuarial predictions 

are either about the same or superior to those made by clinicians. In a 

review of studies involving a comparison of clinical and actuarial methods 

Meehl (1954) found that in almost all eases, It ••• predictions made actuar-

ially were either approximately equal to or superior to those made by a 

clinician." Meehl's evidence is supported by Frease (1965) and Mannheim 

and Wilkins (1955). An advantage ascribed to statistical predictions is 

that they are generally more reliable, due to the objective nature of the 

information used and the disagreement often found among even highly qua1i-

fied clinicians in evaluating the same case (Mennheim and Wilkins, 1955; 

Go ttfredson , 1967). Since it is recogni~ed that subjective judgments by 

probation officers and judges will continue to be made, Glaser and Ha~gren 

(1958) have suggested that an actuarial prediction based on objective 

items could serve as a point of reference for sentencing recommendations 

and decision-making. In this way, subjective impressions of the data 

could be used to supplement the actuarial prediction and thereby enhance 

predictive efficiency. 

Sampling methods are also of extreme importance to the develop~nt 

of predictive devices. Samples must be representative of the population 

to which generalizations are to be made; otherwlse~ the validity of the 

prediction model will be reduced when it ia actually applied. ~r.otber 

requirement is that samples be of sufficient size to draw reliable con-

elusions. Small samples increase the probability of explOiting chance 

fluctuations which can produce a considerable margin of error ;J.n d~eloping 

II 'P::~ct1ve model. 
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Another area of methodological concern is the base rate problem. 

The base rate refers to the proportion of individuals in a population 

who fall into the category to be predicted (Gottfredson, 1967). If we 

wish to predict: probation success, the base rate is the number of proba

tioners who succeed relative to the tuta1 number of probatinnera under 

study. This becomes a problem, for example, when there are relatively 

few "successes" in the population (i.e. when there is a low base rate), 

because it then becomes more difficult to find variables which discrimi

nate bet~een the successes and the failures. If a prediction instrument 

cannot improve on the base rate, it is o~ no use, but one of the biggest 

problems associated with base rates is that they are virtually never 

reported (~~eh1 a~d Rosen, 1955). This omission makes the evaluation of 

the usefulness of the prediction method difficult. 

A related issue is the selection ratio. which refers to the pro

portion of the number of persons chosen for probation placement to the 

total number available (Bechtoldt, 1951). The utility of a prediction 

device for probation selection is a function of the selection ratio as 

well as tlle predictive validity of the instrument (Gottfrec!son. 1967). 

Administrators who wish to use prediction inst:ruments in selecting good 

risks for probation will find tha~, when confronted with a low selection 

ratio (i.e., when only a relatively small 1,lumbelt' of offenders are se1~cted 

for probati~). a relatively weak prediction device may prove useful. 

Similarly, if a l.~rge number of offendeTs are selected for probation and 

only a few are rejected, a much more efficient prediction device is re

quired to achieve the same degree of effectiveness. 

Prediction instruments usually involve the combination of a number 

of predictor variables to estimate an expected outcome such as "completion 
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of probaJ;ion without any new convictions or probation violation." There 

are three types of methods for combining predictors: those which use al.l 

the predictors equally (Bruce, Hamo, Burgess, and Landesco, 1928); those 

wbich employ some sort -of differential weishting system (Glueck and Glueck, 

1930); and configural ~~thod8 such as Predictive Attribute Analysis and 

Association Analysis (MacNaughton··Sm:f.th, 1963; Williams and Lambert, 1959). 

Although empirical comparisons of these various methods of combining 

predictors are not common, several such comparisons support the view th~t 

the earliest, most simple methods of equal weighting for all predictors 

may provide prediction instruments equal or superior to those which require 

considerably more complex methods (Vold, 1931; MOnachesi, 1932; Mannheim 

and Wilkins, 1955; Simon, 1971; Gottfredson, Gottfredson and Wilkins, 1977). 

Cross-validation is a critical consideration in utilizing prediction 

instruments. Instruments developed for a specific purpose and population 

are often assumed to be valid elsewhere. Such assumptions are extremely 

tenuous, since it has been shown that the validity of prediction models 

can vary greatly by geographic area, with changing social conditions, 

by probation department policy, and over time. There can, therefore, be 

no confidence in the utility of a prediction device unless it is validated 

on new samples and re-validated periodically. 

~nasement 

In addition to the methodological issues diseussed above, there are 

also a number of management considerations in the use of prediction devices. 

One common objection to the use of prediction instrument9. is that prediction 

of behavior is impossible because all individuals are unique. As early as 
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1932, however, Monachesi observed that If ••• predictability of human behavior' 

is not ~iy possible but' feasible." While absolute prediction of human 

behavior 1s not expected, behavior is far from random. Prediction 1s not 

based on the uniqueness of individuals, but rather on their similarities. 

The use of prediction methods in probation carries with it the as sump-

tion that there is a strong enough relationship between factors in the 

background of the offender and his present behavior that a prediction can 

be made of his performance on probation. While many instruments developed 

for the prediction of future criminal behavior have thus far only demon-

strated relatively low predictive power, no conclusions can be'reached 

regarding their utility for adult probation. Only a predictipn instrument 

which meets the methodological requirements 'described above/ce.n hope to be 

useful in practice. The available studies which attempted to construct 

prediction devices for use in probati.on suffer from these methodological 

problems and, as a result~ cannot be endorsed without reservation. 

MOst research on the use of prediction in criminal justice has 

focused on parole, which suggests the possibility of analogous app1ica-

ticlns in probation. Ohlin's work (1.951) emphasized the ways in which 

prediction tables could be useful to p.arole administrators. Gottfredson 

(1967) described a situation in which prediction tables were used as an aid 

to reduce confinement costs by securing early release for parolees, with 

no subsequent increase in parole violations. The potential application of 

Gottfredson~s findings to probation was noted by Frease (1965). A number 

of authors have alsQ discussed the used of prediction tables as an aid in 

supervision practices. Suggestions have included their possible use: 

lias an administrative COQ1 to equalize high-risk offenders' among various 

c2se1oads" (Frease, 1965); "to focus services ~nd attention on the probationers 
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who need the most help" (Comptroller General, 1976); and to "assist case 

managers in making decisions about how much time and effort to devote to 

working with certain groups of persons" (Hemple, Webb, and Reynolds, 1976). 

Unfortunately, there have been very few empirical attempts to explore 

the feasibility of these proposed applications of prediction methods in 

practice. A pilot study by Nicholson (1968) found prediction tables to 

be extremely useful in classif.ying Uhigh," "medium," and "low" risk case

loads; the prediction instrument used was a Version of a device originally 

developed for parolees. The Comptroller General's report (1916) also found 

prediction tables to be useful in establishing variable supervision case

loads, as did pilot studies by Frease (1965) and Fiore (1976). 

In summary, perhaps the most evident finding of this review of 

prediction as it relates to adult probation is that most of the questions 

which we can raise remain unanswered. We have seen that little work has 

been done in this area, and that which has been accomplished is not con

clusive. The most pressing need in adult probation prediction seems to 

be for more emphasis to be placed on larger-scale studies which meet 

stringent methodological requirements. On the basis of this future re

search, we may be able to validate and expand upon the results suggested 

by the exploratory and pilot efforts which have already been done. Much 

of the groundwork for any such large-scale effort can be found in the 

pilot studies and f~om the extensive work done in the field of parole 

prediction. 

An expectation of widespread use of probation prediction models in 

the future is not unrealistic; one only bas to look at the progress made 

in parole to support such a prospect. The best example, peKhaps, is 

provided by the United States Parole Commission which, as a result of a 
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substantial research effort (Gottfredson, Wilkins, Hoffman, and Singer, 

1974), now utilizes experience tables as guidelines for making parole 

A research unit has been set up to periodically re-validate 

the tables, and, as a result, the granting of parole has hecome a less 

arbitrary process. The federal parole commission now uses these tables 

to determine how similar: offenders (similar to those who are being con

sidered for parol~) have performed on parole in the past. Using this 

information, together with mitigating or ag6ravating circumstances known 

to the parole commission members, the decision to grant or deny parole 

is now more consistent and fair, benefitting both the parole commission 

and the inmate, as well as serving the interests of the community. 

Analogous applications of prediction methods in probation may be well 

within reach and await only testing and implementation • 

• What do we know about operational methods used for the 
classification of probationers? 

We have seen that the development of reliable and valid prediction 

instruments can be of value to a probation department in classifying pro-

bationers on the basis of risk.. In this way, we can more accurately assign 

each probationer to the level of supervision which will be of the most 

benefit both to the probationer and to the community. Another method 

used to classify probationers is by need. Under this method, the proba-

tioner is assigned to a caseload based upon his apparent level of need for 

services which ~an be provided by a probation officer ~r by referral to 

a community resource agency. A third classification method is to combine 

risk and need levels, yielding a classification system which would include, 
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for example: high risk-high need probationers, high risk-low need proba-

tionees, low risk-high need probationers, and low risk-low need probationers. 

Although classification of probatio~ers is not addressed in statutes, 

the three sets of standards which we reviewed discuss this ~ubject. The 

National Advisory Co~ission (1973) suggests that probationers should be 

assigned to differentiated programs based on offend~r typologies. The 

American Correctional Association (1977) urges each probation agency to 

develop written policy concerning classification to ensure that proimtlone~s 

receive only the level of surveillance and services which they need. The 

American Bar Association (1970) also encourages probation agencies to 

develop the capacity to employ differential treatment based on the 

characteristics of the probationed offenders, but it is noted that more 

attention must be paid to the identification of those offenders most like-

1y to respond to one type of program as opposed to another. 

The Task Force on Corrections of the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice (1967) summarized the situation 

with respect to classification efforts: 

A major requirement for using a differential treatment system 
is an adequate case analysis and planning procedure. Probably 
no deficiency is more universally apparent in current programs 
than the nearly complete lack of careful planning by probation 
officers,their supervisors, and clinical program consultants, 
including the active participation of offenders themselves. 

Several classification efforts, conducted quite recently, were located 

and are e~amined below. 

The Differential Classification for the Supervision of Adult Proba-

tioners design (Go1bin, 1976) described the development of a classifica-

tion model for assigning clients to intensive or active probation super-

vision. Intensive cases were those offenders posing a serious threat 
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to themselves and/or the community, requiring multiple services, and having 

a high probability of recidivism.. Active supervision cases were thooe who 

. generally adjusted to probation, although services were still required, 

and posed no serious threat to themselves or the community. 

A random sample of 720 probationers was selected from a total popula

tion of 3,250e Under this system, probationers were assigned to intensive 

or active supervision, based on the number and degree of involvement on 

four variables: current of~ense, psychological instability, prior record, 

and social. instability. Age was also used in assigning marginal cases. 

The techniques used to analyze data were not described, nor were the 

results given. 

Several considerations were deemed essential to the operation of the 

differential classification system. Accurate information and clear opera

tional definitions must be available to ensure reliability, and the users 

of the system should be trained in the use of the classification f~rm, 

which must periodically be re-validated and modified to reflect changes 

in clients and/or community. 

The Adult Probationer Needs Survey (Pearson and Taylor, 1973) was 

conducted to develop a data base to address three concerns of the Santa 

Clara County (California) Probation Department: to determine what per

centage of the department's caseload was at different levels of risk; 

to determine the need for t~eatment and services of persons on probation; 

and to determine who should deliver the needed services -- the probation 

department, other public agencies, or community programs. 

A randClm sample was selected for both male and female probationers. 

Demographic data and probation officer ratings were collected for each 

probationer in the sample. Ratings of personality-behavior characteristics, 
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estimates of the extent to which needs ex:J,sted, and ratings of the extent 

to which each need was being met were recorded. A number of descriptive 

analy~es were undertaken to develop a profile of the probationers and 

their needs. Specialized caseloads were developed from the rat1ng~ of 

probationers by their supervising officers. 

Results were inconclusive in terms of clearly delineating a number 

of caseload types based on need ratings. Employment emerged as the 

greatest single need. Survey results suggested that probation, as current-

ly defined, may be unnecessary for almost half of the offenders of the 

current caseload. The authors concluded that "treatment engineering" 

is needed, whereby someone acts as an advocate for both the offender and 

the courts to establish the best fit or mix of resources for the indivi-

dual, and to mold this intfJ a treatment/control plan. 

The Probation Caseload Classification study (Weiner, n.d.) was 

initiated in order to obtain information about the offender population 

under supervision in the probation office of the District of Columbia. 

It was hoped that this information could be applied to the development 

of a more effective case management approach based on the needs of the 

offenders as well as on the resources available to the probation office. 

The three major objectives of the study were: to classify the entire 

population under supervision, using a multi-factor instrument designed to 

predict the outcome of supervision with respect to success or failure; 

to attempt to validate the predictive ability of the instrument on the 

population of offenders by comparing all cases which closed successfully 

with those which closed unsuccessfully; and to use the data obtained to 

devise a "vertical" model of caseload management, which would set up 
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differential caseload sizes based upon high or low success potential. 

Phase I of the study included a classification of the entire popula-

tion under supervision. The Base Expectancy was used as the primary data 

collection instrument. Phase II included an analysis and classification 

of all cases closed during an eighteen month period. This was done to 

validate tbe predictive ability of the instrument on the population. 

Phase III of the study grew out of information obtained in Phase I, in-

volving caseload classification. It was discovered that only a very 

small percentage of the total cases under supervision were rated as 

bigh-risk (C). It was hypothesized that the probation office staff, 

as a consequence of their experience~ screened out individuals who would 

normally be rated high risk offenders if rated by the predictive instru-

mente In Qrder to test this hypothesis, it was decided to compare two 

groups, one which bad been recommended for probation and another group 

not recommended for probation on the Base Expectancy scores obtained 

in Phase I. The groups were compared in terms of their raw BE scores to 

see if there were statistically significant differences between the groups. 

The results of Phase II indicate that~ of the cases classified. 

43 percent were rated "AU (suggesting high potential for favorable ad-

justment); 44 percent were rated "Btl (or medium potential); and 13 per-

cent were rated "c" (or low potential for favorable adjustment). The 

data indicated the tendency for "A" rated individuals to be terminated 

early from probation rather than "Bil individuals. There was a greater 

likelihood for the fiB" group to c.lose through expiration of the probation 

period or through violation of probation. In contrast, there was little 

probability for group "Au to violate probation (7 percent) and less 

probability for group "c" to have their cases closed through expiration 
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(5 percent) and almost no probability to have them closed through early 

termination (2 percent). 

Phase III results support the hypothesis that officers tend to screen 

out high-risk offenders. Of those persons recommended for probation, 

52 percent were rated nA", 40 percent liB", and only 8 percent "C". 

When the group not recommended for probation was examined, it was found 

that only 6 percent were rated "A", 32 percent "B", and 62 percent "Cu. 

MOre than half recommended for probation were rated low-risk on the BE 

scale, while two-thirds not reco1mllended for probation were rated as high· .. 

risk. 

The folloWing recommendations were made: the BE 61 A (Base Expectancy) 

scoring instrument should be used for predictive purposes; a "vertical" 

model of caseload assignment should be employed, rather than a numerical 

model, that is, different units should be established to handle different 

risk casel~ads; and officers should attempt to develop a network of affi11a-

tions with local commtln,ity groups. 

The purpose of the Jlient-Management Classification progr~ (Wiscon-

sin lJlivision of Probation, 1976) 'Ras to develop a case classification sys-

tem which could be utilized by pr'obation and parole agents to deal more 

effectively with the divergent needs of their clients. An interview 8.:'1d 

classification system was devised to focus on the differences among clients 

which agents could use in planning with a particular client. An interview 

utilizing a forced-choice rating instrument was developed to obtain the 

information needed for classification. The it~ on the instrument were 

reviewed~ and only those which proved reliable were retained. 

The data indicated that four groups could be discriminated from the 

8tructured interview. The groups were identified on the basis of the 
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characteristic supervision function utilized in working with each group. 

The four groups were: selective intervention group (35 percent') - required 

minimal supervision; caseworkl control group (30 percent) -- required a gI'eat 

deal of time, direction, and support; environment structure group (20 per

cent) -- required structure, support, and guidance; and limit setting group 

(15 percent) -- for whom strict rules and regulations were recommended. 

The Differential Treatment and Classification project (Golbin, 1975) 

was implemented bacause it was believed that classification systems are 

useful for assessing risk and for realizing the efficient management of 

offenders. Under such a system, no offender receives more treatment or 

surveillance than he requires, and each offender is afforded the optimal 

program of services possible for growth and adjustment in the community. 

The main goal of the study was to determine the number and concentration 

of probationers who require intensive supervision, aiS opposed to normal 

supervision. 

The report classified adult p~obationers into two major categories: 

those requiring intensive supervision anld those requiring normal supel:

vision. These categories were developed according to two considerati.ons: 

the appraisal of service needs for social reintegration into the cou;unity 

and the amount of accountability required for the protection of the c!ommunity. 

The criteria used for classification were based upon four variables: 

current offense, prior record, age, and psychological stability. Of the 

270 cases, 49 percent were categorized as requiring intensive supervision, 

and 51 percent as requiring normal supervision. About one out of six 

offenders placed on adult probation needed treatment and required close 

accountability for serious alcohol abuse. Three out of ten non-narcotic 
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cases needed some kind of alcohol treatment, three out of ten on thla 

narcotics case load were either enrolled in a program and addicted to 

Methadone or haG been addicted to opiates during the last five years, and 

2 percent during the last five years had been dependent on other hard drugs. 

Unfortunately, the conclusions of the study cannot be accepted as 

final, because the study shifted its focus from all probationers and be-

came directed primarily toward alcoholic offenders, and also because the 

data were obtained from case materials, which would be subject to indivi-

dual interpretation and~ as a result, potentially biased. 

As we have seen, empirical studies dealing with (:lassification of 

caseloads are limited; therefore, conclusions can be based only on this 

narrow evidence. In addition, a number of deficiencies in the studies 

were noted. Often the techniques used to analyze classification dClLta 

were not described, nor were the results given. The reader was informed 

that classification of offenders occurred, but not upon what criteria, 

nor were the implications which could be drawn from the operation ex-

plained. Ratings for classification, when done by probation officers, 

were weakened by the subjectivity of their reporting. As a result, it 

was not clear whether the findings were based on the subjective percep-

tions of the probation officer or upon the actual data. 

Although a portion of the resemrch to date has suffered from poor 

design and implementation, it may still be argued that a well-designed, 

well-administered classification system, with both the needs of the 

offender and the limitations and x'esources of the agency in mind, will 

help eliminate wasted time and effort on the part of the officer and the 

offender. 
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• What are the most frequentlg used treatment modalities in 
probatiC!n, and what do we know about their effectiveness? 

The common ingredient in probation treatment modalities seems to 

be an attempt to foster the development of a positive self-concept for 

the probationer. This concentration on the rehabilitative aspects of 

probation is intended to counteract the negative "programmed for f/lilure" 

self-concept which many probationers share. The treatment techniques 

we reviewed attempted to increase feelings of self-esteem and self-con-

fidence in the belief that this would result in reducing the probationer's 

tendency toward criminal behavior. 

Approximately twenty studies of various treatment modalities were 

located, and their results are categorized into: vocational counseling 

and employment, group and individual counseling, and drug treatment. 

In addition, we will consider the effectiveness of involunta~y VB. 

voluntary treatment. 

Vocational Counseling and E!ployment 

The assumption that vocational counseling reduces the likelihood of 

recidivism is based on the belief that employment has a stabilizing 

effect on an u,~ividual. A job enables the probationer to develop 

financial security and rely on his own resources. Counseling assists 

offenders in locating employment and training resources within the 

community. 
.,-

1.'he-m~l4~ ~ooni'Y{~w Yot''klh~bation E~loyment and Guidance 

Program (PEG) was designed to maximi'Ze employment opportunities for un

... mploy~d and underemployed prcbationere. The program was aupportive; :l.t 

~~ov:l.ded no educational or vocational training, but , instead, acted as 
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_ a screening and guidance mschanism. It offered diagnostic services, 

vocational evaluation, referral services, job coach;ng, and a stipend. 

Phillips (1975) reported that, nine months after entering the program, 

59 percent of the experimental group had found jobs, versus 43 percent of 

the control group. who did not participate in the program. More drastic-

ally, 40 percent of the experimental group had raised their employment 

status, compared to only eight percent of the control group. 

But, for this same program, Chitren and Reynolds (1973) compiled 

recidivism data on 202 probationers who had experienced the program and 

46 controls who had not. After controlling for group differences on drug 

and alcohol problems, they concluded that recidivism was not reduced by 

participation in the program. 

These results certainly suggest that it is possible to improve both 

the rate and eta~~s of probationers' employment. However, the assump-

tion that this upgrading will result in decreased recidivism is seriously 

qU-.estioned. A number of studies report that employment and successful 

completion of probation are related (Rest and Ryan, 1970; Klocksiem 

and McGinnis, 1976), and that is not really questioned here. We are 

instead suggesting that relying solely on employment to counteract 

recidivism is insufficient. 

Group and Individual Counseling 

Treatment in probation is not confined to employment and vocational 

upgrading. Experiments designed to work with offender populations have 

utilized both the dynamic of group counseling and the effect of t.he 

one-to-one rela~ion8hip of individual counseling. Group and individual 

counseling should create a comfortable milieu wherein the client is able 
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to freely vocalize his prGblems and fears, and with the aid of his pro-

bation officer, begin to confront them and seek solutions. 

In group counseling, the probationer is able to see and communicate 

with individuals who have similar problems and histories; he learns that 

his problems are not unique and derives common support and assistance from 

the group in establishing realistic goals and expectations (Vogt j 1971 

and 1961). 

The basic guidelines for group counseling arei ~ticipation is 

mandatory; fewer than twenty individuals hold memberships in the group; 

the group me~ts at regular ~tervals and specified times; and membership 

remains unaltered. Adhering to the guidelines is crucial to the establish~ 

ment of trust and support among the members, and to their responsibility 

for structuring and mahltaining conduct (Bassin, Berlin, and Smith, 1960). 

Utilizing this techinque, the Special Offender a Clinic (Olsson, 1975), an 

outpatient t.t'eatment facility for sexual offenders and assaultive offenders, 

sought to resolve the relationship betweeu emotional problems and anti-

social behavior through group therapy. During the three-year period of 

operation, fifty probationers were selected: 29 sexual and 21 assaultive 

offenders. No control group was established. 

Exhibited behavior in each group therapy session was divided into 

thirty-five measurable categories that were rated by the therapist during 

the initial phase of the treatment and at the termination level. Proba~ 

tion officers measured eaeh probationer in six areas indicative of social 

adjustment according to the same timeframe. The Special Offenders Clinic 

was !lOre successful in treating sexual offenders than assaultive offenders 

with respect to behavior during group therapy sessions, recidivism, and 

social adjustment. 
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Active participation in group counseling was part of the treatment 

plan in the Multiphasic Diagnostic and Treatment Program (Nath, 1975). 

Offenders were required to jointly formulate a contract with the staff 

wherein a treatment plan was devised. The purpose of the program was 

two-fold: to decrease the probability of recidivism and to allow the 

community to better understand the offender and its own role in the re-

socialization of the offender. Seventy-five percent of the individuals 

who graduated from the program remained crime-free during the follow-up 

period. 

~ile group process encouraged each member to confront his problems in 

an environment i;hat was both critical amI supportive. The Vocational 

Rehabilitation Agency (Rest and Ryan, 1970) found that, "Discussions 

about offenses and similar difficulties with employment seemed to have 

a very pronounced effect in helping them to functiot\ as a group. It But, 

functioning as a cohesive unit does not occur in. the preliminary stages 

of the group. By the end of the four-week session, however, much concern 

was demonstrated among the group members and mutual assistance was exhibited. 

The group members werE~ able to help each otller develop a vocational plan 

with realistic expectations and to support members, who had experienced 

rejections, with a revised plan and encouragement to begin again. 

A report from the National Council on Crime and Delinquency lists 

counseling as one of the three major elements of probation supervision 

and treatment. Based on this re90rt, the Univer~ity of .mryland, assuming 

that counseling techniques already known to probation are effective, 

utilized group and individual counseling as their differential treatment 

modalities (Marx, Giblette, and Stockdale, 1969). Counseling was done 
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in small groups or in a traditional or indiv~dual. relationship as part 

of the treatment for the experimental group, but not administered to the 

control groups The criteria for client change included: employment. 

abse'ilce of arrests, stable family life, and general adjustment to society. 

Data did not reveal any significant differences between the experimental and 

contral group~ as a result of the treatment mode. 

The Santa Clara County (California) Probation Department (1973) tested 

the effect of two high-impact, short-term motivational t-reatm.ent prograulS 

designed to reduce adult felony probationer recidivism against what is 

currently attributed to traditions,l counseling in their regular probation 

division. Two experimental groups and two control groups constituted'the 

four comparison sections. The basic requirements for selection into each 

of the four programs were: felony probation cases sentenced and released 

within a particular timeframe, and serving jail sentences of at least 

four months as a condition of probation. 

A quasi-experimental design was used to compare the four groups. 

The ~xperimental groups, each comprised of 33 probationers, participated 

in tbe Zzo~ program and, the Deimler Method program. TWo units in the 

Probation Department were used in the cOD,trol (cQmparison) groups. The 

Special Supervision Unit, in existence before the project began, contained 

33 prob.t1o~ers who met the selection requirement for participation. The 

regular supervision group contained 43 probationers who were eligible for 

the Zzoommm and Beimler Method programs. but were assigned to the control' 

group_ 

Tbe. control groups, received traditional cl.ient; treatment methods. 

The experimental groups tested different methods: the Zzoommm pro $tam was 

designed to change self-understanding; the Hetmler Scale measured an 
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individual's perception of frustration and satisfaction, and was followed 

by a three-month treatment phase called "the Slice of Life. 1t 

treatment program over the control or one treat:ment proar- over the other 

in the following areas; "t'ecidivism" employment, and self-concept. The 

differential succesa of treatment on the basis of client's persoualit7 

traits demonstrates no greater improvement in one treatment mode as contrasted 

with the other. No significant correlation between treatment modalit.ies and 

behavioral change was exhibited. 

Poor research methodology inhibits a clear assessment of any of the 

counseling treatment modalities. Adequate definitions of the experimental 

treatment are not provided; ,even the traditional treatment methods are not 

deftned~ operationally or in the context wherein they appear. Exactly 

what constitutes traditional probation is not defined in the studies; 

however, it is meanur:ed, criticized, and utilized as a universally accepted 

and comprehensible entity. 

DrusTreatment 

At least three models to treat drug addiction among offenders appear to be 

available to correctional staff: treating it as a metabolic disease that 

requires methadone maintenance, utilizing casework techniques with a 
• • 

comprehensive referral system,:with appropriate social services and 

medical agencies, and behavior modification techniques. Adequate case 

analysis to determine thg ~ind and intensity of supervision needed by the 

probationer should be a part: of each tr~t .. .nt modality (President' 8 

CoauissiOD on Law Enforcement 4ndAdmtnistration of Justieet 1967). 

Treating herolln addicts on probation and parole with methadone was 
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the subject of a study that sought to accomplish two goals: to stop 

criminal behavior and to assist the addict in functioning as a normal, 

productive citizen in society. The Methadone Maintenance Program (Dole 

and Joseph, 1970) established comparison and experimental groups that were 

matched in the following areas: arrest frequencies, age, ethnic backgrCl1wd, 

and month of admission to the program. The comparison group consisted of 

participants in a heroin detoxification program. 

For the thirty-six month period prior to enrollment in the program, 

the experiment.sl group experienced 120 arrests per 100 man years and 

58 incarcerations. For the thirty-six months following treatment, the 

experimental group experienced 55 arrests and 1 incarceration per 100 

man years versus 134 arrests and 63 incarcerations for 100 man years for 

the comparison group. The difference is startling and significant. 

Seventy-two percent of the program participants who were on probation 

or parole made good adjustments, were retained in treatment, and eventually 

were discharged from probation or parole. Approximately seventy percent 

of the probation/parole patients remaining in the treatment vere employed, 

in school, 0;: functioned as homemaker.:s; thirty per'~ent were supported by 

others, looked for employment, or received public assistance. The authors 

of the study concluded that methadone treatment is not a cure-all for the 

addict; however, they have documented success in the areas ef voluntary 

retention in programs, decrease in criminal activity, and an increase in 

productive behavior. 

The Drug Unit in Philadelphia County Departmeat of Probation (Rosenthal, 

1974) experiJlented with two types of supervision to assist the probationer 

addict to develop drug-free periods, to reduce crime and recidivism aaons 

the probationer addict population, and to enhance judicial dispoSitions by 
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providing pre-sentence evaluations and related services. Rand9m samples 

of probationers in the following types of supervision were comparatively 

examined: Drug Unit and General Supervision, both of which contained 

addicts; and Genet'al Supervision, containing non-drug users. 

The latter two g1:'oups received "traditional" probation treatment. 

The Drug Unit received intensive supervision, co~mseling, education, 

referrals, and rehabilitative treatment. The treatment reduced overall 

criminal recidivism of the drug group when comPared to the general super-

vision drug group and general supervision non-drug group. The overall 

evaluation of the Drug Unit was positive for the areas of treatment, 

social service, and administration. 

Both of the aforementioned programs achieved success using an adap-

tat ion of the casework model to treat drug offenders. The methadone 

maintenance program also achieved success; however, it was designed on 

the basis of applying a s,uthetic drug which itself creates a chemical 

dependency, treating the symptom and not the cause of drug addiction. 

A third method administered a behavior modification program to adult 

drug offenders in an attempt to alter their propensity for criminal be-

havior (polakowand Doctor, 1974). The program was divided into three 

phases, eacb one representing a higher level of achievement, wherein credit 

and verbal support were given to the probationers if they successfully 

performed particular graduated behavioral tasks. Bach acquisition of 

positive feedback and credit by the probationer ultimately resulted in a 

predetermined reduction of his total ti1le spent on probation. The con-

sequence for failure consisted of non-payment of credit or demotion to 

Phase t. 
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The pilot study designed two formats: an Uown controlled" group and 

a contingency management program that was tested against a regular case

load using ucoUDseling" techniques. The subjects for the experimental 

testing were randomly cbosen from a transfer pool of probationers wbo 

were arrested for crimes involving drug abuse and classified by their 

probation officers as third level, or "most difficult" cases. 

The probationers in tbe contingency management group successfully 

decreased the number of arrests and violations while on probation, as 

GPposed to the control group, and demonstrated positiv,~ behavior by 

maintaining a higher rate of employment and attendance at scheduled 

meetings as compared to the control group. 

There is some evidence in this behavior ~dification program to 

support the positive effects of a one-to-one counseling re~ationsb1p 

where clients receive atteiu:1on and '?erbal support from probad,on officers. 

Undoubtedly, the credit and verbal support given to the probationers in 

the behavior modification program contribut~A to the achievement in the 

program, but how much, in a quantitative sense, and in what proportion, 

in light of the ultimate goal of a reduction in probation time, is not 

known. ~e study does not indicate that the researchers considered how 

influential the probability of a shortened probationary term, would be on 

the clients' motivation and behavior in the experiment. The environment 

was conducive to the classic con game, where the offender would participate 

in the progz'8S because the end results would bring preci~y what be wants. 

It may be naive to think th5t a drug offender' s pr:bta.ry ccm.cen is the 

acquisition oftreatDlent and its loog-tera benefits at the twof an 

impending incarceration. 
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A summary of the available evidence on these various treatunt ao-

dalities indicates that rates of employment and employment status of pro-

bationers can be raised by providing and intensively applying diagnostic 

services, vocational evaluation, referral services, and job coaching. It 

cannot, however, be demonstrated that employment in itself is a vaccina-

tlan against recidivism. 

Sexual offenders respond to group counseling more positively than 

assaultive offenders in terms of in-group behavior, social adjustment, and 

recidivism. Group counseling can lead to mutual goal setting and assis-

tance among probationers, particula~ly where employment is concerned. 

However, for the general popuiation of probationers, neither group nor 

individual counseling can be 4emonstrated as superior to minimum contact. 

Short-term moti'llstional programs do not seem to be effective in terms of 

employment. self-concept, and recidivism. Additionally t assignment to 

these prograu on the basis of personality traits is ineffective. 

Methadone programs for p~obationers can be highly effective and, 

even if volwBtary. will probably experience high retention rates. Inter-

estingly, c0mbinations of counseling, education, and referral appear 

successful when compared to regular probation. Behavior modification 

programs appear more successful than traditional counseling. 

Voluntary; vs. Involuntary Treatment, 

The question of the relative effectiveness of voluntary and invol-

tmtar-ytreatment has been largely ignored in the liter~ture. This 

que8ti'on 18 confounded by the fact that success bas been demonstrated in 

proar .. where each type of treatment, voluntary and involuntary, bas 

been used. 
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Participation in the Special Offenders Clinic for sexual and assaul

tive offenders (OlsMns 1975) W8S lIIJDdated as a direct court order. Close 

probation supervision was adadnistered to maintain regular attendance. 

The results of this type of treatment positively affected recidivism, 

measured in the number of convictions and arrests for crimes that were 

related and unrelated to the offender during and after treatment. and the 

number of incarcerations that occurred at both tiwes. 

The Goals for Girls project (webb and Riley, 1969) actually tested 

whether voluntary or mandated treatment affected the results of their 

experiment in casework with female probationers. Sixty-eight psrtici-

pants were randomly assigned to an experimental and a control group. 

Probationers in the experimental group met with a Deputy Probation Officer 

who discussed referral to a private volunteer counseling service. If the 

probationer resisted, she was encouraged to attend through supportive 

counseling. A flat refusal made participation mandatory. Probationers 

in the control group were not directly referred to Family Service, nor 

encouraged to participate. 

Significant changes in conduct with respect to improvement were 

noted in the experimental group. but not in the control group. The results 

challenge the assumption that treatment must be voluntary in order to be 

successful, since improve~nt in the experir~tal group occurred among 

those who were encouraged to participate in the project and among those 

who were told it was a requirement of probation. 
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CHAPTER V 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN PROBATION 

The use of probation as an alternative to incarceration evolved as 

an innovative means of avoiding or mitigating the harsh and lengthy 

sentencas common in Britain and the United States in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. Since the m1d-nine~,eenth century, when John 

Augustus began his experiment with probationers in Boston. probation has 

proven itself to be a fruitful field for program innovations. It is 

safe to say that the primary purposes of most innovations in probation 

have been to maximize the efficiency with which probation services are 

delivered and to improve the rate of success for individuals on proba-

tion. To meet these ends, innovations can involve changes in the struc-

ture of probation, the emphasis on various probation activities, or in 

the delivery of probation services and treatment. 

A wide variety of innovations bave been tried in probation, some 

of which were highly succesuful and widely adopted and others which were 

implemented and quietly abandoned. The types of innovations which are 

encountered in any given period of probation history tend to be heavily 

influenced by dissatisfaction with the then-prevai11~ng practices and 

philosophy of c~rrections, and by the emerging shifts in philosophical 

and practical orientations. The emp,hasis on the changing purposes and 

goals of corrections cannot be too highly stressed, since innovations, 

by definition, reflect new ideas and new ways of achievin8 new goals. 

This review of innovations in probation is not limited only to new 

programs and techniques developed in the Uuited States.. We have also 

looked at a number of innovations use.d in other countries which use so_ 

form of probation 01' conditional sentence in order to widen the range of 
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new approaches which might be of interest to American probation adminis-

trators. 

Our review of the literature suggests that innovations in probation 

over the past quarter-century have tended to be of two fairly distinct 

types: broad, policy-level innovations and progra~level innovations. 

Innovations at the policy level are those changes which affect the char-

acter or process of probation itself. Ordinarily, policy innovations 

tend to be implemented at the highest appropriate level, which may be 

the state or federal level. Occasionally, however, a policy innovation 

may also be made at the local level. Innovations at the program level 

are changes which introduce a new management or treatment technique 

aimed primarily at effecting an improvement in a local agency's capabil-

ity for providing needed se.rvices to its clients. 

The literature reveals five influential policy-level innovations in 

probation. Three of these were developed in the United States: 'Oshock 

probation," which comhines the increased use of probation with a short 

period of incarceration; probation subsidy, which combines a reduction 

in commitments to state correctional institutions with a new way of 

funding local probation activities; and restitution, both financial and 

symbolic, which is becoming a widely-used condition of probation. The 

remaining policy-level innovations are used internationally: rebabili-

tation councils, which are used in the Netherlands and Sweden to coor-

dinate the activities of a number of social service agencies; and 

volunteers, who are used extensively in Japan and Sweden. 

Four progr~level innovations were identified. Three of these pro

gram innovations (residential treatment centers and hostels, day train-

ing centers, and outreach centers), can be seen as representing varying 
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degrees of control exercised by the local probation agency over the pro

bationers. The Probation Employment and Guidance (PEG) program repre

sents a concerted attempt to alleviate the serious unemployment, under

employment, and vocational guidance problems which are common among 

probation clients. 

Finally, this chapter concludes with an overview of the use of pro

bation and conditional sentences on an inter.national scale~ This dis

cussion will identify the nature and extent of use of probation and 

conditional sentences in a number of countries and will attempt to iso

late any discernable trends in the international development of probation 

which might forecast changes which may be expected in the use of proba

tion in the United States~ 

Policy-Level Innovations 

Shock Probation 

In July 1965, the Ohio General Assembly passed a law providing for the 

early release from prison of convicted felons by placing them on proba

tion. This law (Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 2947.06.1) was the first in the 

country '~ich made any felon eligible for early release, provided he had 

not committed an act for which Ohio law precludes probation. The law 

has become known as "shock probation" and was intended both as a treat

VJent tool and as a compromise between the advantages of incarceration 

and of probation. 

Unlike split sentencing, shock probation is not part of the original 
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sentence. According to the law, the offender is sentenced to an insti-

tution for his crime and must file a petition to the court to suspend 

further execution of his sentence (no earlier than thirty days nor more 

than sixty days after the original sentence date). Until the ~ourt acts 

upon the petition, which must be within ninety days, the defflruiant does 

not know Whethe~ his institutional stay will be two months, until he is 

eligible for parole, or antil the end of his sentence. In addition to 

the usnock" value, Ohio bas added the element of uncertainty_ 

There has been some debate about the possible advantages of combining 

a short period of incarceration with probation. One argument for such a 

practice is that the short period of incarceration may actually be to 

the offender's advantage. It is argued that incarceration may allow 

the institution's professional personnel to analy~ and evaluate the 

needs of the offender in depth, while at the same time allowing the 

offender to take advantage of training and other educational services 

which may be provided at the institution. In addition, the greater con-

trol over the incarcerated offender can provide greater protection for 

society (Master, 1948). Another advantage of a mixed or split se~tence 

is to "shock" or "jolt" the iuM.vidual into a recognition of the real-

ities of prison life through the experience of impr1so"ment (Jayne, 1956; 

Kaufman, 1962; Hartshorne, 1959). 

Those opposed to mixed sentences argue that a person is either eligi-

hIe for probation or he is not; prison and probation represent mutually 

exclusive alternatives (C8~bel1, 1960; Chandlp.r, 1950; Report of the 

Committee on Prebation, ll~48). One spokesman for this position has 

pointed out: 

••• that once baving determined that a person can be trusted to 
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remain in the co_unity and can benefit 'IDOst und1!r cOJIIunity 
supervision, no appreciable benefits can be derivec:1 from 
c01llDitting to & short periold of incarceration ••• (Barkin, 1962). 

In addition, the argument is made that mixed sentences "contaminate" 

the individual and diminish any chance he may have of rehabilitation. 

This argument suggests that any time spent in an institution is disrup-

ttve of normal therapeutic efforts which might be made in a more open 

setting (Chandler, 1950; Kaufman, 1962). Short-term stays may even hard-

en attitudes, expose the individual to more confirmed criminal life-

styles, and make him resentful and cynical (Chappel, 1947; Scudder, 1959; 

Chandler, 1950). 

A third argument against mixed sentences is more abstract than the 

first two, but along the same lines. It is held that to mix sentences 

1s to act contrary to the stated purpose and objectives of probation; 

jail. time is inconsistent with the philosophy of probation (President's 

COl1.tmission on Law Enforcement aud Administration of Justice, 1967). 

Probation is viewed as nonpunitive, and any use of prison makes the work 

of probation officers more complex and, in the long run, may defeat the 

purpose of community supe.rvision (Scudder, 1959; Chappel, 1947). The 

purpose of probation is to avoid incarceration, not be a supplement to 

it. 

Most of tbe deg4te on mixed sentencing has occurred in the United 

States, but according to Friday et a1. (1974), there is no empirical re-

search in thisJ!ountry to support or reject the pract'ice •. Experimental 

programs have been set up to test split sentence effectiveness in Sweden~ 

France, Norway, and the Netherlands (European Committee on Crime Problems, . 

1967), but statistical or empirical results are incomplete. 

Four sets of studies have been conducted 'on thecharacteristlcs of .. 
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those given shock probation. They include Bohlander's Ohio Study (1973) 

and his Kentucky study with Faine (Faine and Bohlander, 1976); Angelino 

et ale (1975); and Petersen and Fr~day (1975). 

Petersen and Friday (.l975) and Bohlander (1973) show consistent re-

suIts when they compare those granted shock probation with those who re-

~ain in custody. S~ock ,robationers were: 

(1) disproportionately white; (2) generally young -- 22 to 26 years 
old -- but ranged upward to 69 years of age; (3) of slightly higher 
socio-economic status, generally from middle and upper-middle class 
families; (4) usually high school graduates, while many attended 
college; (5) rarely had parents or siblings with criminal records; 
(6) as likely to be married as single, but more were divorced than 
in the other sample populations; (7) more likely to have been con
victed for f\'aud or narcotic violations than for property or per
sonal ~ffenses; (8) usually represented by privately retained 
atto~neys; (9) generally received e recommendation for incarceration 
from the llrobation department; (10) usually entered a plea of guilty; 
and (11) generally had prior criminal records, but the majority bad 
not previously been confined in an adult correctional institution. 

Angelino et ale (1975) disagreed with these findings in terms of 

age, education, and offense type. Looking at shock probation the year 

prior to the studies by Bohlander and Petersen and Friday, their 

findings suggested that Ohio shock probationers were older, more 

poorly educated, and found guilty of more violent offenses than the 

other studies' populations. Both the Bohlander (1913) and Petersen and 

Friday (1975) studies compared the differences between shock probationers 

and a control group; Angelino et ale look only at with~~-group differ-

ences. 

In assessing the significance of variables which disti~guish between 

incarcerated and probation samples, Petersen and Friday (1975) utilized 

P):edictive Attribute Analysis. The sample design included all persons 

granted shock probation during 1970 (N-202). This group was compared 

with a control group of persons who were eligible for release on shock 
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under Ohio law during the aalle period but '!Iere not releaed (Ne373). 

The following were found to be s:lgnif:1cautly a8sociated w1th early 

release from prison; (1) non-legal variables: race, education, father's 

education, and legal residence; end (2) legal vanables: probation depart

ment recO'Dtllelldation, offense, prior record, number of bills of :indictaent, 

and plea. Variables which did not produce statistically significant 

relationships include: age, _rital status, number of dependents, out

standing detahers, and father's occupation. The significance levels of 

the chi-square statistics for each variable 'show that the non-legal varia

bles of race and education were first end second :f.n rank ordf!r of the:f.r 

ability to discriminate between those who receive shock and those denied it. 

The legal variables of offense type end prior record ranked fourth and 

fifth. 

Predictive Attribute Analysis is based on the sociological 888umption 

that in any heterogeneous sample, relationships among the possible pre

dictors and the criteria may vary fram one subsample to another. In other 

words, t:he-se methods suggest that relationships between predictive attributes 

and criteria are not always constant. In this research,where race was 

found to be a significant factor, each of the other significant variables 

may have a different effect in predicting the outcome fore1tner the black 

subsample or the white Bubsample. 

Predictive Attribute Ana.."'ysis indicated that, for the black felon, his 

race was the major variable affecting early release from prison. The next 

most important variables were education and probation department recommen~ 

dation. The significant point of this analysis was that neithe!, offeil8e 

nor prior arrest emerged as strong discr1m1nator.s. 
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Analysis of white felons showed a different pattern. Petersen and 

Frida, (1975) found that for whites the legal variable of offense was 

1aportant in granting shock probation. The next important variable was 

education. As with black felons, prior record did not emerge as a dcmd-

nant variable. They therefore state: " ••• the conclusion is ineecapabl.e: 

when other factors are considered equal, blacka have less chance of 

receiving sbock probation than whites." 

There have been no new studies on shock probation in Ohio, but in 

Kantucky, P'aine and Bohlander (1976) used multiple discriminant analysis 

to determine significant differences between shock probationers and those 

who reaa1ned incarcerated. They supported most of the findings of Petersen 

an::l Friday (1975), especially the rAcial factor, but did not find education 

or probation department recommendation to significantly discriminate between 

tbe two groups, and found only a slight relationship with offense type. 

They did find residential atability to be a factor. 

Paine and Bohlander (1976) went beyond the analysis of Petersen and 

Friday by comparing shock probationers with regular probationers. Here, 

using multiple discriminant analysis, they found race to be lees signifi-

cant, but marital status did playa role, as did peer criminality, probation 

recm.rlmendation, residential stability, plea, prior record, and offense 

seriousness. Unfortunately, the study did not assess the rel~tive importance 

of each variable. 

,Ultimately, the question of major concern is effectiveness; in this 

C4£e"what i8 the rate of recidivism for shock probationers?'Friday, 

,Petersen, and Allen (197-3) report a 15 percent rate of failure; their 

definition of success includes only those who complete the term of pro-

bation. Since probation terms varied and no follow-up after completing 
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the probation texm was made, particularly for possible out-of-state con-

vict1ous, the figure is not complete. Bohlander (1973), using the cri-

teria of re-arrest. reincarceration, or probation violation, reported a 

26.7 percent failure rate. This figure, however, was only for the single 

county studied and is not generalizable. 

Angelino at ale followed up their group of 1969 shock probationers 

through FBI files. They found that nearly half (47.7 percent) were arrested 

at least once after serving shoCk; 33.3 percent were convicted of a felony 

2nd 24 percent served at least ODe prison sentence after release. Faine 

end Bohlander (1976) conducted a couprehensive follow-up of their samples 

in Kent~,~k.y, using a minimum period of eight months and a maximum period of 

28 months after release from prison. Using what tbey' call "every available 

data source," they found a failure rate of 19.2 percent. Employing multiple 

discriminant analysis, they found that the Kentucky shock p~obation successes 

had characteristics similar to regular probationers, while failures were 

similar in characteristics to the incarcerated group which had more exten ..... 

sive previous felony histories, greater criminal associations~ and "poorer 

community stability and integration. 

Perhaps the most significant contribution of the laine and Bohlander 

study is the attempt made to determine the impact of incarceration. Inter

viewing the first. 502 new admissions to the KentuCky State Reformatory at 

La Grange, excluding parole violators and institutional transfers, they 

attempt to measure change on nine scales: id.·':lltification with crime, self

esteem, self-derogation, radical~sm, rejection of staff, legitimacy ()f .,slues, . , 

inmate solidarity and peer isolation, and perception of danger. The results 

are important, not only for shock probation but for sentaneingpol!cy in 
. , 

general. Their conclusion: the effects of incarcer&;tionare. negat:tve:," .and· 
. ,,~, 
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changes occur in attitude which are clearly contradictory to the objectives 

and goals of incarceration. As they cogently state in tbeir conclusion: 

The findings reported here seem to indicate that even the short 
minimum period of 30 days allowable under the Ishock probation] 
program is sufficient to enhance the anti-social, and even radi
cally hostile attitudes of offenders. 

There are some important conclusions to be dr~lwn from the research on 

shock probation. First, shock probation is in part based on the notion that 

the criminal justice system can equitably apply a sentencing alternative 

which combines both punishment and 10niency., In practice, . there is evidenC'~ 

that shock probation may be applied in a discriminatory manner. Second, 

Faine and Bohlander's finding that persons who were successful on shock were 

very similar to persons given regular probation raises questions about 

Wbe~her the shock probationers might have done just as well without the 

short-term incarceration. Third, Angelino et a1. found that the variables 

associated with failure on shock were also associated with failure on regular 

probation. Fourth, in theory, the value of shock probation lies in the 

"shock" impact of imprisonment for a short period which avoids the negative 

effects of longer-term imprisonment. However, Faine and Bohlander indicate 

tbat imprisonment of only thirty days, the minimum required by law, is 

sufficient for the negative effects of imprisonment to be felt. Their 

finding is, incidently, consistent with international research data on the 

same issue (Rudnik, 1970). 

In sum, the research to date has failed to clearly establish the outcome 

effectiveness of shock probation as compared to alternative sanetions. The 

research, however, bas documented the difficulties of equitably applying 

shock to offenders. the possible negative effects of the prison sanction, 

and the possibility that shock may be an unnecessary sanction. 
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Probation Subsidy 

Probation subsidy is a program which has been employed in the states 

of California, lUcbigan, and Washington. Its intent is to reduce the 

over-crowded conditions in state penal institutions on the assumption that 

many offenders currently incarcerated could function within the community 

under intensive or specia1ize~ probation supervifiion. 

The subsidy program in Washington is for juveniles only. The intent 

of the subsidy act was to (1) increase the protection afforded the citizens 

'of the state; (2) permit a more ~ven administration of justice in the juvenile 

courts throughout the state; (3) rehabilitate juvenile offenders in the com

munity; and (4) reduce the necessity for commitment of juveniles to state 

correctional facilities by improving the supervision of juveniles placed 

on probation by the juvenile cour~s of the state. Probation subsidy ~/olved 

under the guidance of state and county juvenile court directors Who empbasized 

the need to reduce commitments to state rehabilitation facilities while making 

funds available for improved community probation services and unifotm 

supervision. 

Corwin and Lanstra (1915) reviewed the files maintained by the State of 

Washington Office of Information Services for the ye~rs 1970-1974. They 

found that the number of juvenile commitments to state institutions had been 

reduced, representing a cost saving of $18,988 per commitment. No assessment 

was made, however. of the impact of the program. Corwin and Lanstra (1975) 

indicated that the major assistance given subsidy probationers was indivl-
• 

dual counseling. They also indieated that~f the 2,976 clients on subsidy. 

45.1 percent had committed another offense while in the program& They made 

no interpretation of this. suggesting that outcome evaluation was beyond 

the scope of,their report. 
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Michigan has no formal subsidy program; instead, an experimental diver-

sion program was implemented in August 1975 in selected circuits, with 

four circuits de~ignated as a control unit (Patten and Johns, 1970). The 

exper.imentai pr.ogra~ was the Probation Incentive Program (PIP). The assump-

tions underlying the.programwere: (1) many offenders are imprisoned who 

could be maintained in t:he cOJlJ1lunity if probationary programs were improved, 

and (2) enrichment of probation services would bring about expanded use 

of probation in the courts. 

The Probation incentive Program is a subsidy program designed to reduce 

prison commitments by providing a financial incentive to the county pro-

bation department. For every offender diverted per month over a prior base 

rate of commitments, the county receives $3,000 to enrich probation services. 

Counties have almost total discretion in how the money is to be spent. 

Preliminary data showed only that counties participating in the Probation 

Incentive Program showed the largest increase in diversion rates. No other 

data were available. 

California's probation subsidy program was adopted in 1965 as a result 

of a state Board of Corrections study which found probation services within 

the state to be inadequate. Probation caseloads were high and there was a 

continuing increase in commitments to correctional facilities. Such commit-

ments were seen as excessively costly, particularly as the need for new 

institutions increased. The basic idea of the subsidy program was to reduce 

prison and j~'en1le commitments while providing more effective control in the 

community through intensive supervision in small caseloads. Ideally, the 

program would reduce state costs, while at the same time provide a greater 

degree of rehabilitation and services for the offer-ders involved. 
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The program was designed to achieve these objectives by reimbursing a 

county on the basis of its reduction of correctional commitments. Based 

on. its prev:f.ous rate of cOtllDitment, each reduction would generate a subsidy 

~ayment of approximat~ly $4,000 to be applied to the creation of intensive 

supervision programs. Since the funds were based on reduced institutional 

commitments.t it meant that more aerious offenders would be in the community. 

Therefore~ subsidy money was to be used for special supervision involving 

small caseloads (Barrett and Muso1f.1977). Participation by the counties 

was voluntary, yet the financial rewards for reducing commitments were high. 

In addition, the theoretical assumptions that probation would be more effec-

tive if financial resources were available to provide intensive treatment 

and low caseloads made the program attractive. It should be kept in mind, 

however, that although special supervision was intended to handle more 

serious offenders, the decision as to placement was made by probation de-

partments rather than judges. As a result, criteria for decisions were 

diverse, and special caseloads became more like routine caseloads in terms 

of age, ethnicity, and type of offense (Barrett and Nusolf, 1977). 

Initial reports prepared for the state legislature cent(ared on the 

. .-., " .. +-. 

utility of intensive probation supervision and the levels of probation services. 

In a 1975 progress report to the legislature on the subsidy program, the 

researchers at the California Youth Authority (1975) demonstrated an increase 

in the level of probation services under subsidy but could not find evidence 

of reduced recidivism. The report concludes, however, that intensive pro-

bation sup~rvision as provided by subsidy is at least as effective aj3 sta.te 

incarceration when measured by recidivism rates. Subsidy probation does. not 

appear, therefore, to be more effective than institutiona1izatiolil.Accep~ 

tance or rejection of the program at this point appears to be contingent . 
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upon one's predisposition toward probation in general. 

The objective of reducing commitments was tested by Kuehn (1973) in 

an ·elaborate and methodologically sophisticated study. Kuehn wanted to teat 

the extent to which probation subsidy was responsible for the commitment 

reduction. He concluded that reductions in commitments to adult institutions 

were a result af subsidy, but the actual effect is obscured by increases in 

the state's. population. He could not find subsidy to be a "cause" in the 

reduction of juvenile commitments. 

Hirschi and Rudisill (1977) have completed the most comprehensive yet 

least complicated assessment of the subsidy progr~. The objectives of the 

study were to determine the extent to which the reduction in state commit-

ments could be attributed to the probation subsidy program itself. The 

issues addressed were: proponents of subsidy view commitment reduction as 

a sufficient reaaan for the continuation of the program; opponents, on the 

other hand, see subsidy as a payment to keep high risk offenders in the 

community. Since crime rates have increased, subsidy was viewed as the 

major cause. 

Data presented by Hirschi and Rudisill (1977) show the differences 

between expected commitments (Base Expectancy Rate) and actual commitments. 

Their conclusions are the same as Kuehn's (1973); subsidy did have an effect. 

The major findings and conclusions on a state-wide basis as stated within 

the study include (Hirschi and Rudisill, 1977): 

1. Commitment rates have declined since the start of the subsidy 
program for both juveniles and adults. 

2. Estimates of commitment reduction through 1970-1971 range from 
12,000 to 47,000 cases. 

3. The subsidy program is responsible for a reduction of from 
12-16,000 cases. 

In other words, commitments to state institutions have been reduced by 
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the subsidy program. However, these reductions have been accompanied by 

a concurrent rise in crime. 

By far the most comprehensive assessment of probation subsidy has 

been cal~ried out by the research team at the University of California at 

Davis. Their six volume report covers all of the major issues involved in 

subsidy, its effectiveness and impact. The major findings from these 

reports are: 

--The program has been bighly successful in reducing commitments 
to state institutions. The state estimate of 5,000 or so 
commitment reductions per year since the early 1970's is if 
anything conservative. 

--Due to inflation the purchasing power of the $4,000 state 
payment to counties for each reduction in commitments had by 
1975 declined to $2,230, a drop of nearly 50 percent. This 
reduction in value has resulted in increased caseloads and 
decreasing innovativeness in special supervision programs at 
the county level. 

--By reducing institutional and other costs the program bas 
saved the state sizeable amounts of money, averaging at 1975 
prices over $14 million per year. 

--The program has, on the other hand, cost the counties money, 
prtmarily due to increased jail costs. At 1975 prices these 
costs amount to nearly $5 million per year. 

--OVerall there has been a net savings to California taxpayers 
at 1975 prices of about $10 million per year. 

--These savings do not include any savings due to any new con
struction made not necessary because of the reduction in 
commitments. 

·· .. -Intensive probation supervision is at best only partially 
responsible for the reduction in commitments. Many of the 
more difficult local cases are handled either in local insti
tutions such as jails or camps or in regular probation 
supervision. 

--The concept of intensive probation supervision bas not proved 
to be either very innovative or very effective at reducing 
recidivism. 

--The prO&Tam, while creating some management problems. has had 
no major adverse effect on the state correctional agencies. 
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Of primary importance ia the total impact of the program on crime in 

the community. Smith (1972) optimistically concluded, without statistical 

analysis, that ..... the data also suggest that it is reasonable to conclude 

that the general crfme situation in California bas not deteriorated since 

probation subsidy." Feeney and Hirschi (1975) refute this, although not 

totally. They tracked adult and juvenile offenders for an aver~ge of three 

years, looking at a 1965 pre-subsidy sampie and a 1970 sample which consisted 

of subsidy probationerse The focus of the study was directed toward the 

issues of whether probation subsidy was actually responsible for increases 

in crime. 

The basic strategy of the Feeney and Hirschi study (1975) was to 

compare the criminal activity of offenders given local sentences prior to the 

subsidy period with the behavior of off~,ders given local sentences after 

the program had been in effect. The authors assert that the maximum effect 

of subsidy was estimated to be 18 percent of the increase in arrests between 

1965 and 1970, or about 8 percent of the total n~er of arrests made in the 

three-year follow-up period. The low estimate of impact was 3 percent. 

Looking at violent crimes, the program was estimated to be responsible for 

a maximum of 2.1 percent and a minimum of 0.1 percent of all arrests for 

violent crimes in the state. 

Each of these estimates indicates that the probation subsidy program 

was not the major factor in the increase of recidivism of offenders. It 

is only one factor; other factors include changes in the types of cases 

and changes" in the criminal justice system from factors other than subsidy 

such asrragu!Lations regarding narcotic offenders and plea bargaining.. In 

addition, the re-arrest rate is up among all offenders, and this cannot 

neceasarilybe attributed to a reduction in institutional commitments. 
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There is no reason to believe crime would not contirlue to rise regardless 

of whether subsidy exists. 

Perhaps the best att~pt at a conclueion about probation subsidy was 

provided hy the directors of the University of California project (Barrett 

and Musolf, 1977): 

The fundamental question which each jurisdiction must face. 
therefore, is whether the program benefits of reduced com
mitments, reduced financial costs, and the opportunity to 
make better use of scarce resources outweigh the increased 
amount of crime which has resulted from the program. ~ •• Its 
cost advantages make new program development and testing 
feasible on a much broader scale than would otherwise be 
possible, and while there are obvious risks in cerma ~f 
gO~ 1n~~eased crtmin a1!tYi the study data show that these 
risks tire small compared to the potential benefits in crtme 
reduction. 

Restitution 

The operating FJrin,ciple of restitution is that an offender should be 

lt~ld responsible to the victims of his offensla in some direct fashion, 

either .financially or symbolieHl1y. Although restitution has been uee.<i for 

~y years, its modern practice was stimulated to a large degree by the 

development of suspended sentence and probation (Cohen, 1944). Philo-

sophically, restitution in probation tmpoaes a form of !!! culp~ on the 

offender without the de~radation and l&belling frequently associated with 

other S4nctifons. 

~4e notion underlying the use of restitution is the belief that 

required paymen~~ from the offender to the victtm increase the offender's 

senae ·of accomplishment (Galaway and Hudson, 1.912). The muountot" resti':'· 
tution, however, needs to be appropriate" ~~nce a requirement tQ "rovUe 

~nadeq~ate or exeess1.ve compensation may have the r~erse therapeutic efferct;;, 
-. -~:.- .. 

. An example of the current legal use of restitution is the Iowa statute: 
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It is the po~lcy of the state that restitution be made by 
each violator of the criminal law to the victims of his 
crtminal activities to the extent that the violator is 
reasonably able to do so. This section will be inter
preted snd administered to effectuate this policy. 

. '. 

An impc:'tant element of the statute is that restitution be comment\lurate 

with the vifender's ability to pay. Thus, the major responsibility for 

developing a plan of restitution falls mainly with the defendant, and may 

become a condition of probation, but not a pre-condition. MOreover, full 

restitution is not necessarily required. The defendant is required to pay 

restitution to the extent that he or she is able to do so; thus, for offenders 

with a low ability to pay, restitution may be primarily symbo~ic. 

The state of Georgia also utilb;es symbolic restitution, particularly 

for parolees (Read, 1975) •. Typically, parolees are required by the Parole 

Board to reside at the restitution cent2r for a specified period of time, 

to maintain stable employment, and to participate in unpaid symbolic rest i-

tu:tion activities after work, in the evening, or on weekends.. Examples 

of symbolic restitution include working in mental health or medical centers, 

repairing hou~s of aged pensioners, working with children, assisting as 

volunteer counselors with juvenile offenders, doing charity work, and con-

ducting community elean-up campaign prQjects. Interestingly, being labeled 

··AS an. offender may become an employment asset when the objective is resti-

tution, i.e., seeking a job wil:h the stated intention to pay bsck a.pre-

vious wrong to the community may be viewed positively by prospective 

eMPloyers. 

Both Iowa, and Minnesota officials believe restitution to b~ rehabili-

, tative. According to Galaway and Hudson (1972), re~titution sanctions are 

directed toward -providing the off~nders with opportunities to neutralize 
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the damages done to their victims arid thus facilitate their integration 

into society. They cite the following advantages of restitution: 

1. 'Xhe restitutive sanction is a,pecific and thus easily under
stood. It provides feedback to the offender as to his 
progress. At all times the offender knows where he stands. 

2. The punishment is c1early and logically related to the 
offense. It has been theorized that this affects the offen
der's perception of the justness of the 8ente~~e. a per
caption which has crit:tcal consequencel~ for the rehabili
tative effect 'of the auntence. 

3. The restitutive act requires effort and thus increases 
self worth. 

4. Restitution can provide the nE~cessal:'Y pre-condition for 
an expiation of guilto 

s. The act of restitution may lead to ~i PQsitive acceptance 
of the offender by society. 

One unresolved issue is whether restitution should be the sole penalty 

for a crime or whether other penalties, such as fines or tmprisonment, should 

be imposed along with it. Opinion varies here, too, but Schafer (1970) 

argues that additional punishments fit well with the punitive uses of resti

tution. In addition, this would malte it more difficult for wealthy or pro-

fessional cri~uals to buy their way out of pun1s~ent. 

Another issue is the degree of contact to be encouraged between victim 

and offender in negotiating tbe amount of restitution or payment schedules. 

Some schemes have stressed that suc~ payments could reconcile both the 
," 

offender and the v1ctim$ reducing bitternees and resentment on both parts. 

Others have thought that the vietim should be ap8%ed further contact with 

the offender:, and the state should act as intermediary. In many instances, 

the :l.ntQract1on between offender and vietiltt may be of little value, sace 

the ''victim'' frequently is a large bureaucracy or enterprime such as an 

insurance company. The value of contact ~tl depend upon the att:1tudeof 
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both offender. and victim sInd 'will vary on a case-by-case basis. 

Unfortunately, data are not sufficient to support conclusively the 

underlying assumptions of l'ehabilitation. Chesney (l.976) did prepare an 

ov'erview and descriptive stllldy of restitution use in Minnesota. He 

s8!1l;?led counties within f:urall and urban areas and determined the extent 

of rl~stitution use, attitudes toward its use, the characterintics of 

offen~ers and offenses for which it was used, and factors reJLated to com-

pletion of the restitution order. No data, however, were prf~sented which 

would permit an interpretation of effectiveness. 

Despite the lack of analytical data, Chesney's findins;s are ins truc-

tive. They include: 

1. Restitution existed IllSI a condition of probation i'Q approxi
mately one-fourth of all probation cases; 

'" 

2. Restitution was used in a straightforward manner by moat 
courts. Full cost restitution was ordered to be paid by 
the offenders to the victim in more than nine out of ten 
cases. Adjustments in the amount of restitution because 
of the limited ability of the offender to pay tiere rare. 
In-ktnd, or service, restitution to the victim or c~
munity was ordered in only a few cases; 

3. The most important factor de tel "mining whethe%' an offender 
was orde:red to pay restitution (assuming there had been a 
loss to a victim) was his supposed ability to pay. Thus 
those probationers ordered to make restitution were gem
erally '!1hite, middle-class individuals; 

4. White tBiddle-class individua.ls had the best recor.d for 
completing restitution. The characteristic of an offender 
most strongly associated with failure to flake 1:(lstitutio'n 
was th.e existence of a prior criminal record; 

5.. Other factors which see~d to be arasociatea w1th tlle 
successful compl=tion of restitution included the in
volvement of the victim through formal contact ,¥.lth the 
offender and regular feedba~k to the offender con~rning 
his or her progress in the completion of restitution. 
Factcra which were associated with the failure to com
pleterestitution included restitution set at large sums 
of money and the existen.::e of· a jail term or fint:: ,ti" well 
as ~~t1tution in the sentence; 
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6. Most jmlges and p:robation officers favored the use of 
restitution as a condition 0.£ probation. Similarly, 
most judges and probation officers expressed the belief 
that restitution had a rehabilitative effect; 

7. Although only a minority of victims were satisfied with 
the way restitution had been made at the time of data 
collection, most victimS thought that tile restitution 
order by the court had been fair. However, many victims 
were dissatisfied with their experience with the courts$ 
Most victims believed that restttution by the offender 
to the victim is the proper method of victfm compensa
tion; 

8. There were only relatively minor urban/rural differences 
in the uses of restitution or in the attitudes held 
toward it by judges, probation officers, or offenders. 
In general, restitution appears to have been used in 
slightly greater proportion of rural cases. 

There is a tremendous dearth of evaluative material about restitution. 

For example, no data are available on a systematic basis on the amount of 

restitution paid. The Bremer House residents in Minnesota paid 72.3 per

cent of the restitution required (Mandel, 1975), b1.'t this sample of re.sident 

center clients may not be representative of all probationers. 

Another area of evaluation almost completely neglected by restitution 

studies is the extent to which the laws are selectively enforced and offen

ders selectively ~rdered to pay. Whatever the reasontl are for tMs, $.t is 

bound to bilve I.UI. effect on meaningful o'utcome variables dealing with program 

effecti'veness. 

HeitU:, Galaway" and Hudson (19716) conducted one of the few empirical 

studie~ Oft restitution. Tbey compared eighteen male property offenders 

released on p.role t~ the M1nnesot~ Restitution Center after four months 

of im:pt!~o~t ttl a !,roup c~ matdled offenderswo were released to 

conventl0t\Uparc.,le su;pervision. The restitution group bad fewer couv1ctiom. 

(6 compared 1d.th 1.6);, twenty-eight percent of the restituUoilgmup, cCJIIpared 

with 67 percent of the matched group Who were convicted of ~ OJ; .,re :offet:u~es 
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during the follow-up. The restitution group members were also more likely 

to be employed for a greater proportion of their parel1e period. 

There is still too little information available to draw any useful 

conclusions about restitution. Like so many other neli approaches, the 

idetilistic, moralistic, and "comIOOn sense" ideas about the way programs 

will work far exceed the knowledge we have about them. 

A comprehensive program closely resemb~~ag symho1ic restitution was 

authorized in Great Britain under the Crimin.a.1 Justice Act of 1912 (Beha, 

Carlson, and Rosenblum, 1911). This program permits the use of Community 

Service Orders (CSO's) as a sentencing alternative, whereby a consenting 

defendant, who otherwise would have been sentenced to a short term of 

imprisonment, can perform volunteer work in the community. The Community 

Service Order is a sentence in itself; it is not a suspended sentence or 

probation. The eso is ~een as a preferable alternative to-incarceration, 

since it requires the active participation of the offender, which is de

,signed to effect a rehabilitative change in the offender"s attitudes 

and behavior_ 

The suitability of a defendant for placement in the e80 program is 

determined by the sentencing judge on the basis of the presentence report. 

After a defendant has been sentenced to a e80, the p~obation department 

handles the assignment to a local voluntary agency or governmental agency 

and also monitors the defendant's compliance with the order. The order, 

which must be agreed to by the defendant, specifies the number of work 

hours Which must be performed and the length of time in which the work 

must.be completed. 

• 
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The British Home Office Research Unit analyzed the early operation. 

of CSO use and des~ribed the offende~s sentenced to CommuQ,ity Service 

Orders (Beha, Carlson, and Rosenblum, 1917): offenders ware drlawn 

primarily fr.om the 17 to 24 age range; almost 98 percent were male, 

between 38 and 50 percent of the offenders had previously served a-

criminal sentence of some kind; and the typical offender on community 

service had committed a property offense. 

A wide variation was found in the types of community service work 

to which an offender was sentenced. Offenders who we~e skilled in a 

specific trade were most frequently assigned to perfcrm service work 

which was directly related to the kind of ~~rk which they ordinarily 

performed. These set~ices were often those which are generally provided 

by non-offender volunteers. Offenders lacking specific work Skills may 

be assigned to structured task~~hich require close supervision, and 

which contribute to projects developed specifically by the probation 

department for such offenders. Tasks which are performed by these 

offeuder-only work groups include park. maintenance, canal clearance, 

and building construction. 

The use of Community Service Orders has not yet been evaluated in 

terms of outcome measures, cost, or impact on the criminal justice system. 

A series of nonrandom interviews was conducted with offenders who had 

parti~ipated in the community service program, from which it WaS deter-, 

mined that the participants viewed the communityservj,ce as fair, as a 

positive experience, and clearly preferable to imprisonment. Although 

adequate aasessmentgf this,program has not been conducted, a measure 

of its 'success may be inferred.fromthe fact thatt.he pro~am1u1s IlQW 

been el-p,ancied from six exper~ntaldlstricts to 'allprooatiol'l districts, , 
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in Great Rritain. 

Similar programs have been developed on a county level in the United 

S~ates. The Alternative Community Service Program (ACSP)~in Multnomah 

County, Oregon provides an opportunity for misdemeanant offenders to per-

form volunteer ~ommunity work in piace of, or in addit-ion to, trstditional 

court sentences. Like the CSO program in Gr~t Britain, the ACSP program 

is a part of the criminal justice system. Participation in the program 

may be imposed as a condition of probation, and requires a specified number 

of volunteer work hours to be donated to a nonprofit agency whose services 

are provided to the general public and are designed to enhance tbe social 

welfare, physical or mental stability, environmental quality, or general 

well-being of the community. 

The ACSP program operates under the direction of the court, but not 

within the probation department. As a result, since the inception of the 

program in 1972, a significant decrease in the caseload of the probation 

department has been noted (Beha, Carlson, and Rosenblum, 1977). It is 

suggested that the majority of ~ases not requiring probation supervision 

and counseling are being diverted to the ACSP rather than being assigned 

to the probation department. It is estimated that referrals to ACSP 

currently exceed Distric Court probation placements. 

The ACSP program has been assessed only in terms of effort. Project 

liltaff reported that, as of August 1977, the program bad contributed 

225,304 person-hours of community service from 8,661 convicted misdemean-

ants. 

,The Court Referral (CR) Program in Alameda" County, Calif.ornia, also 

, utilizes work placement at local voluntary and public agencies as an 
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alternative to or supplement to traditional sentences (Beha, Carlso~, 

and Rosenblum, 1917). Referrals, however, are made directly by the 

court to the CR Program, which is an independent organization established 

by the Alameda County Volunteers Bure~u. The target population for the 

CR Program is primarily traffic offenders, although almost one-third 

of the participants are on formal probati,on supervision. 

As with the CSO program in Great Britain and the AC:SP program in 

Oregon, par tic ipa,t ion in the program is voluntary, and each offender is 

assigned to perform a specific number of hours of volunteer community 

work. Offenders are typically assigned to perform maintenance or cleri-

cal work for private or public social service agencies. Project st~ff 

report that~ from July 1, 1916 to June 30, 1977, app~oximately 600 dif-

ferent agencies used the services of the program. It is estimated that 

more than 80 percent of those offenders referred far community work 

complete their assignments, 'thus providing more than 400,000 hours of 

service per year to participating agenci.es. Again, l:ik-tb~_ programs 

in Great Britain and Oregon, the Alameda County program has not yet,_ 

been evaluated in terms of client outcQmes, cost, or impact on the 

criminal justice system. 

Although the use of these community service programs appe,arsto be 

productive, assessl!lent must be made in terms of a number of factors 

previously noted. In terms of the operation of these programs, it 

appears that another extremely important question is the, relatio~h1.'p' 

of the program with respect to the criminal justice sy~tem..~", The programs 

in Great Britain and Or1agon are part of' the criminal 'justic~ system;' 
'" 

the Alameda County, PJf~gram is not", Carefulre~eareb is needed to ass&s.s 
... ".,,: 
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the trade-offs involved in adopting any of the possible operating models 

for these programs. While it might be argued that close ties to the 

criminal justice system are necessarj in order t~ ensure access ~o back

ground and follow-up data on offenders., it should alao De noted that 

independence from the criminal justice system nv~ght be considered prefer

able in order to minimize the labelling of pa~icipants as Itcrimina1su and 

to obtain special funding from groups outs~e the criminal justice system. 

The effects of sueh programs, regardless ¢f their administrative location, 

on;probation department ~aseloads should also be explored. 

Rehabilitation Councils. 

Although the rehab~Llitation councils which are currently in use both 

in thEINetherlands and Sweden operate on what would generally be considered 

to be a ~oca1 level, they are viewed as po1icy-1e~el innovations because 

of their emphasis on tying together and integrating a wide variety of 

public and private cr:lmina1 justice and social service agencies. 

A recent report by the Council of Europe suggests that the needs of 

offenders cannot-1idequate1y be met by a legal, supervisory probation 

86lr'ITice but rather by general social welfare services (European ,C--ommittee. 

on Crime Problems, 1976). The Council believes it is important that the 

probation serVice draw on the wider resources of the commu.nity; both in 

order to supplement its own resources, and more importantly, because 

the ultilnate object of reintegrating the offender into the commulllity_il:l 

achieved o1fllY when h~ is not isolated from using community ser-.rices 

provided fer the public as iii whole. In the future development of probau 

tion;' its rehabilitative role with respect to bridging the gap to community 

~fi~~:'"l":;fiT . 
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resourc,es in' general will become of increasin~ ~ significance. Of ,impor-

tance in this respect are tbe rehabilitation councils which, at present, 

exist in Sweden and the Netherlands (de Smit, 1976). These councils 

offer an organizational structure for the gradual integration of proba-

tion work into the community services at large. 

De Smit (1916) relates that the rehabilitation couneils originated 

in the Netherlands shortly after World War II. At that time, the Ministry 

of Just:j,ce considered it necessary to establish, in each court district 

in the country, a council with the specific purpose of coordinating the 

activities of the private rehabilitation agencies. When one looks at 

the present~day functioning of the rehabilitation councils in the Nether-

lands, it can be stated that serving as a coordiD~tion point between the 

criminal justice apparatus and the private rehabilitation agencies on the 

local or regional level i,a still their most important funetiQIl.. H()wev~r, 

the scope of the rehabilitation councils has be~n enlarged to accommodate 

fehe vi,ew now pr"'!vai,ling that a bridge hs,s to. be created between the 

criminal justic~ system and the population as a whole. Large social 

welfare bureaucracies such as social and health services, labor exchanges t 

and housing bureaus regulate vital areas in the existence of every 

individual's life. !t is especially in these areas of assistance, finance, 

work, med1:cal care, and accommodation that the offendez encounte:!:s serious 

difficu1ti~s. 

The· rehabilitation councils in the Netherlands consist Olt twelve 

appointed members. The members serve a four-year term and can be re~ 

appointed for another term. The twelve members can be diVided into tbTee 

groups of four (de Smit, 1976): 
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The first group consists of four officials of tha criminal justice 
system: a judge~ a public prosecutot', oS prison administrator; and 
the dis;trict psychiat!'ist. 

The aec!ond group consists of four representatives of rehabilitation 
agencies. The agencies themael,ves may propose a candidate for 
office in the council. Often a senior staff member is selected. 

'I'he third group consists of officials from various areas of 
community life as, for example, the director of the labor exchange, 
a professor of criminal law, a police official, the director of 
the munieipal mental health service. It is self-evident that in 
this group the community at large may find its representation. 

The rehabilitation councils in the Netherlands are thought to fulfill 

an important role in the deyelopment of alt,ematives to imprisonment. The 

rationale is that "offender integration" will have to be developed witI! 

the community, not only on a central. level of gO'l/ernment, but also on tl>~ 

local or regional level. 

The closest counterpart in American probation is the brokerage/ 

advocacy approach to probation which has bp.en adopted in some departments. 

Under this approach, the primary function of the probation officer is to. 

link his probationers to resources already available in existing community 

social service agencies. When the probation officer determines that 

resources rleeded by his probationers are n~t available ll hea!le~mes an 

advocacy role ~nd encourages existing agenci~s ~oexpand their services 

or develop new services. Th~ brok2r~ge/advocacy approach, however, is 

quite new and has 'generally been limi~ed to the effor.ts of a single agency, 

offiQer, or team of officer$. It is clear tbJ1t the comprehensive, highly 

integrated approach characterized by the rehabilitation councils, with 

th~ir strong e."Uphas1a on participation by the community and the offender, 

has not yet developed in the United States. 
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Volunteers" 

Although the use of volun.teers i#) probation bas been f-llereasiws' 

steadily in the United Stat~s during the past t\<l'enty years, th~ extent of 

'use of vQ1unteers, particularly in Japan, war~ants inclusion in thi& section 

on policy-level innovations. Vo1untee'rs ar'e also ~sed extensive1'J'1n Sweden, 

howe.ver Japan has perhaps the best known volunteer probation system, and 

the selection, appbintment, and obligations of the volunteers are clearly 

defined :in Japane,se law (Shiono t 1969). 

Thla underl.ying assumption in employing vQlunte~rs is that probation ia 

a treatment met~hod deaigned to rehabilitate an offender in t..~ ~omnt\tn:tty. 

Therefore, th('! understanding and coc,pera:lion of the community ,ij;re imiispen-

sible. Vo~unteer probation office~s in Japan t.hus have a special place in 

the adm1:nistration of probation services. 

The volunteer probatiQl'i 'offiC!er~ are part-time public! officials appointed 

by the Minist:ry of Justice from amo~g the t'i!!sldents of thel area where a 

probationer lives. These volunteers ar.e appo.inted only after being recom-

mended by the Volunteer Probation Officers' Selection Council, set up in 

must be financially .stab1e, command the conf1denee and respect of their 

communit~, and must be eager to help o£fende~s rehabilitate themselves. A~ 

a result, the selection of middle and upper class persons is favored" wi.th 

almost 50 percent being over 60 years of age. Fewer than 18 percent aro 

under 50 (Shiono, 1969). Also, on1Y,about 20gercent of volunteers, (Jr 

hogoshis, are women. 

Since the v9:l,tmt'eet-s are persons of s'reat prestige,; it is easier for 

them than others to find a job or a place. to live fort'fvai't' clients • 
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Because future misbehavior of a client would cause the community to lose 

face, each hogoshis will agg1:~g;f .. vely seek to help his client, (Hess, 1969). 

Volunteers are appointed for a term of two years, and their primary 

duty is to assist government probation offiee~s in exercising probation or 

parole supervision under the direction of the chief of the district Probation-

Parole Supervision Office. Volunteer probation officers submit a monthly 

report on each probationer or parolee and contact the government probation 

officer whenever necessary to receive his advice and direction~ The vol-

unteer assumes both assistance and control functiona, but refers serious 

problems to the professional probation officer. Volunteer positions are 

honora~ys i.e., the voluntee~s are not paid salaries, but only reimbursed 

in full or in part for the expenses they have actually incurred. 

There are v on th~ avera~e. about 50,000 voluntee~ probation officers 

in Japan. They come from all tIT61ks of life: agriculture, forestt:)fj trade, 

... ·'bpsiness, the priesthood; the practice of law, and some bousewives. This 

.~ 

system is seen to have a great advantage in the administration of probation 

in that it is deeply rooted in the core of the community; but, gradually, due 

to social changes such as breakdown in community solidarity, mobility, and 

increased individualism, it bas become difficult to find successors to these 

volunteers. 

The system in SWeden represents a similar mixture of professional and 

. volunteer services. Probation is handled by the Swedish Prison Beard, which 

16 a separate institution from either the ~gq~ts or th~ Ministry of Justice. 
-~. . . 

Probation offi~~rs also handle parole cases and work within institutions. 

Sweden is. divided into forty-five districts, with each district having 

.Sl:t; least one supervisory boaT~, a probation officer (professional) respon-

sible. for investigation and ~dministrative obligations, and probation 8uper-

visors (volunteers) responsible for. the practical implementation of probation 
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ordttt's. Approximately gO percent of all proba·tioners have v(~luntary 

supervisors (Frej, 1974a). The professional probation officers themselves 

supervise the more difficult cases (Elton-May~, 1964). 

Program-Level Innovations 

As mentioned earlier, progra~level innovations are those changes 

tt."h1.ch affect management and/or treatment strategies designed to improve the 

probation agency's ability to provide needed services to its clientse 

Unlike policy-level innQvations, program-level innovations can be imple-

mented by a local agency without the necessity of legislative approval or 

cout:t direction. 

Residential Treatment Programs and Probation Hostels 

The idea of using residential treatment cente~s for probationers 

emerged as an extension of the belief in the value of keeping offenders in 

the community if at all possible. The primary objective of these community~ 

based, community-directed, community-supported programs is toprov1de an 

alternstivefor those offenders who require a more radical change in their 

lifestyle than would normally be possible through standard probation super-

vision. The underlying premise of these programs is that community super-

vision andsasisttulCe is better and cheaper t~an institutional commitment 

(Schoen, 1912). Types of assistance offered include individual and family 

counseling, group (-~seling, employment/vocational and educational counseling, 

and financial assistanc~. Referral and follow-up servi~es are also provided 

to a number ,of eommunity a~cies with specialized programs. 

Nearly all of the avail~~~ materials are descriptive of programs in 

various parts of the country and generally offer litU~ in the way of '. 
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empirical evaluation. MOst projects are relatively recent in origin, and 

workers have had little opportunity to follow-up on clients. 

Me taMe tries , Inc. (1975) performed a review of the operation of the 

Philadelphia Community Center. 'They indicated that this particular resi-

dential treatment program served a variety of rehabilitative objectives t 

including group and individual counseling, financial guidance, and employ-

ment development. 

Operation of the program was complicated by the variety of referral 

sources from which it received clients. Referral sources included the court, 

general probation services, defender's office, prison. community agencies, 

individuals, and pre-trial services who referred conditionally released 

clients awaiting trial. While the Center was operated by the Probation 

Department, approximately half of the residents we~e clients who were not 

strictly probation ~esponsibilities. 

To determine outcomes, MetaMetrics (l97S) ~elected a control group of 

offenders granted regular probation at the same time as those assign~d to the 

center. The center group and regular probationers were matched on race. 

The evaluators observed post-admission incidents and found center residents 

were significantly less likely to have been re-arrested (p.< .10) or have 

a probation incident reported (pm(.05). They also found that even though 

~mp1oyment development wa~ stressed and that 63 percent of the residents 

founl1 employment aftel' entering the program; job retention was loW. 

The annual cost of keeping a resident at the center was estimated at 

$10,414. This figure was c~lsidered high when compared to other residential 

projects. in the Philadelphia area. High costs may be in part skewed b}? the 

fact that atypical high costs of food and rent constituted 30.4 percent of 

the cost. 

Overall, the MetaMetrics (1975) evaluation recommended that the 
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center continue and suggested that perhaps it could sptl~cialize in dealing 

~ith the pre-trial resident and explore using paraprofes~ionals as Pro-

bat ion Officer Aides. 

All residential treatment programs are oriented toward giving the 

client specialized and i~tensive support. P.O~R.T. Alpba and P.O.R.T. of 

Crow Wing County, Minnesota are representative (Project Evaluation Unit, 

1974a; 1974b). Tbe aim of these projects was to create a new living 

environment governed by conventional mores and standards. All of tbe acti-

vities and relationships that are part of group living, along with otber 

el~ments of the treatment program, are used to place pressure on residents 

to conform. The resident develops a contract which serves as a standard 

against which the staff, counselor, and members of tbe counseling group can 

objectively measure bis.progress and as a way for the client to identify 

and confront bis problems ~~ile setting a time limit on meeting his own 

expectations. 

The P.O.R.T. programs in Minnesota are highly structured programs 

developed around a series of steps or phases. Though the phases are not 

of fixed duration, time limits are defined for each. It is anticipate~ 

that clients will pass through the phases and finish the program in appro-

ximately eighteen months. 

Treatment mOdalities include group counseling, which emphasizes the 

positive peer culture approach, individual counseling, and the utilization 

of other community resources including the state hospital~ vocational train-

ing schools, high schools, and community col,feges. P.O.R.T. considers ito 

three most important community resources to be the Minnesota Rural Concen

trated Employment Program, the high school, and the-vocational school. In 

fact, the P.O.R.T. programs emphasize their role asa referral service. 
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In assessing the clients~ P.O.ReT. Alpha found that most clients 

lacked marketable skill.s fo'lf the leV''el at which they thought that they 

should be em~loyed, were unrealistic in their appraisal of their own 

skills, and had little understanding of the job market. 'Therefore, 

employment placement was deferred until later phases in the program. The 

needs of the clients, in the order -of their perceived ;i,mmediacy by the 

project staff were: 

1. Group counseling 
2. Vocational training 
3. Job counseling/referral/placement 
4. Pre-vocational evaluation 
5. Personal support 
6. Basic survival needs 
7. Financial counseling 
8.. Educational services 
9. Drug treatment 

10. Alcohol treatment 
11. Family counseling 

"'~.-.. ' ... "'.'-

- -' . -. . 

Bremer House, lo'cated in St. Paul, operates under the same treatment 

umdalities as the other P.O.R.T. cente,rs, Intensive Peer Culture and 

counseling (Mandel, 1975; Project Evaluation Unit, 1973). In addition, 
" 

restitution is expected. The program has seven phases, all of which revolve 

around the level of privileges which residents are granted. 

Bremer Bouse has sa its goals: 

1. To demonstrate that young male adult offenders 
can be rehabilitated in such a program. 

2. This rehabilitation can be accomplished at a 
cost comparable to traditional incarceration. 

3. Intensive rehabilitation is more effective in 
facilitating adjustment and reducing recidiv.ism 
tban traditional incarceration. 

4; ,To reck-uit and train volunteers and ex-offenders 
into the program. 
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Data are not available to assess the rehabilitative goals. In terms 

of ~ost, it does appear less expensive than traditional institutionalization. 

Mandel (1975) estimates the monthly ~ost per bed to be $462.80, or $115.70 

per week. With respect to the goal of attracting volunteers and ex-offenders, 

Mandel reports that the program has not been successful in attracting 

ex-offenders. 

The cost of operacing other P.O.R.T. facilities varies by community and 

the degree of utilization. If the P.O.R.T. Alpha project operated at 

maximum capacity, the. cost would be $186.08 per week and $26.58 per day 

(Project Evaluation Unit, 1974a); P. O.R.T. of crow Wing County would cost 

$156.00 per week and $23.00 per day (Project Evaluation Unit, 1974b).The 

evaluators caution, however, that these figures are not direct1Ly comparable. 

In addition, comparison is not made with the cost of tradition~l probation, 

which would make th:f.s cost data more meaningful. Bremer Housa costs are 

partially offset by benefits returned to the community through restitution. 

During the period studied, 72.3 percent of the restitution required had 

been paid (Mandel, 1975). 

Lamb and Goertzel (1975) eyaluated, i~ a controlled experiment, the 

effects of a residential center in San Francisco. The eligible population 

included all offenders sentenced to four months o~ ~re in the county jail 

who were not high drug users, escape risks. violent, or subject to legal 

hold orders. Half . the eligible group. was randDmly assigned to the res.i

dential treatment center. The objectives of the program were. to serve men 

Who had'committed serious crimes by providing rehabilitation programs 

outside of the institution and to serve as an~lternative to incarceration 

and not simply an en~'.ichment to probation. 

already sentenced to jail were included. 
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Defining ~ecidivism as arTest for a crime ~hat could result in a 

jail sentence or revocation of probation, Lamb and Goertzel (1975) followed-

up the Ellsworth House residents and the control group for one year. Ellsworth 

House residents had a 30 percent recidivism rate, the control group 32 per-

cent. This difference is not statistically significant but does indicate 

that the rate is, at least, not higher. As a definit~ positive element, 

probationers at Ellsworth House had consistently better employment rates 

than the control group_ 

Lamb and Goertzel indicate some problems with the program. There was 

8 hesitancy on the part of the staff to set behavior limits for the offenders. 

The behavior modific~tion aspects of the program became de-emphasized wh2n 

rewaras and punishments were not administered. It also became evident that 

more attention to 'the contractual goal-setting process was required. 

Finally, there was evidence that the group probation supervision of pro-

gram graduates did not provide the level of control required by the impul-

sive offenders assigned to the program. 

Carlson (1976) evaluated the impact of a residential program designed 

for young offenders who exhibited multiple needs and probl~ and who were 

considered by the courts to be extremely poor probation risks. The program, 

Alvis House, provided a residential facility, employment counseling, finan-

eial coUnseling and budgeting, group counseling, and other services. When 

compared to a similar group of probationers in a ~educed caseload, the Alvis 

House probationers performed as successfully in ter,ms of positive coumntnity 

adjustment faetors such as employment, housing stabi!1ty~ financial stability, 

and progress on probation. On measures of reeidivism, however ~ the per

formance of the comparison group of reduced caseload probationers was 
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slightly superior. It was also verified that the Alvis House group had 

significantly higher rates of alcohol, drug, mental health, and medical 

problems, along with more extensive cri11iinal hisltories - all feetors which 

might have biased the experimental group toward poorer community adjustment. 

Probation hostels and "living communities" which are sM1ogous to 

American residential tr~tment centers have been used for a number of yeare 

both in Great Britain and in the Federal Republic of Garmany. 

Residential hostels have been used as a supplement to probation super-

vb.~on. Many offenders, whom the court might otherwise commit to custody, 

can be dealt with on probation by providing a stable environment and a 

measure ()£ social support and control. Here» as in other aspects of non-

custodial policy, a choice exists between using all-purpose community 

resources a~d making specific provisions Within the probation department 

to meet the needs of the courts and offenders. The hostel provides both 

the community setting and social control. Residence in a bas tel or other 

facility for a stipulated period becomes a condition of probation. Ex-

perience in Britain (where there have been probation hostels for adolescents 

for many years but only recently for adult offenders) suggests that toe 

courts are willing to use hostels as a substitute for imprisonment when 

senteneing recidivists. 

Most probation officers had extii;:;r{1e!!ced problems when tJ'ying to place 

a client in an adult hostel (Andrew~, 1971). Int~viewing probation 
.~~ - .. 

officers who had contact with adult hostels, Andrews found that they con-

sidered the main problem to be their distance from home and the losS' ~f 

contact with family, friends, and employment. Hostel placeUlent -was' also 

considered to cause pT()b1ems for the probati()n ()ffic,er by 41s%UptiDg the. 

continuity of treatm,ent andg:tv!ng rise to aifficu1t~essuch as those 

problems faced when an offender is released from prison~ 

:f. 
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The advantage of ho/stel residence, as compared with custody, is that , 

while removing the offender from his normal environment, it leaves him, to 

a large extent, within the community. It assumes that hostel life should 

be as "normal" as possible. Not only should the resident find ordinary 

work outside the hostel, he should also have free time to use the facilities 

of the wider community, and the hostel itself should build up links with 

the local community in which it is situated (European Committee on Crime 

Problems, 1976). 

Although the hostel is the most familiar pattern of community resi-

dentisl probation for offenders, there are other models. As the European 

Committee on Crime Problems (1976) describes them: 

The element of control implicit in the hostel is not suitable 
for all offenders. Facilities such as the ~'living cotmn!1nities" 
(Wohlgemeinschaften) in the Federal Republic of Germany stress 
the concept of a communal life shared by offenders in which the 
individual derives support from the group. Such communities, 
consisting of four to eight persons, most of them under the age 
of 25, share a flat 9r house rented for this purpose by a private 
association. The living communities do not always include pro
bationers. They afford an opportunity for mixing offenders with 
non-offenders. Students participate in many of the communities. 
Rent and maintenance are usually paid by the youth or welfare 
agencies or, in the case of therapeutic groups of former drug 
addicts, by the pealth services. The communities tend to per
form as informal groups with a view to facilitating integration 
into the neighborhood Which is, nevertheless, difficult. Formal 
links between the living communities and the probation service 
are, as a rule, avoided. Probation officers play, however, a role 
in establishing living communities. They help and counsel, espe
cially if their clients live in a community. Full integration of 
a professianal social worker into the living community was tested 
in 1968. MOst of the communities have abandoned this concept, 
whiehproved to be a strain on the social worker as well as on 
the interactions within the group •. Regular counseling by a skilled 
person and the availability of the counselQr at any time are, 
ho'Wever ,regarded as necessary. An increa~ing emphaSis on pro
fessional social work reflects the experi~nce of the living com-

. mttnities. One of th~8e experiences 1s the instabilit.y of many 
··communities" especially the small ones. In the drug field, there 
is nOw a. tendency towards largertherapeutie living communities, 

'<., while fortbe rest tlle concept of small family-size ulnits continues 
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to prevail. In the light of these experiences, living com
munities are neither o~erall alternative$to institutions nor 
suitab~e for all probationers. In an appropriate context, bow
ever, they afford new opportunities for social training and 
reintegt.'ation. 

Day TraininsCenters 

There are many probation clients who, while not requiring the structure 

and control which characterize residential centers, do require D!Ore assis-

tance than could reasonably be provided by traditional probation supervision. 

~~en the needed assistance involves improvement of self-concept or upgrading 

of educational or employment status, required attendance at day training 

c~enters, developed in G~eat Britain, has been used~ 

Many offenders, in partic~lar those who suffer from educational 

shortcomings and lack work and other social skills may be likely to continue 

in crime if the conditions of their lives aranot changed. Tbeseneeds can 

be met through the general services of the community; but there maybe an 

adva~tage in meeting them directly through the probation Syst~~f and 

possibly making use of them as a condition of probation. ,!his approach is 

being tested in Britain in a number of experimental dQ~' training centers, 

which selected offenders attend for full-time (but non-resideui:ial) training 

for a period of up to sixty days. The experimental centers are testing, in 

their different ways, various methods of imparting @ocial skills and 
.' ~. 

bgpadell~ng tbe experience of offenders sent totbemti the program includes 
-- - ."..::- -=="~--' * 

counselling by probation officersti'tli l~!'Lc~_eloads; other instruction is 
. , 

provided partly by probation officers and partly byernplo:Ying-other~lrt¥~.' 

or using outside resources. Provisions were made for. tra;l.ningc~ter$ in. 

Britain in the'Criminal·Just:l.ce Act of 197Z.Asse;$J#ent.~~'"4A~pa~d~r·l'J 
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The advantage of hostel residence, as compared with custody, is that 

"mile re1!K)VirAS tns offender from his normal environment, it leaves him, to 

a large extent, ~~thin the community. It assumes that hostel life should 

be aa unormal,'J as possible. Nut only should the resident find ordinary 

work outside the hostel, he,should also have free time to use the facilities 

of the wider community. and the hostel i~selt. should build up links with 

the local community in which it is situated (Eu~opean Committee on Crime 

Problems, 1916). 

Although the hostel is the tDI')st fam.1iar pattern of community resi-

dentia1 probation for offenders, there are other models. As the European 

Committee on Crime Problems (1976) desc'ribes them: 

The element of control implicit in the hostel is not suitable 
for all offenders. Facilities such aa the ~'living eommun1ti~s.tI 
(Wohlgeme1nschaften) 1n the FeiJeral Republic o:f Germany stress 
the concept of a communal life shared by offenders ~B which the 
individual derives support from the group. Su~b ~c;l~1ties, 
consisting of four to eight persons, most of them under the age 
of 25, share a flat or house ~~nted for this purpose by a private 
association. The living communities do not always include pro
bationers. 111ey afford an opportunity for mixing offenders with 
non-offenders. Students partlc1pate in many of the communities. 
Rent and maintenance are usually paid by the youth or welfare 
agencies or, in the case of therapeutic groups of former drug 
addicts, by the health se~~es. The communities tend to per
form as informal gtoups ~th ~ View to facilitating integration 
into the neighborhood Wht~h is, nevertheless, difficult. Formal 
links between the living communities and the probation sexvice 
are, as a rule, avoided. Probation officers play, however, a role 
in establishing living communities. They help and counsel, espe
cially if their clients live in a cOJllllunit.y. Ful11ntegration of 
a professional social worker into the living cO!!!munity was tested 
in 1968. Most of the communities have abaadoned this concept, 
wideh proved to be :a strain on the soci,al worker as well as on 
the interactions within the group. Regular .eounseling by a skilled 

.. person and the availability of the counselor at any t1:me are, 
however,regardedas necessary. An increasing emphasis on pro
fessional social work reflects the experience of the living com-
1l\\mities •. Oneef these experiences is the instability of. many 
cotmilUnities, especially the small ones. In the drug field, there 
$.s·now a tendency towafds larger therapeutic living communities, 
while for thereat the concept of small family-size units continues 
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to prevail. In the light of these experiences. living ~m
munities are neither overall alternatives to institutions nor 
suitable for all probationers. In an appropriate context, how
ever, tbey afford new opportunities for social training and 
r.eintegration. 

Day Training Cente~ 

;i 

Th~re aremanyp,;obation clients who, while not requiring thfi= ~.tructure 

and control which characterize residential ceaters, do require ~re asaia-

tance than CQuld reasonably be provided by traditional prob&t:ion supervision. 

'When the needed assistanc.e- involves improvement: of self-concept or upgrading 

of ed~cational or employment status, required attendance at day training 

cer'~~~t1J-.t developed in G~eat Britain, has been. uaed. 

Many offende~$. in particular those who suffer from educational 

shortcomings and lack work and other social skills may be likely to continue 

in crime if the conditions of their lives are not changed. These needs, can 

be met tbroughthe general services of the community; but there maybe an 

advantage in meeting them directly through the probation system, and 

possibly making use of them as a condi't10n of probation. ThisapprQach is 

being te$tea in Britain in a number o·f experil!1ental day training centers, 

which selected offenders attenC:!f~rfUll-tittle ·(but n.on=r~stdent:1a1)traiil:lng 

for a period of up t;t.;"'siltty days. The experill1ental centers are testing,. in 

their diffe~fways. variou$ )!!~t"hods of imparting social skills and , 
::.~ 

bI'oaq~ing the exP~~~..ftce of offendere. sent to. them. Thepl'ogram ineludes 

tounselling by probation officers with low easeloads;oth«:ir instruction 1s 
, . 

provided partly by. prooi4tion officers and partly by ~~oy:t:ng o~berstaff. 

or using outside cresou:rces. Provisions were _e t.:or' tralnf~c~ter$ 'in 

Britain in the",Crimi~a~' Justice Aet of 191,2" As8,s:e$ent'of'a~ '~~fend!!r'S' ,'; 
.. -. ' , . '~:.~ ~'-' .,:' 
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The Home Office Research Unit reviewed the ea~ly progress of the 

training centers through November 1975. It was found that the COUTse 

content ~t t:~e centers could be divided irtto three types of activities: 

the~apeutic, practical, and remedial (Payne, 1977) • 

.!h!!apeutic activities wei'e expressive and analytical. The former 

i.nc1uded art and craftwork t role playing, music appreciation, 

therapy, and discussion groups. The discussion groups wel:'e 

f!:H!Used on examining aelf-motivations and individ~l problems. 

Practi~~ tasks included training in woodwork, electrical repair, 

gardening, wrought-iron work, decQrating, masonry, upholstery, 

~nd ~,ooking. Act;;lvities here included using these skills in 

community service. 

Remedial al'!tiv:1.ties were geared primarily toward remedial education. 

Nearly all probation officers at the center~ and those daaiing widt 

ex-trainees felt th~ clients had benefitted, although no empirical data are 

aW1:Uable. 

Other kinds of day~center prOVisions al$o exist, as yet on a small 

scale. Some of these centers are simply an extension of conventional p'ro-

hation offiee accommodations and thus provide some of the fa~ilities of! a 

recreational club. The objective seems to be to provide creative and 

recreati9nal opportunities fot offenders who fail to seek and uaa the 

ot:dinary eommunit~ resources, and the creation of informal settings for 

1ndivid6sl f:ounselinS,:aiiogroup seTVic9$ of variousk1nds .• 

DutreachCenters 
........ .-.....-- t u 

-Some d:1sID\tisfac.tion, particu.,tarly on the part of probation clients" 

'has'l.'esulted fJ'Om the fact; that most probation officas'are located in . , .. . 

dO'Wlltownbusi1neas areas (in county CO(iTthouses or municipal bu.ildings), 
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making it difficult for probationers to arrange transportation f0rtbeir 

achedul,ad appointments with their probation officers. In addi.tiQn to 

tran~~ortation problems, some probation offices have required their clients 

- to report on weekdays during 8-5 busin~ss hours. This has caused problems 

for protationers who are employed or are attending school fu11""'time. In 

order to make probation offices more accessible to clients, both physically 

and temporally. several agencies have developed decentralized, satellite 

offices (called "outreach" centers) which are located in or close t\). 

neighborhoods in which probation t:lients live and are open evenings and on 

w(\ekends. 

One innovative experiment of this type is called the COnimUn1ty 

Outreach PJ::'obat:ion Experimat&f'~C.O.1f.~.l. The C.O.P.E Project, in Denver, 

Colo,rado. is a .form of decentralized probationaty supervision sponsored by 

. thp. ('!ourt. T!l~ program is aimed !4t the supervision of j(~~1\:Ueoffenders 

but m,ay be applicable for adult probation ser-nce as well (Eu11er, 1974a; 

1974b). 

Denver Juvenile Court personnel provide supervision for C.O.P.E. staff 

which is made up of paraprofetssional streetworkers. The two staffs are 

organized as a·· decentralized team in each quadrant of tlbe city. In this 

manner, there' is an interface between judicial-supported employees-and the 

streea,orkers. 

'llle tasles cf C.O~P.E. f;ersonnel have been basically identical.with 

the probation staff. They supervise. probationers on a one-to-one basis, 

provide group eounseling and family counseling, make contact with school 

officials 'I etc; C.O.P.E. personnel are expected, however, to have more .. ". . 

frequent contact with the youthwhol.f .. v~ in the neighborhood than 1$ 

p()ssib1e for juvenile court workers •. A general conclusion which might be' 
.. " 
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drawn is that at this stage of development, C.O.P.E. centers are viewed 

quite positively by both the juvenile courts (judges, P.O. 's, etc.) and by 

community residents. 

C.O.P.E workers view the decentralization to be a major accomp11sh-

ment (Fuller, 1974b). In decentralizing, Outreach offices enable the 

community to identify the services which the court offers and to see that 

service provision and the administration of justice can be combined. In 

addition, decentralization enables the court to receive input from the 

community about the ways in which services need to be altered or extended. 

Both of these accomplishments are seen to be facilitated by th~ use of 

indigenous paraprofessional personnel. 

Despite the support for the program, several problems have been 

identified. Initially, staff turn-oveL was high. In addition, merging 

the cwo staffs was seen as problematic., The court and C.O.P.E. attracted 

different personality types, and internal dissention has been strong. The 

most crucial aspect of this problem has been the inability of probation 

officers to accept the paraprofessional on his own terms (Fuller, 1974b). 

Research reports from Philadelphia are far more methodologically 

complete than the Denver evaluations (Research and Statistical Dil/ision, 

1976; 1977). A prog~am ~escription of the Philadelphia project includes 

the fc1lowing principal objective: 

To continue and develop the Board· s policy of decentraliz,ed 
services which are closer to the communities th~y serve and 
provide less formal and more accessible offices, promote the 
use of community resources and foster integration into the 
Philadelphia, Delaware, and Chester County communities. 

The outreach program consists of five satellite community-based sub-

offices of the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole. These sub-offices 

are in Phi1ad~lphi~ County; an additional Outreach District Offica is in 

Chester. The evaluation is a comparison of Chester and Outreach ~ub-office 
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performance with the Philadelphia District Office general supervision 

caseload. Th~ evaluation is good from a methodological standpoint. It 

includes both cross-sectional and time-series reviews of probation and 

parole outcome measures. 

In essence, the major findings and conclusions are (Research and 

Statistical Division, 1976): 

1. Chester (outreach) centers were found to have significantly 
lower percentages of recidivists than the general caseload 
in Philadelphia. It"was concluded that the more localized 
service delivery system had enhanced the effectiveness of 
client rehabilitation prc..lgramming as evidenced by lower 
rates of recidivism. 

2. The Chester and Philadelphia O~treach sub-offices were 
found to have smaller percentages of parolees arrested per 
month relative to average mG'nthly caseloads when compared 
to general caseload clientele in the Philadelphia District 
Office. 

3. Further, the two Outreach sub~office clientele in Chester 
and Philadelphia comparison g~lups showed fewer clientele 
being declared unconvicted violators on the average than 
Philadelphia's general caseload. 

4. Outreach clientele in both Philadelphia and Chester were 
found to have significantly higher percentages of employed 
clients and lower percentages of clients dependent upon 
public assistance than Phlladelphi.a general caseload 
clientele. 

s. An examination of average caseload sizes indicated that the 
Agency bas exercised managerial control over agent caseloed 
size to adhere to the requirements of the grant. 

6. Outrealch client populations have significantly more clients 
in active supervision status and fewer in detention status 
than Philadelphia general caseloads. 

7. When relative costs and program effectiveness are taken into 
acc(.)unt t the Outreach program was found to have measurable 
eCQ,nomic advantages· to society in eomparison to the centralized 
Philadelphia State Office Building al.ternative of case 
supervision. 

Like many new approaches to probation, ou,treach will ultimately be 

assessed in terms of impact. It is necessary tiD wait for further analysis, 
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but the outreach efforts thus far seem to be valuable. The advantage of 

8.uch efforts is seen in the involvement 'Of the local community; hcwever, 

l!dditiona1 research must be conducted to determine if the outcome d.tHerences 

are actually due to the foro of delivery. Other questions which hav~ not 

been answered in the available material are whether pr.oblems exist in the 

programs such as isolat1~:iQf ~~e professional staff from the adminis--

trators in the central office, inaccessibility of clients' records, ~roblems 

in evaluation, etc. 

Specialized Employment and Guidance Programs 

Probably one of the issues in criminal justice upon which most authori-

ties agree is,the need for and the importance of employment for offenders. 

liithout a job, individuals suffer economic, social, and psychological "~pri-

vation, and the chances of recidivating appear to be increased significantly. 

Employment can be viewed as a mechanism of social integration and a method 

whereby the offender increases his commitments to conformity. 

Probation officers and others in the field have long been aware of the 

role of employment as a mechanism of social integration. In 1973, the 

Monroe County (New York) Probation Department inaugurated a pilot Probation 

Employment and Guidance program (PEG) to maximize employment for the unemployed 

and underemployed probationers. The program was aimed at utilizing the 

,skills of community volunteers for industrial psychology, manpower traini\'lg, 

and personnel fields (Croft, 1974). 

The program does not provide educational or vocational training, but 

instead acts as a screening and guidance mechanism using the PEG coordi-

nator for follow..;.througb assistance. Through diagnostic services and voca-

tiona1 evaluation9 the program personnel locate, recommend~ and place pro-

ba.tioners in appropriate vocational training programs or:in s?.u.table jobs. 
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In this sense, the program acts in a supportive capacity to the probation 

officer. 

The program consists of the following major components (Chitren an.d 

Reynolds, 1973): 

1. Diagnostic services 

2. Vocational evaluation 

3. Education 

4. Guidance and counseling 

5. Supportive services 

6. .Tob training placement 

7. Job coachi\1g 

8. Stipends 

There are, however, a few external problems which may interfere in 

the operation of such a program. The primary pI'obiem is the job market. 

If rates of unemployment are high even for non-offenders, good, stable jobs 

for off::!nders will be diffi::ult to locate. Such a program, while recognizing 

the need for employment, is not. in a position to create the needed jobs. 

Probationers, of course, need to cooperate and be willing to undergo the 

training necessary without any guarantee of placement. On the other hand, 

labor 'unions and the general public are likely to resist employment of offen-

deI's when "law abiding" citizens are unemployed. This is a bas;l.c conflict 

between the objectives of the program and the realities of the milieu in 

which it operates. 

Assessment of the program is incomplete. Community int&<.rest remains 

strons, despite the inherent conflicts revolving around, the need for jobs 

and their availability, and interagency ~ooperation is high. 
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Phillips (1914) looked closely at employment in terms of adjustment 

and concluded that the employment and guidance program appaars to be effec

tive. Both experimental and control groups (straight probationers) were 

followed-up for nine months. At six months after entering the program, 59 

percent of the experimental group had found jobs as compared with 43 percent 

of the control group (Phillips, 1914). MOre dramatically, 40 percent of 

the program group had raised their employment status after six months com-

pared with only 8 percent of the control group. 

Chitren and Reynolds (1913) compiled employment and recidivism data 

on 202 probationers who bad experience with the MOnroe County Pilot Program 

(MCPP) and 46 controls without the experience. After controlling for dif-

ferencea between th~ experimental and control groups, they found that the 

rate of recidi'\dsm was not reduced by participation in the emI,loyment and 

guidance prog~am. However, when recidivism was compared for those who com-

pleted the program and those who did not, it was significantly higher for the 

drop-out group. This does not, of course, imply causality; the same factors 

Whi~h lead to successful comp16tion of the program may also lead to success 

once the program has been completed. 

The conclusions of the Chitren and Reynolds study are the only ones 

available and certainly the only reliable ones at this time. They are: 

1. Recidivism is not significantly reduced by increased wages. 

2. The MCPP is a program in which the benefits accruing equal 
the costs within three years and beyond three years the bene
fits ~ceed the costs. 

3. Consideration should be given to elimination of the stipend. 

4. The skills of job seeking and job retention taught at MCPP 
appear to have a lasting effect. 

s. Probationers who complete MCPP earn more and recidivate less, 
but causal relationships are indeterminate due to differences 
in sub-groupcbaracteristics. 
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Nearly all of the innovative programs considered in this chapter have 

one factor in common: they have not been sufficiently analyzed or evaluated. 

The reason for this has not been lack of interest, concern, ability, or even 

the need for information, but instead has been due to time and resources. 

In many cases, programs have not been in operation l~ng enough to make an 

assessment. 

1. Data which are available are insufficient in a number of 
ways. The major difficulty lies in the definition of success. 
~fost frequently, successful cc)mpletion of probation is the only 
criterion used. Few studies have adequate follow-up procedures 
for clients, especially after the probation term is completed; 
and when they do, that procedure involves only the determination 
of re-arrest or re-conviction., It is generally recognized that 
there are measures of outcomewbich are more comprehensive tha~ 
recidivism, but for simplicity, recidivism is most often used. 

2. Most of the reseat.'ch reported on innovative programs lacks suf
ficient control groups. Prugrams are rarely set up with con'trols; 
most studies are conducted internally by agency or program staff. 
Thus, it may be difficult for these individuals to construct or 
have access to a suitable control or comparison group. ' 

3. When data are available, they are generally underanalyzed. 
Most reports merely present differences in percentages between 
selected groups without tests of significance. Few if any para
metric or nonparametric statistics are employed even on data where 
they could be used. 

4. There has been a general lack of baseline information upon which 
comparisons can be made. It is nearly impossible to assess 
either the impact or success of a program unless one accurately 
knows the situation prior to its implementation. 

All of this does not mean a conclusion, tentative as it may be, cannot 

be reached. The underlying theme of most programs is the need to a~oid 

institutionalizati"n and provide greater service to clients., thereby in

cr~asing their probabilities of adapting to society and ceasing cri1l1nal 
. 

activity. It is 8enerally assumed that community-based programs are better, 

from a humanitarian perspective, than incarceration. 

2U .. 
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In general, tben, if one can ach~eve similar results with less psycho-

logical, emotional, or E,Gcial damage than a more restrictic alternati~e, it 

should be tried. In studies where recidivism data are accurate , it can 

generally be concluded that, while probation may not have a better rate of 

success than incarcel'stion, it certainly is not worse and is, therefore, at 

least as effective. As such, it may be financially less costly to the 

society and psychologically and socially less costly to the offender. 

While recidivism rates reported from innovative programs may not be 

superior to prison, it should be remembered that many of the innovative pro-

grams deal with a special clientele -- those who, wi~thout the new program, 

would probably be incarcerated. This is 8 high risk group and needs to 

be compared with a similar risk population. So, while the conclusions may 

be equivocal concerning these progr&ms, their purpose may be uniq~. 

There are, of course, factors beyond the scope of ~he programs which 

ultimately affect such programs. These factors are political, economic, 

and social, and transcend the organizational dimensions of the program or 

its intent. Probationers may fail for many of the same reasons they become 

involved in crime in the first place. Without going into a theoretical 

discussiolll on the etiology of crime, let it suffice to say that many of 

the probl,ems facing probationers and other offenders are beyond the scope 

of the programs. 

The general trend in innovative programs is a move away from super-

vision aad control per ~ and toward more emphasis on general social 

assistance and guidance programs. The trend thus is away from the medical-

model treatment modality and more toward improving Bocial assistance. 

MOst of the problems faced by offenders are problems in living, and 
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probation as an institution may best serve the client and society by assist

ilkg in meeting these basic social needs. 

International Use of Probation 

• What are the characteristics of probation at the 
international level? 

Probation and probation-like procedures have been developed in many 

other countries for much the same reasons as they were developed in the 

United States and Great Britain: to avoid incarceration, to give certain 

offenders a second chance, to pro~ide opportunities in the community for 

the reintegration of the offender, and to foster the principle of indivi-

dualization in sentencing. The European Committee on Crime Problems has 

identified four legal procedures in use in Europe as alternatives to 

incarceration (1970): 

1. Waiving of prosecution by the public prosecutor. possibly 
with use of conditions similar to those imposed by proba
tion. This procedure avoids both conviction and sentence, 
and may be referred to as diversion, or conditional suspen
sion of prosecution. 

2. Suspension of the pronouncement of a penalty (suspended 
sentence) comes after conviction and may be combined with 
supervision. 

3. Suspension of the execution of a penalty pronounced by the 
court, with or without placing the offender under supervision 
(sursis simple and sursis ~ ~.!. 1 '.epreuve). . Sursis 
simple may impose conditions but does not requiTe super
Vision. 'Sursis ~ ~ !.l 'epreuve, on the other hand, 
is more like probation, since the offender is placed under 
supervision. Neither form of sursis, however, is a penalty 
in and of itself. 

4. Probation pronounced directly as an autonomous measure, with 
the sentence subject to reappraisal in the event that the 
offender violates the required conditions. 
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In general terms~ countries 1n'continental Europe retain the use af 

suspension of imposition or execution of sentence. Although probation as 

a sentence may exist in law, it is not used as often as either of the forms 

of sursis. Eastern European countries generally rely on eonditional senten-

ces without formal supervision, but encourage the use of collective social 

control. Those countries which have been heavily influenced by British 

or American colonialism, post-war dom1~tion, or local assimilation have 

tended to incorporate tbe use of probation as an autonomous sentence 

(e.g., Australia, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Hong Kong, Japan). 

Those countries identified as relying primarily on probation as ~ 

sentence or on some form of sursis are: Austria, Australia, $elgium, 

Canad~, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece, 

Bong Kong, Italy, India, Ireland, Iceland, Japan, Kenya, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Phillippines, Singapore, Sweden, and the 

United States. In these cou~tries, the probation service may be a~ arm 

of the court t an indapendent state 33~ficy, a private assistance group paid 

by the stat~, an all-volunteer agency, or any combination of these. 

Alth(lugh a numh~r of countries have statutory provisions for suspen-

sion of sentence, sursis~ and probation, the countries of Eastern Europe 

seem to rely more heavily on simple suspension of sentence tban other 

countries. For example, we identified the following Eastern European 

countries wbieh use only suspension of sentence: the Democratic Republic 

of Ge~n.y·, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and the Soviet Union. Since these 

,cP'~tries a~fa socialistic, a great deal of ~hasis is placed on super
.,<:,'[2::"; 

'.: ~~~~. / ' : vision of the offender by the social collective or work group. 
~ ; 
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• Are there any discernable trends in the international 
deveJJ.opment of probati!;ll' which might forecast: changes 
to be expected .:1.n tile use of probation in the Un! ted 
States? 

Our review of the available international literature revealed that 

a small number of countries have established organtzed probation services 

by statute. We also foun~. however, that a significant number of other 

countries use what we might call "probation like;; activities. The differ-

ances between these probation and probation-like systems seems to be rooted 

not only in cultural and philosophical differences among social systems, 

but also in the state of social and economic development of a particular 

country. We noticed that, while the use of probation is increasing dra-

matically in certain countries, it is simultaneously decreasing steadily 

in others. Tbe following is an attempt to explain this pheno~~non; if 

this observed trend continues, perhaps we can begin to speculate about 

the direction :I.n which. probation in the United States is heading. 

In economically poor and developing countries w the function of law 

is retributive, and the primary purpose of law seems to be deterrence. 

In such count.ries. probation is neither available nor acceptable. With 

social and e(!onomic development -- and influence from more developed 

countries --. attitudes tend toward greater individualization of penalties, 

and sanctioning takes on a treatment orlentation. Here, the use of 

probation is similar to the use of suspended sentences and is dependent 

upon individual judicial and local attitudes. Probation is not uniformly 

or consistently used, making it difficult to assess its effectivenes~~as 

a sanction .. 

Neither is probation widel~ \lsed in socially cohesive countries. 

The ideology in socialist countries. has r~inforced the Sense of collective 
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t conscience, socially useful labor, and social integration, despite urban 

andindust'l'ial development. In both socially cohesive and economically 

developing countries, formal probati~supgrvision is pe.rceived as unneces

sary, since both the supervisory and social assistsD5Je roles of'the'proba.-

tion supervisor can be assumed by grcupa within the society. 

Experience, economic development; and affluence increase the ability 

of the society to afford professional social work services and recruit 

volunteers. Under these conditions, probation becomes a popular and stan-

dard sanction. In societies where the use of probation is pronounced, 

there is an inc~eased belief in the positive effects of non-custodial care, 

and offenders are placed on probation because other sentences which involve 

detention are not seen as suitable. Probation is viewed as non-punitive, 

rellabilitative. and supportive. In this sense, p',Cobation seems to fulfill 

a number of social functions: it maintains a controlling character, while 

emphaSizing help and care, and provides for supervision. 

With economic development, urbanism, and, particularly, social and 

spatial mobility, group control and group willingness to assume control 

are redu~ed. Under these circumstances, probation begins to emerge 4~S a 

"more professional control service, recruiting private social assistance 

groups, vo·lunteers, and professional social workers and c6unselors. Its 

use increases, and more defendants are placed on probat.1on, since crime. 

also tends to increase under the same set of circumstances. 

tifie assessment of its effectiveness. Research is conducted ou the organ-

izational structure of the service~ the characteristics ()f theelients, 

cand the effectiveness of probation treatment and ,*tvices. The use of 
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social control. Ef.f~)rts are In@de to develop or improve education and 

training, living and economic c~nditio~s, personal and emotional stability, 

etc~ Experiments in group couns~ling, day training centers, and otber 

treat.~t mDdalities increase" 

Ii the experience in Scandanavia is indicative, a sense of d1s:f.llusion 

theltl sets in in terms of the extent to which probation 1s actually respon-

si'ble for any success or failure ~ Also being questioned is the extent to 

which a specialized sO'dal service mechanism should exist for the courts 

and offenders when the same functions could be performed, not only as a 

service, but as a social prophylaxis against crime, by general social 

welfare agencies. Under these circumstances, the use of probation tends 

to decrease, and the alternatives such as suspended sentence without 

supervision, reprimand, and fines become more viable. 

No Single country has passed through all of the stages just mentioned. 

However, the Scandanavian countries and the Netherlands have changed their 

thinking in terms of moving from primarily personal problem-solving to 

dealing w~th wider social causes of probation failure. In these societies, 

changes in service delivery appear to be related to the increasing number 

of empirical studies on sanctioning. 

We must reemphasize two important parts about this analysis. First, 

it is h,rpothetical in natur.e. Second, we recognize that th9~$ may be many 

other f£lctors, in addition to social cohesion or economic development, 

which may serve as catalysts to stimulate or retard the growth.of proba-

twn or probation .. like activity. This analysis sibould be seen as a pre

liminary attetnp/.: to discern international trends. Further exploratioD:of 

this area will likely illustrate other social and cultural fa,ctors whicb 

contribute to the development of probation se.FVices. 
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mAPTER VI 

THE STATE OF RESEARCH IN PROBATION 

, What haw been the major problems associated with 
probation research? 

Wi th few notable exceptions. the state of Teseareh relating to 

probation is quite poor. For a whole bost of reasons, ve~y little probation 

research has been attempted, whUe that which exists is often of dubious 

quality. Recently, even the "best" of probation research has been call "'!.d 

into question. This chapter presents several possible explanations for 

the current state of probation research and suggests strategies which 

might serve botJl to improve and encourage future research efforts. 

In spite of certain attempts to set statewide standards for probation 

and to establish unified state correctional systems, probation remains 

primarily a local government function. Probation departments are small 

and often poorly staffed for the tasks they are expected to perform. 

Staff personnel a~e often so overwhelmed by their required tasks and fre-

quently onerous caseloads that they lack the time to seriously consider 

and question day-to-day procedures, let along evaluate the overall impact 

of their activities on themselves, their probationers and communities. 

Further complicating the adequacy of research in probation is the 

fact tha~ probation personnel are not trained in basic research techniques. 

Their orientation is toward dealing with direct services rather than self 

evaluation and development. Thus the uelimatelf of probation deparnents 

has not served to stimulate or encourage, research projects (Smith and 

Bassin, 1962). 

Administratively, probation is QUst often a function of the courts. 

The court system has not traditionally been either a supporter or user of 
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130c1al science research. It i~ not d:{.fficult to understand that judges 

,~ho in fact head many probation departments have seldom welcomed or en-

couraged researchers into their midst. 

These twin problems of a poor climate for restaarch and administrative 

indifference tend to severely limit the access to available sites for out-

side researcher.s. Because there is a tendency for these outside researchers 

to select agencies which permit access and where they fael most welcome, 

they have been forced to work with a select few agencies. These few 

agencies have thus been able to limit the problems addressed to their 

own problems and concems. Wallace suggests that, "While this may some-

times lead to worthwhile studies. the tendency to select research sites 

on the basis of feasibility, rather than theoretical or practical impor-

tance, dulls the critical senses that make research possible." (Wallace, 

1969). 

A related problem which occurs in agencies or programs which support 

research efforts concerns the type of research conducted. While investiga-

tingvolunteer probation programs, Mattick and Reischl noted that agency 

administrators "would prefer operational 'evaluations,' by which they 

mean management review, that focus on qualitative and soft data, while 

they affirm the ideological value of outcome evaluations that utilize 

quantitative or bard data." (Mattick and Reischl, 1975). 

A compounding problem revolves around the fact that prob&tion is not a 

particularly well financed correctional activity_ It bas chronically been 

plagued by tight budgets and low salaries for its personnel. Extra funds 

Which become available to probation departments are most often used for 

salaries, either to increase rates of payor to add new personnel. Few 

departments can afford what they regard as the luxury of either a research 
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staff or releasing time of regular staff personnel to conduct research. 

Not only the lack of funds, but also the funding structure of probatio\\l 

gives rise to problems for research. t40st probation agencies are funded 

at the local level (county or municipality) and it is difficult for local 

probation personnel to convince lo~al political officials of the value 

of research. Although it can be argued that resear~h may yield benefits 

in the developmen,t of a more effective and efficient local probation pro-

gram, most benefits of research are seen as long term and external to the 

local jurisdiction. Local officials tend to address inlllM~diate problems 

which have short time horizons in the face of what they perceive as an 

increasingly tax conscious.public. 

When money is available, it frequently is tied to the funding and 

initiation of new programs. It is common practice for a portion of the 

funds for a new program to be set aside for evaluat.ion. Tbis practice 

gives rise to several problems. First, the practice determines how the 

funds will be spent. The program to which the funds are linked may not 

represent the highest priority research area for the agency. Second. the 

fact that research funds are tied to a particular program can place extreme 

pressure on researchers to minimize negative program results, compromising 

objectivity_ Third, seldom are such research funds adequate to permit 

a research design sufficiently sophisticated to actually assess the program. 

These efforts often result in the management reviews discussed previouslY. 

Neither resources nor expertise are made available for a research effort 

which is sufficiently rigorous to allow results to be generalized to other 

agencies. 

Another critical iss\lewbicb c0l1lP.licates evaluation .of probation. pro~ 

i~ a pronounced tendency for managers of 1nnovat1veand/orde~nstr.tiQD 
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probation programs to shift the focus or relative emphases of the project 

to resolve p\llitical, personnel, or legal issues. A program which starts 

out, for example, to provide psychodrarAa as a treatment technique for 

probationers who are randomly assigne.d to treatment and control groups 

may encounter a law suit from a probationer in the control group who may 

perceive a denied right to treatment. Prlobationers in the treatment group 

could conceivably take i~sue with comp~tsory participation in the experiment, 

citing "impermissible tinklering with the mental processes," First Amendment 

rights, and prima facie evidence of coercion. Pt.ogram treatment designs 

can quickly be changed in the unfolding of the project, complicating if 

not contaminating the evaluation efforts. 

There is one problem, however, which overshadows all others in proba

t1~n research, and that is the problem of obtaining the necessary data to 

conduct research. In spite of information system advances that ha,re been 

made in other areas of criminal justice, relatively little has been done 

1.0 the field of probation.. Only now are the most rudimentary o€ national 

probation statistics beginning to appear (U.S. Department of Justice, 1978). 

A~ the local level, some agencies are beginning to develop information 

systems f6r internal use, but statewide systems are still largely in the 

planning stages (New York State Identification and Intelligence System, 

1970)e Even the advances being deveioped may only serve the purposes of 

internal criminal justice system accountability (Wolfgang, 1972). 

Efficient, effective, sud ti1llely research in probation will require 

IIOdemautomated informat1.on systems. The major cost of current probation 

research is the personnel time which is required to search tbroughbulky 

probationer case files for needed infoJ:'ll8tion. If acre readily accessible 

infonation systems were developed, ref)'earch costs could be sharply reduced 
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while the quality of results is increased. 

Tne exact value of the ideal information system for probation research 

is yet to be determined. We can, however, list some of the needs it must 

serve. 

1) 
2) 

3) 
4) 

5) 

6) 

It must provide: 

informat1untc devglop and apply offender typologies, 
information to develop and update base expectancy ~asures 
and other prediction instruments, 
information to cOD.duct compat'ative evaluations of programs, 
information to develop and examine measures of change under 
particular program experiences, 
information to determine cost and benefits of particular 
programs, and #' 

information to support administrative actions or decisions. 

It is interesting to note that this list is an adaptation of a list 

developed by Robinson and Adams in 1966, which is largely unchanged 

twelve years later (Robinson and Adams, 1966). 

If information systems which can be useful for research were developed, 

a second obstacle would have to be overcome -- the issue of access. Until 

fairly recently, a~cess was determined largely by the policies of the local 

agencies. The fact that many agencies chose to deny access to data has 

left its imprint on existing probation research. Wallace suggests that, 

"lack of cooperation at the data collection phase tends to retard develop-

ment of service delivery research and focus researchers on etiological 

criminal characteristics research." (Wallace, 1969). We can see abundant 

evidence of this in probation researcho 

Researchers' desires for more and better research data are now con-

flicting not only with the policies of probation agencies, but also courts 

and legislatures. The growing demands of citizens for protection of their 

rights of privacy are resulting in access to probation and other criminal 

justice data being further restl~icted. If meaningful probation research is 

to be possible in the future, nE!W strategies for gaining access to research 
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data must be developed. 

The rights of probationers are being defined in the courts, and the 

United States Supreme Court bas over the last decade and a half add~essed 

many rights previously unclear. These include such matters as right to 

privacy, protection against unreasonable search, probation revocation, 

right to cOUDael, etc. One result to date has been that mucb potentially 

informative research cannot be conducted since both probation agencies 

and researchers are quite cautious in avoiding law suits, preferring to 

poatpoue some research until the legal issues are firmer and procedures 

to protect the rights of humans in research better defined. 

When modern, automated data systems become widely implemented, new 

strategies for obtaining data can be employed. Researchers should con-

sider the possihility of purchasing blocks of data from probation agencies. 

These blocks would be for a specific purpose and either contain only 

aggregated data ordisaggregated data from which no individual could be 

identified. 

Alternatively, researchers could request such outcome data as wages 

earned or arrest information from the Social Security Administration and 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, respectively. Operationally, this woul4 

entail submitting _ ... in the first example -- the names and Soc.ial Secu1;/!ty 

numbers of probationers (gro~~ed into Treatment, ang Control or Comparison 

group~) to the Social Security Administration with the e~ectationof 

receiving back aggregated outcome data on each group. In the latter 

example, arrest data would also be returned in aggregated form... Quite 

obviously, probation researchers would need to develop collaborat~ve 

arrangements with such &oyerDmeftta1 agencies, establish rules of access, 

reimburse .agenc1es for their expenses. and observe the mpidly emerging 
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rights of probationers. 

Another major impediment has been the suspicion of and lack of trust 

in external researchers, whose research endeavors are all too frequently 

perceived by agency administrators as "self-serving academic enterprises 

which. address iTrelevant questions" and will be used not only for the sole 

benefit of the researchers but also will place their agency and freq~ntly 

the administrator per se in less than a flattering light. This is a sorry 

commentary on earlier "hit and run" researchers, and meaningful agencyl 

researcher collaborative efforts can arise only after this stereotypical 

perception has been consciously overcome. 

It is evident that a number of factors have served to limit the 

volume Jind us~fu.lness of probation research. Unless ways can be found 

to overcome these obstacles, the future of probation research is not 

likely to differ much from the past. On.:. action which might serve to 

~:~elerate the improvement of research in this area is a forum in which 

researchers, practitioners and funding agencies can come together to agree 

on research goals and strategies. A national confe?~nce on research in 

probation could serve as just such a forum as well as maximize collabora-

tlve agendae. 

Accepting for a moment the barriers to research which exist in the 

area of probation, it is important to look at the quality of the probation 

research which has been done. A number of deficiencies in the existing 

research should be noted not only with an eye to improving future r~search, 

but also to recognizing the limitations on conclusions which can be drawn 

from existing research. Logan bas identified seven requirelDf!uts of research 

which are directly applicable to probation research (Logan, 1966). These 

are minimal research r.equirements and include having an adequate definition 
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of the treatmentprogr~:a; a def1.nite, routine activity as treatment; a 

treatment and comparison group; treatment going only to the treatmefit 

group and not tG the control group; before and after measures (preferably 

behavioral), a clear operational definition of outcome or ~~;1J\J~~e8s"; and 

a period of follow-up in the ~;mmunity after the treatment. 

A common problem in probation research has been the failure to care-

fully formulate a reseal'ch design in advance of implementation of the 

St""~1. This problem leads to studies which lack direction or n·aver quite 

get off the ground. Valid findings may result from these studies, but 

tr~y are most frequently serendipitous in nature - "accidental fall-out. It 

The San Francisco Project (Robison et al., 1969) provides a useful 

example of a study which has been criticized for yielding little knowledge, 

due to poorly formulated design. That critici~1'Il was that the" ••• method 

and direction were sougbt after the research was initiated •• ~. The absence 

of a well developed theoretical framework resulted in a lack of orientation 

and loss of efficiency." (Adams et a1., 1971). 

This criticism also asserts the need for theory, widely urged as 

essential for the formulat.ion of a research problem. Theory provides the 

basis for developing research hypotheses and the framework for orga~izing 

the facts generated by research. Probation research seems particularly 

. vulne~ab1e on this issue because it is apparent fro~ similarities across 

.probation departmen~t!lat some general tJ1eories underlie probation pX'ac

~. UnfortunatelY, these theories ara seldom formally stated, leading 

to co~fusion and a lack of commonly agreed upon theories of probation. 

Frequently, the research conclusions in probation tesearch are ba8~d on 

unst~ted theory and assumptions, a practice which virtually precludes repli

cation of tbe progrem and the research results. 
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A lack.ofc~refu1;p detailed planning was apparent in some research. 

For exampl~, during the data collection for one study it was found tllat 

some clients could not complete the testing instrument because they were 

illiterate (Olsson, 1975). This resul~ed in missing data and sample group 

shrin.kage, with the inlcroduction of possible bias... Examination of the 

study group prior to ~ata collection or a pre~test of the data collection 

instrument could have. uncovered this problem; adjustments in the research 

plan then could have prevented the loss of important information. 

Ina.ppropriate samples plague a great deal of probation research. It 

is a fundamental pO'int that if the sampl~ selected is not representative 

of the population (lIf interest, the findings of the study can not.be general-

ized to that popullition. Sampling techniques are often applied incorrectly 

and "random" is frequently eq1.lIsted with "haphazard. U 

One study, the results of which are inconclusive because of possible 

selection bias, focused all probation and employment (l-lcGinnis and Klocksiem, 

1976). The sample was a composite of probationers, some of whom participa~ed 

in a job bank, and some who did not. Since the probationers were neither 

randomly assigned nor were group differences controlled in any other way, 

the comparability of the groups was not establiShed, and the effect of 

participation in the program cannot be determined. 

Probation research often lacks control groups, comparison groups', or 

statistical control. The use of poor or. inappropriate. research designs 

1s common. If one asks about the effectivenese of probation or aparti-

cu1ar probation service, one must ask: "Compareci to what?" For example~, 

one study sought to evaluate a spec181ized misdeme~nt probation program 

(Thompson, 1976). The program was initiated to reduce recidivism among 

probationers with numerous prior misdemeanor convictions by 111creasingthe 
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quality of probation services by reducing caseload size and providing 

special services. Although this treatment group is not compared with any 

othe~ group, the author reported that the recidivism of the specially 

treated probationers was reduced. Unfortunately~ it cannot be determined 

whether any reduction in recidivism by clients in the program was greater 

than that achieved by other probationers not 2ssigned to the program. 

Similarly, it is not possible to determine whether a reduction in recidi-

vism was achieved because of participation in the program, or because of 

differences in the offenders studied, compared with others. We also 

found a number of instances of inappropriate control groups. In one 

study, the experimental group was composed of high-risk offenders only, 

while the control group consisted of persons from high, medium, and low 

risk levels (Nath et al., 1976). 

Inadequate operational definitions of variables in probation studies 

are a very serious problem. For example, an important variable not defined 

in any study reviewed was "individual counseling." Despite the wide 

variety of behaviors that may reasonably be considered to fall within this 

very general concept, studies were found which purported to study "indivi

dual counseling" without specifying what sech treatment entailed. In one 

study, "counseling" was administered as part of a behavior modification 

program for drug offenders and also to the comparison group (Polakow and . 
Doctor, 1974). How "count:1eling" given to persons in the .:ontrol group 

d:1ffered from. the "couttseling" which Wl:'iS part of the behavior modification 

program is not at all clear since the control group "caun,aelingU was not 

described. 

Inadequate operational definitions of the treatmeut provided were 

commonly encountered in our review. From the study reports, it of'':en 
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appears that each staff member may be left to interpret the treatment to 

be delivered. Treatment. can also vary across treatment personnel. Lack 

of consistency in the delivery of treatment probably affects the research 

results, and certainly pr~cludes rigorous examination of the treatment 

technique. 

The quality of information that is used in research is a critical 

element. Sophisticated analytical techniques cannot make up for poor 

quality data; ilgarbage in. garbage out," as computer experts say. Yet 

we found little evidence that probation researchers assessed and reported 

the reliability and validity of their data. 

A related CQneern is that the operational measures are often ina~equate 

measures of the concepts employed. For example, in one study, the authors 

used the proportion of persons not on welfare as the measure of probationer 

self-support and employment (Kaput and Santese, 1972). It may be argued 

that this definition does not yield an accurate picture of probationer 

self-support, since it cannot be assumed that persons not on the welfare 

rolls are supporting themselves. It may even be that some welfare recipients 

are also self-supporting altld employed. Public welfare 1s but one form of 

assistance; in addition, self-support could come from illegal means. The 

figures in the study may reflect the numbers of persons who left the 

welfare system, but perhaps do not give adequate indication of those who 

a~e self-supporting and employed and in future research could fail to iden

tify intermittent welfare recipients. 

Not all studies reviewed used app~opriate statistical methods in 

analyzing the data that were collected. Using percentages was a.popular 

mode of analysis. Althougb generally appropriate, the use of percentages 

may provide little information when based upon small s~les, sinee a 
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emall numerical difference may produce a disproportionately large change 

in percentag~s. Tests of statistical significance were not always reported, 

leaving the reader to wonder if the stated differences is significant. 

Except for the multivariate analyses of prediction studies, usually 

only two-variable analyses were performed. In few studies were the inter

relations among the independent variables related to the outcome being 

examined. Further, although appropriate techniques are available, statis

tical controls were not frequently used to check for spurious associations. 

Failure to consider such interrelations can produce simplistic or mis

leading findings. 

The results of the analyses of the studies were frequently displayed 

in a variety of ways, some easier to interpret than others. If a table 

is too simple, the lack of fine differentiation among categories of variables 

can result in the loss of subtle but important information. On the other 

hand, if a table is too complex or awkward, it may prevent the gaining 

of knowledge, or receive only scant attention from the reader. In any 

research report, the reader is entitled to assess whether study conclu

sions are supported by the data. But when the results of analyses are 

not displayed, as in numerous examples we encountered, this cannot be 

determined. 

Even when results of the analyses are given, misinterpretations are 

possible and overgeneralizations are all too frequ~nt. The generalizations 

warranted by the results may be a function of many of the factors discussed 

above. Particularly, appropriate generalizations often are markedly 

restricted by the sampling methods used and by the definitions of critical 

concepts. 
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The amount of information missing, re1ati,"e to a small s81lBple (such 

as 13 probationers and parolees), was an acknowledged obstacle to interpret-

ing results of the fost-Prison Addictive Treatment Program evaluation (Temple 

University, 1974). The direction of the bias introduced by non-random 

mis.sing information was not asseseled; thus, the extent to which the sample 

did not represent the population of all program participal.\ts cc)uld not be 

determined. In addition, no control group was utilized in eval.uating the 

program. Under these circumstances, any' conclusion that the pt'ogram was 

successful in servicing its clients must be viewed with cau~ion,. 

Lest we be teo hard on the researchers who have labored to build the 

body of probation knowledge which now exists, we hasten to add that we did 

find some, although too infrequent, examples of well conceived, properly 

conducted research. We also wish to add that we are not unaware of the 

problems of conducting research in the field and understand that it is 

quite likely that the authors of the research recognize these prCllblems also. 

Our point, howeveJ!' t is that there are a large number of factors wlllich 

impinge on research as a process and a technique of reporting infQlrmation. 

Probation research has a few outstanding examples of solid and exeuplary 

research, but most of what bas been undertaken as research ill probation 

has not met the minimum standards of research and thus does not materially 

contribute to our knowledge. The state of the art may be only poorly 

represented in the studies about and of probation. 

• What should be the priori ties for future research 
in probation? 

The primary functions of this review of research in adult probation 

were to summarize the existing knowledge in the field, to identify the 

gaps in our ac,cumulated knowledge, to assess and characterize the quality 

and scope of the research, and finally to suggest the relative 1IIportance. . . 
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of possible future reseat'eh directions. Ot:her Technical leIsues Papers 

and previous chapters of this Technical Issue Paper have focused on the 

first three functions; this section sets out a suggested prioritization 

for future research in adult probation. 

The research plan which is discussed below represents an attempt 

to integrate the issues in adult probation by means of a comprehensive, 

long-range, three-tiered research effort. This proposed strategy would 

provide a body of cumulative, compatible knowledge covering all aspects 

of probation -- from ~he broad range of theoretical questions to the 

level of specific progr~Altic inquiries. While suggested avenues of 

research are not necessarily mutually exclusive, they have been present-

ed in such a way that the tiers of the research plan may be implemented 

simultaneously or serially. 

As mentioned above, our suggested research strategy for building a 

comprehensive body of knowledge about probation is divided into three 

tiers. These tiers roughly represent a resear~h hierarchy which charac-

terizes the importance which we believe should be attached to research 

efforts which would fall into any of the tiers. Thus, we would assign 

the highest significance to research which falls under. the first tier --

theoretical research. The second research tier -- the building of in-

formation systems and data bases -- is not as encompassing as theoretical 

research but is, perhaps, of as much significance to the whole question 

of research in probation. Finally, the third tier of research concerns 

policy and program level issues which, when accumulated, can contribute 

to the expansion and/or refinement of probation theory. 
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Tier One -- Probation Theory 

At the outset of this review of knowledge, we had. hoped to be able 

to approach an answer to the question: What is probation? We discovered 

that not only are there a number of different definitions for probation 

(e.g., a legal disposition, a measure of leniency, a punitive measure~ 

an administrative process, social casework treatment, and a combination 

of casework and administration), but there does not appear to be any 

widespread agreement, at least among researchers, on what constitutes 

the process of probation. 

From a research point of view, we are struck by the inescapable 

conclusion that, "probation," in addition to being a legal status, is 

not just one process, but a number of processes which can vary widely. 

Descriptions of processes referred to as "probation," range from un-

supervised, summary probation to intensive supervision in special case-

loads by teams of highly trained specialists. In spite of this wide 

variety of processes, however, most apparently attempt to B:chieve a 

common, although unarticulated, set of objectives. This range of pro-

bation processes can be represented by a number of model'il of probatioll, 

each of which implies particular role prescription for probation officers. 

These roles include the traditional caseworker probation officers who 

handle mixed caseloads, probation officers who only conduct presentence 

investigations and do not supervise a caseload, and probation officers 

who are members ·of teams who use brokerage approaChea to serve a shared 

caseload. To refer to all of these various probation, lIOdels aDd asso-

ciated rij)les as just "probatioD, "1s analogous to referring tocrillle 

prevention activities, public services, eaergencyservlces, and the 

apprehension of criminals as though they. were a coaceptual entity, 
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"law enforcement." 

We f~md that it was extremely rare that researchers and evaluators 

in the area of probation grasped the ranges of roles and tasks, not to 

mention normative prescriptions and expectations, implied by the wide 

variety of processes we call probation. The result of this lack of a 

discriminating framework within which to conduct research has produced 

a conglomeration of contradictory and non-cumulative findings and conse

quent inability to build a systematic theory of probation services and 

E~nagement efforts. We believe that the value of future probation re

search will depend heavily upon whether such a theoretical framework is 

established. It is possible that, although probation appears to encompass 

a wide variety of processes, the actual operation of probation may be 

represented as a single process. This would greatly simplify the task 

of developing the theoretical framework for probation. On the other 

hand, there may be even a greater number of processes than we imagine, 

which would undoubtedly complicate theory-building. The important point 

to be made, however, is that our current knowledge of probation is in

sufficient to provide 8,ny conclusions about a theoretical framework which 

should be necessary to establish a foundation for conducting future pro

bation research. 

There appear to be two approaches' which would be appropriate for 

delineating conceptual models for probation. The first approach is 

empirical: we can determine exactly what functions various probation 

agencies and departments say they are performing and why these functions 

are considered to be critical, and then construct functional models of 

P!!'ohation objectives and processes from this empirical evidence. The 

aJLternative approach is prescriptive: we can accept the best conventional 
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wisdom, intuition, and limited empirical evidenc~ available today and 

construct a series of models characterizing what the process and objec

tives of probation ought to be. We can them empirically assess the 

functions a~d activities of probation agencies and officers in terms of 

these pre-determined normative objectives and processes. 

We could find little evidence in the available literature to indi-

cate that the empirical approach to defining the substance of probation 

bas been attempted. While we did find several time studies of probation 

officers' activities and a very few studies which empirically examined 

the roles of probation officers, we found no research which demonstrated 

the linkage between actual activities and roles of probation personnel 

and any theoretical assumptions about the objectives and/or processes 

of probation. 

The second approach to research into probation models involves the 

a priori construction of a set of objectives for probation from which to 

extract probation models. One example of such a prescriptive approach was 

presented in the first chapter of this Technical Issue Paper. The suggested 

objectives of probation were: 

1. To protect the community from anti-social behavior. 

2. To reintegrate criminal offenders. 

3. To further justice. 

4. To provide the services necessary to achieve the above 
in an effective and efficient manner. 

In order to develop models of probation under these general objectives, 

a number of tasks designed to achieve each objective may be identified. 

Roles and activities of probation agencies and officers can then be 

assessed in termB of their contributions to the accomplislDent of these 

tasks. 
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We believe that the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice should attach the highest priority to developing and 

delineating models of probation, analyzing the tasks and roles implied 

by each model, and detailing the normative expectations of each model. 

This basic, theoretical research can be accomplished by either of the 

approaches described above, or by a combination of the two approaches. 

In addition to building a body of theory about probation, this 

level of research vould contribute substantially to several operational 

issues which were previously identified as representing gaps in our 

knowledge about probation. First, this theoretical research would 

enable us to determine the substantive expectations of each model, 

allowing us to develop methods of evaluating the performance of each 

model. Second, our review of the literature concerning the levels of 

education and training to be required of probation officers revealed 

-virtually no agreement on these questions. We noted that some determi-

nation must be made about what probation officers are to be expected to 

do before a consideration of education and training requirements could 

be accomplished. When theoretical research enables us to comprehend 

the probation officer roles which are implied by the various models of 

probation, we can begin to define the skills and attributes which must 

be displayed in order to effectively fill those roles. At that point, 

then, we can outline the types and levels of educational background and 

pre-service and I or in-service training wich would insure that the in-

dividuals serving in the various roles vould possess the required attri-

butes and skills. Finally, theoretical research of the type envisioned 

at the highest priority level 'would have important implications for at 

least two questlou concerning csseload management techniques. First, 
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the development of probation models would contribute substantially to 

the resolution of questions involving the appropriateness of techniques 

such as casework, brokerage, general caseloads, specialized caseloads, 

and differentiated levels of supervision; second, we could begin to 

develop techniques with 'which to determine the type of probation client 

with which each model might most promisingly work. 

We realize that research which is designed to build theory is per-

haps the most arduous and hazardous type of research to conceptualize, 

implement, and analyze. In spite of the difficulties, however, we 

believe that any future research efforts in probation!!!!! be based on 

a clear understanding of what probation, and its related concepts, 

really are. 

Ji& '!Wo -- Information Systems and ~ata Bases 

Tile second priority is concerned with building an information system 

and data base for both management and research purposes. This data base 

is required if future research is to be valid, 'reliable, and generaU.za-

ble. Such a system should include local, state, and national capabili

ties. The system would be based on the compilation of certain critical 

elements of information on each client of the probation system. 'The 

system would be capable of generating aggregated data for all levels of 

government as well as interfacing with d~~a systems in operation in 
. -..::~ ~ - - '""', 

. ~~ ~~~~·.t:it·~"':~d~1:'ru8t1~({ ~;~~em. 
The research questions to be addressed for this priority deal with 

questions of implement"ltionlO They include such questions as: Is such 

a system feasible; which data elements should be ;included, how should 
. 

data elements be defined; how can Agencies beev.tcouraged to participate·. 
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in this information system; and how are the reliability and validity of 

information inputs to be determined and assured? In addition to offender 

data, such a system should also include such agency information as: the 

number of probation officers, the number and types of clients, types of 

probation 1'DOdels employed, financial resources, and other agency descrip-

tive data. Such an information system would require a great deal of in-

teragency cooperation, but its existence would at least offer the oppor-

tuniey for improvement of future probation research. 

We have some strong evidence which suggests that an information 

system as described is feasible, not only on the local level, but on the 

state, multi-state, or national level as well. We now need to address 

the other implementation questions and then move toward the establish-

ment of such a system in order to provide a data base for use both by 

probation administrators.and policy-makers and by researchers. It is 

important that, while this information system is being developed. methods 

for guaranteeing access to the system also be developed. The needs of 

all potential users, including researchers, must be considered. Methods 

for allowing researchers access to data must be developed while, at the 

same time, guaranteeing the protection of the privacy rights of the in-

dividual probationers. 

·We cannot too strongly stress the need for such a data base for re-

searchers. One of the most significant results, for researchers, of the 

inadequacy of currently-used information systems is the almost total 

lack of probation statistics for the nation as a whole, and frequently 

on a statewide level as well. A second problem has been the incompata-

bility of informationwhicbis independently collected by local or ,state 

probation agencies.. In addition, much more aggregated data dealing with 
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demographic and legal c~\racteristies of probationers are needed to pro-

vide an adequate data basl~ for future research. 

We strongly urge a systematic effort desisned to collect nation

wide probation statistics, comparable to and at l~ast as complete as the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation's uniform crime reports or the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration's national prisoner statistics. 

Tier '!'bree.:- Policy and Program Level Research 

The third level of research priority recommendations for probation 

address both policy and agency level issues. In terms of policy, we see 

the need for broad research aimed at generating information required to 

make the highest level policy decisions regarding probation. Some of 

the areas in which policy decisions seem imminent are: What shall be 

the administrative locus of probation; how shall probation be financ.ed; 

and to what degree should tradition dictate the policies and activities 

of probation? We view agency level decisions to be those which are 

currently being addressed by probation researchers such as workload, 

caseload, and treatment modality issues. 

The research strategies required to address policy level concerns 

on the one hand and agency level concerns on the other are similar. but 

distinctive. The canons of science must be applied in each case, but 

the scope of the research hypotheses and data collection efforts are 

vastly different. There is also the possibility that widely applied 

techniques of evaluation research will, in some cases. have to be ex-

changed for the techniques of the policy sciences. In the same way that 

research techniques will have to be modified to undertake policy level 
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research. research funding techniques may also have to be changed. State 

and local asencies are less likely to fund policy level research with' 

the urlllingness they have shown for agency level research. 

We have identified several critical areas in which our lack of in-

formation can best be addressed through policy level research. We have 

previously noted (Techttica1 Issue Paper '3: Presentence Investigation 

Reports) that there is a great deal of controversy over whether the short 

Oft' long fom presentence investigation report should be used. We have 

already noted that large amounts of resources and time are consumed in 

pre-paring PSI's. Yet, there is little iraformation on the effect and im-

pact of any l?SI fcr=. Wa L'ecommend that studies assessing the usefulness 

of thePS! be undertaken, examing the costs, their use by the judiciary, 

the sentencing patterns of judges with and without the PSI, and the use

fulness of the PSI to other agencies. 

There are several different points within the criminal justice SY6-

tem at which PSI information could conceivably be used. The first of 

these is the prosecutorial level. Since.an estimated 90 percent of 

criminal convictions are handled tb~ough plea bargains, the prosecutor 

and defense cDUDsel have agreed on a sentence or at least a strong rec-

onmendation f~ol! sentence prior to the court's formal disposition. It 

seems a bit irrelevant for a court ,to order a PSI when case disposition 

has been predetermined. '!'he accused is either going to prison or onto 

probation. If the former, no PSI is necessary (unless the judicial 

branch decides to provide institutions in the executive branch with e~ 

tensive reports .on the backgrounds of committed felons).. If the latter, 

tbenitwould appear that perhaps the _at promising area for future re

search would be to deterl!dne the extent to which the PSI is actuall, 
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used by probation officers in. supervising their clients. We have pre

~"iously noted tliat several-sets" 0'£" 'stanaards foi"'proba't'ion~ sug'gestO

' that" 

each PSI contain a proposed plan for the supen'ision and treatment of 

the offender. The exten.t to which these proposed plans are prepared and 

used by probation officers should be examined. 

It might be legitimate to conduct PSI's on the less than nine per-

cent of the offenders who go to trial and are convicted of a probationable 

offense. In these circumstances, the court might meaningfully utilize 

a PSI report. 

Our point is that we do not know what impact the presence of a p'l'e-

sentence investigation might have; we do, however, sUBgest that, since 

the production of PSI's represents a large commitment, both of time and 

money, for a probation agency, the impact, usefulness, and costs of pre

sentence investigation reports be closely evaluated. PSI's ar~ an ex-

cellent example of research question, with broad policy implications, 

which is amenable to existing research strategies but which might be 

addressed at the higher appropriate level. 

,A second re~earch question with major policy implications is the 

locus of probation administration. As noted above, it appears that most 

local probation departments are located in courts and thus are in judi-

cial branch of government. Yet other probat,ion units are state adminis-

tered and thu9 often in the executivebran~h of government. The ques-

tion of state vs. local level and executive vs. judicial placement is 

the subject of considerable debate and controversy. There is no research 

or existing body of evidence which presents policy-makars with the .nec

essary data on effectiveness, costs, personnel needs, etc., on.whi~h to 

base future poliey-level dec:Lsionson funding, operat10nalguidelines, 
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reform, and so on. Wl".i1e this is a long 'range need, it is a glaring 

gap in the knowledge base and should be addressed. 

The sources and levels of funding for probation are also the sub-

ject of much debate. Funding is intimately tied to other policy .issues 

in that it is affected by probation activities and by the administrative 

structure of probation. If probation models are defined and activities 

specified, and if some traditional probation activitiest such as the pro-

duction of PSI's, are reduced or made more efficient, then we may find 

thc~ funding levels for probation agenCies can be reduced or held in 

check by redistrib~ting resources to other probation activities. In 

addition, several other funding issues have been raised. The usefulness 

of probation su~sidy is in question. Fee-for-service contracts in pro-

bation are relatively unexplored; purchase of services for probationers 

is also largley unexamined. All. these questions carry broad policy im-

plications ~lhich cannot be addressed by single age.ncy studies. Neither 

the generalizability nor credibility of such research will be enhanced 

if it is conducted solely on the local or state level. 

Finally, policy-level research is needed to address the issue of 

standard-setting in probation. In recent years, we have seen the devel-

opmeT.tt of several comprehensive sets of standa.rde for probation service. 

In addition, some statE: agencies issue their 0\0.'1\ standards to be followed 

by all probation agencies within a given jurisdiction. It baa always 

been assumed that meeting prescribed standards would have a positive i~ 

pact both on the probation agency ~nd its clients. At this pointt however, 

we have little knowledge about the impact of meeting standards on client 

r·· 
performance or agency operation. One of the most important questions 

with respect t(' standards is the cost and the likely benefits to the 
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probation agency, of attempting to 'meet or exceed a certain set of StEll1-

darns. Tl1est~ questions must be addressed in order to assess the broad 

policy-level L~lications of standard-aetting, particularly if eligibility 

for probation flwding is tied to a demonstration that standards have been 

met. 

We have identified a number of issues in probation in which our 

CUI"l'ent knowledge is not adequ.ate and wbich are appropriate for agency-

level Tesearch. These issues fall into two relatively distinct areas of 

caseload management/supervision and caseload prediction/treatment. We 

would note at this point that it may be virtually imposu~ible to assign 

priorities to the following research suggestions.. Sev'eral of the areaa 

of needed research are quite broad and may be applicable to other areas, 

while others are specific and self-contained. We would stress that, re-

gardless of which of these research areas is given the highest priority, 

all agency-level research should be carefully designed and conducted in 

order to ensure that it is cumulative. 

A number of caseload management and supervision issues need to be 

addressed in future resel'lrch. A cotIlDOn thread which appeared to run 

tbrouMC)ul: our review of the management literature, and the treatment 

literature as well, was the lack of adequate cost analyses of specifiC 

probation techniques. Cost analyses (or preferably cost/benefit analy

ses) lIUSt be compl~ehensive and rigorous to be of value. Studies of this 

type ~y be extremely difficult to condu~t, but there are a number of 

avaUable technillJues which can be u~d by a local probation asency to 

pf'~rforDl a cost or cost/benefit analysiS of a particuJ .. ar program or func

tion. W. have identified the need for cost analyses in a nUliberof .nag~ 

.. at and trea.taentareas:. prograas utilizing differentiated levels of 
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supervision (and, consequently, differing C8seload sizes), programs 

utilizing specialized caseloads, team easeload supervision, the use of 

workloads (rather than caseloadls), provision of services through contrac

ting, programs utilizing volunteers and/or paraprofessionals, and pro-

grams providing any type of trelltment or service to probationers which 

exceeds mere supervision. It is obvious that cost and cost/baefit 

analyses, which cut across a lar'ge number of critical areas of probation, 

would be a fruitful subject of future research efforts. 

A second area of program-lfavel research is the question of the spe-

cial needs of women probationers. This subject has been virtually 19-

noredin the probation literatlllre. We do have some evidence, from the 

literature on correctional institutions, that the highest priority has 

been assigned to programs which attempt to re-affirm and strengthen the 

female offender's skills as a homemaker and mother. Very little atten-

tion has been devoted to the special pr.oblems faced by women in the areas 

of education, vocatie'dal training, employment, ot' financial plan.Bing. 

It might intuitively be argued that the types of counseling and services 

currently provided for women offenders may very well not be appropriate; 

a coordinated research effort designed to assess the needs of female pro-

bationers and provide needed services is clearly indicated. 

A third major area of management cc;ncerns whit!h has not been ada-

quately addressed is classification of probationers. Some preliminary 

research has been done on classification eitber by risk, by need, or by 

a combination of tbe two. Some sort of classification system is clearly 

needed if a differential treatment approach is to be followed; it can 

aleo be 1ustified on economic grounds, since the resources withwbicb 

the probation agency provides services are limited and, loglc:ally, should 
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be used for those clients with the greatest need. The research to date 

on classification systems is inconclusive.; Future rese!rch must care-

fully study available techniques and include a comparison of the effects 

of alternative techniques on offenders, the resources of the agency, and 

the operation of the agency. From such research, guidelines for the im-

plementation ~f promising classification schemes could be developed. 

Our review of the probation management literature revealed several 

relatively new techniques which appear, from preliminary review, to be 

prOillising, but which have not yet been adequately studied. These tech-

n1qu~s include the use of team caseload management, the brokerage approach 

to the provision of probation services (and particularly the Community 

Resource Management Teams', which combine team supervision with brokerage), 

the specialization of probatio~ officers by function, and the accurate 

measurement of a manageable workload for a single probation officer or 

team of officers. Also, we have seen only descriptive material about 

the use of contracting to provide services to probationers. Researcb is 

clearly needed to determine whether contracting can increase the avail-

ability of needed services to probationers and to assess the eost impli

cations for a probation agency of implementing the usage of either block 

grants or fee-for-service contracts. Finally, the effectiveness of 

volunteers and paraprofessionals in probation roles has not been ade-

quately addressed. In view of the enormus potential of such progra_ 

in terms of expanding the resources available to probation, we need to 

know Which offenders are most amenable to the use of volunteers or para

professionals, and which individuals are the lIOat productive aild effec

tive in volunteer or paraprofeQsionalroles. 11Ie eoat$of t .. foreao$.ng 

strategies -- and the effectiveness of 8ucbaltemative ·approac::heswlth 
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different types of offenderl:fl -- are not yet determined.. We would -recom

men4 that research address these gaps in our knowledge base. 

A major isstU: in probation, which affects the a'1'eat1 of presentence 

investigation reports, classification" and treatment, is the question 

of prediction instruments. Our review of the literature discovered very 

little conclusive ev:i.dence to be used in assessing the utility of predic

tion methods for adult prQbatioll. While a great deal of work in predic

tion has been done in the field of parole, the applicability of that work 

to probation is merely an assumption. The available research in proba-

tion indicates that carefully constructed, valid, and reliable prediction 

tables can be useful in both risk classification and case10ad assignment; 

an additional use is in the presentence invcstigation recommendation 

process. The most pressing naed in the area of prediction appears to be 

for lartge-scale studies, aimeld at probation populations, which meet strin-

gent methodological requirements and which are designed both to develcp 

prediction instruments and to encourage their use. 

Our recoDll1lendations for research in the area of treatment strategies 

and interventions 'w1~1 be quite general :1n nature. Our rev:1ew of the 

lit;erature discl.osed a wide variety of interventions which can be ~ouped 

together under,' the category of Utreatment": employaent programs, group 

allld individual counseling, drug and" alcohol abuse programs, differential 

levels of trtatment (under the subsidy program), restitution requirements, 

and rQident:1al centera. We ,found that the bulk of tQ.e research conduc

tefl in any of t;bese treatment intervention areas was relatively poor; 

Yell-designed, rigorous studies were rare • We strongly suggest that 

tl:ut:M%tt research wb,ich, Jaeets h:1gh methodological standards become an 

important 'priority.. A tteatllent-rel.ated 'issue which DlUSt also be 
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addressed is the question of whether the "best" treatllent for certain pro

bationers may, in fact,be no treatment at all. '!'he Ulport&'nce of cumu-

lative knowledge which can be ga:1tW! froa such research is obvious. since 

it can contribute substantially to the development of probation theory, 

olltlined above as the highest research priority .. 

We have identified a nUDDer of short-comings which characterize 

virtually all of the tre4taent intervention studies (and most management 

studies~ too) which we located. 'l'bese problems include: lack of defi-

nition of intervention technique, lack of control or compariscnl group, 

lack of definition of "traditional" supervision to which some special 

interventions are compared, inadequate or inappropriate outCOlDl:! measures 

and definitions, and inappropriate use or lack of use of even elementary 

statistical techniques. The development and use of an appropriate and 
.. 

rigorous evaluation design must be a contractual requirement for future 

research in both the treatment and management areas. 

We bave not attempted to prioritize the research. suggestions con-

tained in this section on policy and ageur.y-level research. Norhave 

our suggestions been exb&ustive. In our previous discussion of the 

state of research in. each specifiC issue area,. found it remarkably 

easy to generate a large number of research questions for virtually 

every management or treatment issue. We .ve not d~plicated all of 

those research questions, hue. although we do be1ievethat they are im

portant, simply to avoid overwhe~ng our readers with seemingly never

ending liSts. of questions.. We feel, however, that this section onTe

searcbpriorities has extrac.tiI!d for consideration the mos.t productive 

and germane research questlo~; attention to. the research questions not . 

specifically· addressed here will 'flow logically· from ·the U:lpleJl\8ne.tlO~ .. ·· 
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of the research strategy suggested above. 

Unlike·the parole area, wherein it is generally presumed that we 

may have more empiricd knowledge about the costs, effectiveness, use .... 

fulness, and efficiency of parole practices, our survey of probation 

issues has left us with the inescapable and uncomfortable conclusion 

that the research to date has been poor, that there has been little sus-

tained re3earch and evaluative investigation along functional or theore-

tical lines, and that the efforts of criminal justi~e researchers have 

not concentrated as extensively on probation issues as they have on 

parole or even institutional corrections. One could speculate as to why 

this might be, but such speculations might well be invidious or unin-

formed. 

For whatever reasons, it appears that, from the broader policy, 

treatment, management, fiscal, and legal perspectives, the field of pro-

batfon is a vineyard in which to labor as one endeavors to become account-

able in the legal and fiscal enviromaent within which we current-

ly operate. Our immediate tasks are to provide the basic answers to the 

questions about probation whiCh have been identified and detailed in this 

technical issue paper. 
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